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Community Conversations 2018 

Service Delivery Option Responses and Evaluation 

Full Report –March 2019 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 On behalf of the Comhairle Transformation Change Team, we would like to thank all those individuals and 

groups who have participated in this Community Conversation exercise and those other individuals and 
groups who made responses in writing or on-line. 

 
1.2 Unfortunately, by the date of the December 2018 Comhairle Committee series we will not have completed 

all community conversation events (we will have completed 10 out of 13). Individual and group 
submissions outwith the Community Conversations will be analysed separately and incorporated into the 
final report. 

 
1.3 Individual area analysis reports, based on the Community Conversation events, have been prepared and 

will be made available to local communities by their Elected Members through relevant community 
forums. 

 
1.4 These initial Conversations were designed to raise awareness in communities of the financial challenges 

facing the Comhairle and to introduce a new approach to the delivery of public services based on a model 
of community empowerment and partnership (Appendix.1- presentation at Community Conversations). In 
order to do this and facilitate a discussion based on actual services and challenges, a number of 
proposals were identified and participants were asked to work in groups to consider whether: 

 
i. This was a proposal they would support as a community. 
ii. This was a proposal they would not support as a community. 
iii. This was a proposal they would support as a community but required further information and their 

questions answered. 
 

1.5 Groups were required to record their decisions, detailing any concerns, questions or other observations 

and a commitment was given that they would be included in the final report. 

 

1.6 In addition to the above, groups were requested to identify any other areas of Comhairle and/or public 

service delivery that could be looked as to consider whether they were necessary or could be delivered 

more efficiently. 

 

1.7 Groups were also required to identify community groups that had the capacity and experience either to 

work individually or collectively with the Comhairle to deliver services through a Public/Community 

Partnership. 
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RESPONSES AND EVALUATION OF PROPOSALS 
 

2.1 This section provides details of all the proposals considered at the Community Conversations together 

with the responses and subsequent evaluations. 

 

2.1 The collective responses were then analysed and placed in rank order in line with community support for 

the proposal. (Appendix 2) 

 

2.2 An interim evaluation was carried out and all group responses analysed.   A weighting was applied to the 

responses given to each proposal which gave an indication of the relative capacity of each community to 

work with the Comhairle in a service delivery partnership.  (Appendix 3) 
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Bernard Chisholm 

Department/Section Education and Children’s Services 

Service e-Learning 

 

PROPOSAL 

 Develop a more extensive Outer Hebrides strategy to 
promote digitalisation as a means of undertaking more 
functions and services for the community. 

 

 

 

 

 

EVALUATION: 
 
Almost all communities are in favour of the Comhairle developing a more robust digitalisation/e learning strategy 
as a mechanism for more efficient access to public services.  It appears that there is a stronger commitment for 
this approach if it is part of a broader strategy to decentralise Comhairle services and staffing.  
 
Responses highlight concerns which will need to be addressed if this proposal is to be pursued: 

 IT infrastructure needs to be fit for purpose.  

 Adequate training is available to staff and service users. 

 The Comhairle needs to have a more robust digitalisation strategy. 

 The Education and Children’s Services Department needs to provide a more detailed explanation of e-Learning 

and the school curriculum to facilitate community understanding. 

 The Comhairle needs to engage with Health and other public sector partners to provide a more joined up and 

integrated service at a Community level. 

 Any digitalisation strategy needs to address issues of digital exclusion. 

 eLearning and digitalisation needs to be supported by local area based training and staff. 

 Strategies need to be in place in areas of poor connectivity to ensure that areas are supported equitably. 

 

 

RESPONSES 

 Must be quality work.  Opportunities to develop. 
 Don't have means to deliver e.g.  The area in Barra with most population still does not have superfast broadband. 
 Better broadband for all. 
 Medical. 
 Positive as long as it is in addition to provision rather than an alternative to current provision.  Also if the technology is 

in place to support. 
 Training essential.  Equipment essential and facilities.  How to work broadband, opportunity to develop and improve 

infrastructure. 
 e-Sgoil - Ensure best model possible.  Not for core subjects.  Strategy to be developed and e-technology to be hugely 

improved before moving forward. 
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 More investment is needed. 
 If staff were in local hubs they could be out in the communities with iPads or laptops to help people fill out a form.  It 

is something you might not normally do, they will be keen to do it if people are coming into their homes to do it. 
 e technology is not universal and services are most needed by elderly who have significant needs which could be 

aided. 
 The expectation of people is that most services will be available on line.  What about digital inclusion costs? 
 Might cause more isolation - Be wary.  Cost. 
 We need a far better relationship between LCC/UHI and CNES.  This has to change dramatically to benefit both 

organisations and improve choice of education for children & young people.  The answer is not always e-Sgoil.  Use of 
technology is not a panacea as an improvement you need family & friends, social aspects, communication. 

 No consideration for the elderly.  Communities have issues (ongoing) with broadband signals.  All agencies need to be 
on the same compatible system.  Worry of digitisation will cause job losses. 

 Quality of broadband must improve to ensure digitisation of service works. 
 Current broadband provision is not reliable and in some places not available.  Do not exclude non users!  Many people 

will still need to use traditional methods. 
 If making more use of existing technology to make savings then do.  'More aggressive approaches' Sound expensive - 

no savings initially.   
 Very important that people are not digitally excluded.  Those who cannot or do not want to do things online should 

not be disadvantaged.  Generally a good idea? Why isn't this form/questionnaire available to fill in online? 
 A no - brainer, why can't Council tax bills be offered as a pdf?  Housing Ben decision notices etc.  Issues with poor 

broadband coverage and 4G in some areas.  Reservation though about extent of e Sgoil in schools.   
 e-learning won’t work with the subjects that have practical elements.  e-learning successful but not to be driven to the 

point of few teachers being in the secondary school. 
 Broadband needs improving.  Video conference facility needs improving.  But, not at the cost of teachers.  Recognise 

the limitations of e-learning. 
 Possibilities of more jobs/ services being decentralised outwith Stornoway.  Broadband issues - disadvantage.  

Teachers in classrooms still important.  More proactive in funding teachers. 
 Broadband required still not available.  Proper resources and plan needed.  Training in delivery.  Course development 

strategy needed.  Need to have clarity on core skills and mandatory teaching modules and certificates.  Opportunity to 
use third sector provision.  In general Comhairle systems are not efficient. 

 No high speed broadband provision in Uig. 
 Excellent idea needs to be fully supported with technology already being used in schools. 
 Co-ordinate with regional roll-out.  Align strategies.  Learn from each other.  Digitalisation - affordable and a priority.  

Reduce miles. 
 Digital technology must be more reliable than at present.  Digitalisation should always be an option and not the only 

option.  How would it actually work? 
 Elderly people who are not confident / comfortable / able to use online services.  If there were community hubs (as 

Ness Hall used to provide) this could bridge a gap.  Intergenerational links between community & schools could also 
help. 

 e-technology with Health - 10 min appointments.  e-technology to develop music lessons and e-ceilidhs.  Training 
required in IT and support to deliver this.  Taigh Dhonnchaidh could develop their e-learning hugely if supported with 
this. 

 Would need investment in the infrastructure to allow this.  This could allow people to work in their local communities. 
 Better infrastructure!! Throughout very remote areas.  Non - Commercial infrastructure options. 
 Metered internet only in some areas broadband (EE) soon to be provided round some areas.  Schools? 
 Have the schools been brought up to standard technically? 
 Digitalisation is the way ahead, however require effective broadband, education and support for those who don’t have 

the skills.  Is not necessary to be centralised.   
 Need to make sure the IT systems are up to standard.  The current system in Balivanich needs improving. 
 Yes - do so. 
 This is a good idea if it works. 
 Yes to moving to a more digitalized service. 
 IT infrastructure needs to be reliable and accessible. 
 On basis that face to face contact is not totally lost. 
 Broadband needs to improve for all broadband in all community areas.   
 Must persuade Government to provide fibre to the desk.  Essential. 
 e- learning may be good but nothing beats one to one education. 
 Depends on the extent to which it is used in curriculum delivery. 
 Good in principle but reality/cost. 
 Need connectivity to be equal across islands.  Same technology in all areas.  Need people to sort problems at local 

level. 
 Support rural broadband roll out.  Make better use of technology.  Avoid job cuts. 
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 Broadband needs improved significantly! Not sure how this is possible at this stage, with the communications we 
have.  Concerns that technology takes over from local jobs.  Jobs are crucial to our islands! 

 Sort out your video conferencing, skype would be better.  It has to happen - essential. 
 Could expand subject choice.  Must have quality technology.  Helps remote communities to be included. 
 Fibre - optic connectivity is essential in all rural areas, not just main towns. 
 Secure and improved infrastructure required. 
 Needs better infrastructure before from outside companies/services first.   
 Connectivity. 
 The 'digitalisation' in parts of Harris would have to be looked at before this could be taken forwards.   
 Worry - digital doesn't deal with personal services. 
 Connectivity is the issue. 
 Technology would need to be in place.  Reliable.  Investment is important.   
 Watch out for increase in social isolation by reduction in face to face contact by e-learning. 
 Invest in IT infrastructure.  Better broadband! 
 Good infrastructure in Point for internet. 
 Have computer stations in local places, where people can login to their workplaces and get their "computer - based" 

work done locally.  Saves money on petrol and time for family and local activities. 
 Community hubs - good idea but needs the correct infrastructure. 
 It is important that human contact is not lost. 
 Offering working from home securely.  Reducing socialisation.  Increase opportunities for young people to be more 

socialised. 
 IT infrastructure needs to improve. 
 Pairc has excellent broadband in some of its villages, but not all.  4G masts are accessible in some areas but not many 

yet.   
 Consistency of IT services throughout the island.  Security of data paramount.  Ensure e-Sgoil is not overused and used 

inappropriately. 
 Digitisation and enhanced broadband provision have opened up more opportunities for services to be more effectively 

provided using digital communication means.  However broadband provision is very far from being universal and 
therefore the use of hubs will ensure equality of service and ensure that individuals who require support are not left 
isolated within communities trying to grapple with digital service provision.  Cothrom has invested to date in 
broadband direct to premises and will shortly have 300 mb upload and download provision, revolutionising provision 
of our services and work.  We view this as a community resource and welcome the opportunity to liaise with UHI, NHS 
WI and CnES on how we best utilise this within the community.  The combined provision of e-learning and e-health 
offers real synergies. 

 What on earth do you even mean by this…..? Digitalisation, or digitisation?  Far more detail required. 
 Need to be careful - didn’t the NHS and a large police force invest huge sums in e-technology systems which didn't 

work?  Essential that alternatives to 'digitalisation' and 'e-technology' remain available to those who want / have to 
use Comhairle service without having to use IT.  

 This would require more support (by trained staff) from community education and in the libraries for familiarisation 
with digital technology BUT it should not be compulsory: alternative methods of delivery should be available. 

 You would need proper internet access for that, not some patchy, slow, unreliable, expensive, backward broadband 
connection.  Not everyone is computer literate!  Already a lot of people left behind, unaware of what's going on 
around them because they do without internet.  We are an aging population and already have a lot of elderly missing 
out because of that issue.  Greater reliance on digitalisation of services must be done with improved equal access to 
internet and something must be done about computer literacy.  As well as having a non- computer based option to 
access these services.  

 At the moment a large percentage of South Lochs is very poorly provided for in terms of digitalisation.  Really poor 
speed on web in a lot of places and areas with no mobile signal.  Perhaps this would work if the Comhairle pushed 
service providers to upgrade the systems in the area? 

 Would not work in this rural area.  Internet not good enough.  Mobile signal is hit and miss.  
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Bernard Chisholm 

Department/Section Education and Children’s Services:  Schools and Related Services 

Service Service Partnership through Charter and Hub Development 

 

PROPOSAL 

 Use community empowerment legislation to work with 
multi-ward areas to identify priorities and consider how 
they may work with the Comhairle to develop alternatives 
models of service delivery. 

 Develop a charter/hub model of service delivery as a 
mechanism for a shared service approach. 

 

 

 

EVALUATION: 
 
Almost all communities are in favour of the Comhairle decentralising services on the basis of a Hub and Satellite 
structure.  This should be based on community access to Comhairle and other public services but, perhaps more 
importantly, as a mechanism for social and local economic regeneration. 
 
Communities tended to see this as promoting stronger Comhairle/community relationships in terms of both access 
to and in the delivery of services.  
 
Responses highlighted the need for more detailed information and costings, but the community clearly saw 
benefits in terms of employment, service delivery and the better use of community facilities. However, it is clear to 
them that the Comhairle will need to consider the size of Hubs and the appropriate management structures for 
staff.  
 
Communities could clearly reference examples that exist between and across a range of services. 
 
Community responses in relation to this proposal and a number of others raise the issue of this approach being 
extended across a range of public services, particularly Health and Health & Social Care. 
 
On this basis, if the Comhairle is to take this proposal forward, then the following action will require to be taken: 
1. Hub and Satellite locations need to be identified. 
2. A Comhairle decentralisation plan will need to be developed, identifying services and or staff to be moved to 

Hub/Satellite locations. 
 

The Comhairle will need to undertake discussions with other public bodies, particularly Health and Health & Social 

Care, to identify their commitment toward decentralisation and the concept of a single public partnership and/or 

Charter. 

 

IT infrastructure will need to improve substantially in some areas. 

 

The process needs to be well thought out and before decisions are made a wider range of consultations 

undertaken to include staff and service users. 
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RESPONSES 

 Locals know best what is required in their area.  Beneficial to have a wide range of people - representatives.  Elected. 
 Need local management -which need paid for.  Is there a sufficient margin in the payment to pay for overview / 

management? 
 This is broadly positive if it brings a more local approach to service provision, rather than being based in Stornoway.  If 

there are sufficient services available for interest in the locality. 
 It's good to use local knowledge and have decisions done locally.  Have an elected group made up of a wide 

representation of the community.  Local level decisions working with the Council. 
 A good idea needing lots of detailed discussion. 
 Home Care Supervisors are already deployed in their communities and it is hugely positive.  Tolsta would be a great 

place to have a hub.  Workers could stay there and deliver services and it would mean people would keep their 
children in schools and nurseries. 

 Decentralising means extra offices each needing its own support mechanism.  End up will be too many heads again.  
Try looking at work from home options / IT provision. 

 Principle of this is good but what impact does it have on Stornoway, does this cost more?  How do you align posts with 
locations?  Why not have most/more staff homeworking? 

 No.  We've been there done that.  You scrapped it cause it didn't work & cost money.  Unless you use partly empty 
schools - will these employees charge mileage if they have to travel to Sandwick Road building? 

 Needs more info and costings & models e.g.  remove stuff out of Stornoway, what happens to high street? 
 Jobs need to come South to the Uists and Barra.  Rather than have 2 bosses for each service we should consider 1 boss 

to manage 2 services/ or whole lot.  Saving money.  Combine council, NHS and HHP. 
 Keep the centralization to the lowest level providing it benefits the community. 
 More explanation on this - would need impact from other organisations. 
 Joining organisations together for projects could be challenging.  Again change could be expensive. 
 Distribution of services could lead to different standards in different places. 
 Need for more joined up thinking between CnES/WIHB etc. 
 Decentralising right way forward.  Health and wellbeing hub at Sacred Heart House with links developed to Daliburgh 

School which is South Uist and Eriskay sports hub.   
 Joined up approaching is good.  Decentralisation from Stornoway is good.  Sacred Heart House could be a health, 

dental, welfare hub.   
 What savings can be made?  Less buildings good.  Where will the decentralisation be in southern areas? 
 Requires more detail.  Support decentralisation particularly in the Southern Isles.  Third sector buildings used where 

possible.  Community Empowerment is about asset transfer not liability transfer.   
 Migrating skills sets out of Stornoway. 
 Tried before successfully & community centre also brings people to community as well as a revenue stream. 
 Understand the community assets / and schools and ensure that it is not detrimental to community facilities.  Internet 

is essential. 
 Good in principle but danger of lack of involvement by Comhairle.  A danger of "It's your responsibility now". 
 Council employees need to be consulted.  Plenty scope for accommodating employees, if they were willing.  However 

secondary school pupils have now been centralised. 
 Taigh Dhonnchaidh are looking to extend their building and would like it to become a centre of excellence.  They also 

would like to incorporate a sensory room - to provide music and art therapy.  This can also be used privately and by 
physiotherapists, speech and language therapists, art therapists and as a private treatment space. 

 Decentralise staff where possible.  Reduce travel.  Reduce number in Stornoway Office building. 
 Decentralising is good but needs lots of further discussion.  Moving services that are in Stornoway down to Uist will 

create more employment - good, well paid jobs are needed down here! 
 As long as it doesn’t entail more costs and they regularly meet up.  Hub idea causes more problems than it solves.  

Capacity problems.  Security problems.  Data Protection problems. 
 The Comhairle has a long history of saving money by spending a lot more money! This charter and hub sounds like 

another set of layers involving more management jobs and more expense with no guaranteed success.  What 
happened to the one - stop shop? 

 We strongly believe that local hubs are the way forward.  Local provision local understanding of needs, local 
employment, local skills.   

 If this means that the community has more say, it sounds good in principle.  It has the potential to improve local 
employment to retain skills.  But more information how this will work is required. 

 Would be beneficial to move some of the jobs to local areas - where would this be? 
 We are all for localisation - should be encouraged.   
 Depends what services are available and the demand on them.  Yes to the hub model! 
 Positive if people can work in their local communities.  Works well for CLD workers.  IT infrastructure needs to be 

working.  Should be a range of professions - social work, home care, planning, and development. 
 Get health involved.  A joined partnership between CnES and NHS Western Isles with strong leadership has potential.   
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 Community hubs are good for people to be able to work closer to home. 
 Local community centres to/should become Hub's as long as centre and communities get the financial benefit from it. 
 Community hubs.  Enable school secretary to take payments in the school.  Better technology in all areas.   
 Good idea.  Need to consider new infrastructure in the community to accommodate this. 
 Topic too wide.  Use existing buildings/schools.  However some would need to be expanded.  E.g.  Sgoil an Taobh Siar.   
 Only if CnES Sandwick Road would shut completely. 
 Not enough detail.  Partnership working not cheaper.  Tendering and procurement issues.  Does CnES pass statutory 

responsibility to communities? 
 Massive opportunity to use community facilities such as Carloway School.  This could save the council money and 

improve the changes of these community projects being successful and financially sustainable.   
 We like this concept - supports community/saves co2/ lowers travel costs etc.  However, what are the costs of being 

able to support this?? The council moved staff from remote offices into town in order to cut costs a few years ago...  
So how is this a cost cutting option now? The idea is good but needs significant detail and working through.  Remote 
and decentralised services are welcome, but we don't understand how this could reduce costs.  It would support staff, 
to a degree and community groups who own buildings.  Community groups are clearly under pressure, less funding, 
less volunteers, less support.  Community groups are vital to cohesion and growth within our islands.  They cannot 
resource this without significant support, financial and otherwise. 

 It helps with childcare problems by being closer to schools - maybe encourage people not to locate kids in Stornoway 
Primary.  Comhairle services e.g.  DSS/Police/CAB/Health in Hub? Hot desks for other organisations. 

 Development workers to be allocated to each ward area to co - ordinate groups and group development.  Community 
hall could be used as central hub but must ensure community use is still available.  Satellite office in each community. 

 Mobile phone reception/internet - not yet in all area in Harris.  More office space.  Yes - decentralise office space in 
Stornoway.  Better use of all spaces.  Put HHP and WIHB into Sandwick road.  Could the library do a hub in Harris? It's 
not currently open full - time - could be used more effectively? 

 Definitely positive decentralisation into the local community.  Importance of strong technical services e.g.  mobile 
signal, Wi-Fi. 

 More local services help people who aren't able to travel due to transport/mobility social isolation for isolated 
members of the community.  Lack of networks and Wi-Fi services.  Technical services based in Harris for more 
centralised service.  New premises required so an initial outlay? 

 A number of council employees travel to Stornoway to work in the Comhairle building so this would help to bring 
these jobs back locally.  3-5 year plan. 

 Jobs in the area will attract people to settle in the community. 
 Hub defined by who chooses to live there rather than defined by service need.  Needs to fit with Community Planning 

Partnership and discussion including partners at that level for shared 'hubs'.  History of devolution was then retracted 
? Evidence of effectiveness.   

 Good use of community spaces.  More time at home and in local community.  Opportunities for home working.  
Develop multi-purpose community hubs.  Cost implications? Community hubs need to be open at times that suit 
community, e.g.  evenings and weekends. 

 Costings needed for hub set up.  Better out here than in schools e.g.  rationalise Stornoway Comhairle building. 
 Working from home policy.  Lone working.  Work- life balance.  Mileage allowance.  Carbon footprint to reduce.  Small 

green minibuses.   
 Example in Highland where 'Hubs' exist - positive but can be isolating from teams.   
 This should also be supported with the development of local food networks. 
 Community hubs make sense but need proper infrastructure to make it work.  Needs to be viable - right jobs for the 

community and meet their needs. 
 Creating hubs throughout Western Isles - not in isolation. 
 Hub better than homeworking for social reasons.  Single public authority a good start.  Maintenance cost for hubs 

could negate savings.  Positive for existing, kitted out buildings.  (economies of scale necessary) Good quality 
broadband. 

 Rely on good broadband.  Safety of data.  Problems with IT who should be called.  Homeworking options for staff - less 
desks and office space - reduced rentals etc.  Equal access to equipment.  With proper investment in fit for purpose IT 
systems.   

 Reliable infrastructure needed - connectivity.  Safeguarding i.e.  Disclosure issue? With safeguards.   
 IT infrastructure needs to be improved by CnES.  Any savings may be swallowed by IT investment.  Do we need town 

hall for CnES? 
 Security must be considered as well as traffic management and particularly when pupils may be outside. 
 Sounds good.  Popular idea in this area in the winter when dark and people travelling on icy roads.   
 De-centralised sounds like a good idea in theory.  Hub? There is already a council owned building here why could that 

not be used as a hub for council workers? 
 Ravenspoint and Taigh Ceilidh Orinsay Hall, available - internet needs address and secure network.  In favour of this.   
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 There would seem to be a useful opportunity to explore the opportunity provided in increasing local representation 
and perhaps democracy within the community.  There is insufficient detail within the question to address the extent of 
that opportunity but Cothrom would welcome the opportunity to be at the heart of these discussions within our 
communities across the Uists and Barra.  We would recommend that TSI through UCVO undertakes a prominent role 
in establishing the community baseline and ensuring equity of participation across community representatives. 

 Not enough information provided to make any sound decision.  This document is leading the public in a certain 
direction rather than providing open-ended conversations.  The timetable of the service redesign is impractical.  
Decisions are being rushed when too many important services are at stake.  Both council officers and councillors 
should be ashamed that a document of such poor quality has been presented to the public.  Councillors owe it to their 
communities to scrutinise what has been put forward in far more detail, rather than supporting senior council officers 
in whatever they are proposing.  Few of the proposals presented in this document have been discussed with service 
managers or frontline staff.  The manner the ‘conversations’ has been managed is shocking – too little time and 
residents rushed into making decisions.  The fact that in certain areas conversations have been so poorly attended is a 
result of the inadequate promotion of the engagement sessions.  These conversations will certainly not provide 
enough information for councillors to make any sound decision on how to progress in December.  They should be 
visiting the frontline workers of each of the areas under discussion to find out more.  It is very worrying that some of 
the statistics mentioned at some conversations have been misleading and the facts misrepresented.  The council needs 
to save money, but the process should have been conducted very differently.  The entire Comhairle should have been 
under review, rather than a list of randomly selected departments.  There should have been an audit of all services to 
identify complementary working.  Instead, departments have been divided and salami-slicing – which was exactly what 
this process was supposed to prevent – is being proposed.  This is an embarrassment to Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and 
a betrayal of community trust.  All involved in this process should be ashamed of themselves. 

 Transformational change requires transformational leadership.  It is important to clearly articulate the future vision.  
To paint a picture that is ambitious and creative and enables stakeholders to buy in to this vision.  This needs to be 
described in such a way that it can be visualised by stakeholders.  The relationship with future service providers is 
defined and described - Are we talking about a contractual relationship and clear service outcomes?  Development of 
the road map to get to this future point, how will the change and transformation be managed?  We require clarity 
about how, what, who, and when.  Infrastructure is in place and has the capacity to deliver services.  Double running 
and parallel programmes in place to facilitate change and handover.  The community hub can work really well - but 
needs modelling and trying.  Plus the model needs to be clearly described to the stakeholders and public.  Better more 
efficient management of assets that provide value for money and not situations that deplete the public purse with 
poor management.  Commissioning and contractual infrastructures are in place and developed to facilitate the new 
model.  A true and real partnership approach with the service providers that is based on integrity, trust and mutual 
respect.  Systems and processes are developed together.  A project management process is applied and that projects 
are completed and reviewed - there is a completion date and not an eternal project cycle, as is the case with some 
projects.  Strong, courageous leaders and managers that have the skills and ability take forward this process and 
understand change and transitional processes; financially, physically and psychologically.  Humane and humanitarian 
approach to staff - managing them, supporting them through the changes and in general, staff are supported 
throughout.  Specific to care services - this requires strong competent management, creative ambitious leaders that 
facilitate and develop autonomy, choice and empowered staff and service users. 

 Would a charter mean that a community would find itself accountable for delivery of a service that CnES should run?  
What if they can't guarantee sustainability?  Have CnES staff been consulted on whether or not they would rather 
spend their days working in a community hub probably a certain distance away from home (closer than Stornoway I 
assume) than going to Stornoway where they can access other services/shops/amenities that these community hub 
places don't have?  If these hubs are in the schools would the community hubs be open in the day, when school 
children are in?  What about the safety of children?  What about the security access to children from members of the 
public like drunks, people high on drugs, people who are potentially violent or aggressive?  You get all that in the 
public library!  How many schools have the necessary infrastructure for a school and a community place to run at the 
same time in the same building?  Who says that all services can be decentralised?  Have you consulted with CNES staff 
to know if they could do their job in a community hub away from their current office?  Are there services that would 
not lend themselves to being disseminated?  How would people get to these hubs (there won't be one in every village) 
when it's already so hard for a lot of people to get to Stornoway via public transport. 

 No idea what this is about.  In my opinion too vague a statement. 
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Bernard Chisholm 

Department Education and Children’s Services 

Service School related services, Catering, Learning Support, Gaelic 

 

PROPOSAL 

 Rationalise school estate and doing this more funding is 
available for capital investment. 

 Review curriculum offer in Senior Phase (S4-S6) by 
focusing on Applied Learning and improved partnerships 
with training providers, e.g.  UHI/LCC, Cothrom etc. 

 Arrange for all secondary school to plan and deliver, as far 
as possible, a shared timetable across all schools. 

 Consider providing meals in schools to the elderly and 
engaging older people in schools and the community on 
inter-generational activities. 

 

EVALUATION: 
 
This is an area where the community feels more information and discussion is required in order to make an 
informed decision.  However, it is clearly an area that there is a commitment to review and change if it can be 
demonstrated it is in the best interest of children and educational outcomes. 
 
It is recognised that opportunities for rationalisation are limited but, where numbers are low and falling, it should be 
reconsidered. 
 
There is a strong feeling that there should be greater partnership and collaboration between the schools, 
Education and Children’s Services Department, Lews Castle College, UHI and other training providers.  The focus 
on applied learning is generally seen as positive, as long as all those providing inputs are appropriately qualified 
and courses accredited. 
 
e-Learning is accepted, but there are clearly concerns that it may be used to reduce teachers and move away 
from in-class teaching in favour of on-line in order to save money. 
 
It is considered reasonable that the curriculum offer should be reviewed. 
 
Overall, the promotion of intergenerational activities in school was seen as positive, as was the idea, providing it 
was practical, for school to provide community service such as meals for the elderly. 
 
However, it is clear from the responses that the Comhairle will have to: 
 

 Provide more information and raise awareness in communities about e-Learning, the curriculum offer and 
Curriculum for Excellence. 

 Investigate and provide clear guidance to staff and services to ensure all service delivery is PVG compliant. 

 Demonstrate any actions support community resilience. 

 Demonstrate greater engagement with local suppliers. 

 Need to expand accessible, affordable housing in rural areas. 

 Consider community transport solutions to enable people to have access to schools. 
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RESPONSES 

 Partnership Learning Positive. 
 Engaging Community/Elderly positive. 
 e-Sgoil - concerns that teachers will not be replaced and more-learning done via VC. 
 If they are going to take away schools they are taking away choice. 
 e-Sgoil - Why reinvent the wheel and not work in partnership with UHI. 
 Concerns about small school closures. 
 e-Sgoil gives more subject choices but concerns about losing teachers and dependency on technology. 
 College been good partnership e.g.  maritime. 
 Do not rationalise school estate. 
 People are already unable to cope with the move from P7 to S1.  The change in size. 
 Great to have older generation joining in with schools and pre-schools. 
 The suggestions are sensible especially provision of meals to the elderly. 
 Grow student population and show ambition. 
 Rationalisation of schools needs discussion - not good for community e.g.  Tolsta.  You're talking about keeping villages 

vibrant but the school is the heart of the village. 
 Do not rationalise school estate although a review of curriculum and shared timetabling may be useful. 
 Rationalising schools does not mean saving in travel or family time. 
 The curriculum on offer does need to widen and a much improved relationship is needed with LCC/UHI - We are on 

doorstep and relationship is poor. 
 Providing meals in schools for the elderly is a good idea. 
 Adequate staffing, transport issues, health needs would be an issue for elderly to join children in schools. 
 More opportunities for applied learning in Uist. 
 No further reduction to curriculum- qualifications if factors needs to be looked at. 
 Who will pay for provision of meals - what will be the saving and for whom. 
 Change in education could be expensive initially.  Who is saving? 
 Qualifications of training providers. 
 Partnership with Cothrom good but more could be done, increased options with Cothrom.  Needs further discussion. 
 Intergenerational activities a positive and happening in Primary schools/care homes not sure meals would work? More 

info? 
 Rationalising school estates is not possible in Uist. 
 Partnerships with other bodies standardise timetables across all schools.  Although Gaelic is valued, do not believe 

Comhairle staff need/ are required to speak Gaelic. 
 How will this save money? Increasing curriculum/partnerships foundation apprenticeships. 
 Best curriculum offer required to include community led applied learning.  Harmonised timetable required.  e-Sgoil 

requires proper resourcing and management.  School not right environment for older people services.   
 Vocational Schools. 
 Rationalise school estate. 
 School rationalisation is inappropriate in this area.  Example of collaboration already in place. 
 Need to balance curriculum & vocational.  Understand world of work & future importance.  This is already in place in 

many ways. 
 General agreement with all points especially point 4 - using schools for other activities, providing meals, old people 

perhaps paying small amount.  Problem with transport for old people, but community Bus service should be more & 
better used - currently under-used. 

 Teaching staff need to be consulted.  Number of schools in the area needs to be maintained.  Order needs to be 
maintained in classes - virtual classrooms would lead to non-management / disruption. 

 Music used in other schools successfully (people coming into schools).  Child protection to be considered.  Taigh 
Dhonnchaidh provide music tuition already - we don't want them to lose this. 

 Positive for intergenerational activities.  Older people could teach pupils.  Comunn Eachdraidh do a lot with the elderly 
already. 

 School meals - good idea but provision not there - not enough space. 
 Swimming pool should be utilised more. 
 There are no further schools in NU + Benbecula that can be rationalised!! 
 Applied learning can be additional to what is offered but it can’t be the only focus in the Uists. 
 How would you get the elderly to schools considering the constraints on transport so how would that make a saving - 

also how does this fit in with child protection and disclosure. 
 e-Sgoil for secondary only - also technical problems - discipline problems.  Local resources - sports etc.  ok - but 

security problems. 
 Encouragement of activity for older people. 
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 Curriculum offer review potentially interesting - Lionacleit requires more teaching provision (Maths, Science, 
Languages), boatbuilding and crofting etc. 

 Also elderly integration good idea.   
 Elderly can not always travel and need alternative provision/support.   
 Old school building to be sold.  Transport for elderly? Do school have a lot to offer? 
 Digital teaching good idea but technical infrastructure money and connectivity e.g.  Cisco as with UHI, but no good for 

practical subjects. 
 Secondary school - important to have good quality specialist teachers - if this is via digital learning - excellent.  

However allow individual teachers skills/strengths to shine therefore need broad options for shared curriculum. 
 Not sure about meals for elderly in school - transport - older people not necessarily comfortable amongst children. 
 No reduction in the quality of education for the children.  No spare capacity in the new schools to allow extra 

community/intergenerational activities. 
 What about transport? Needs further clarification.  What about the academic subjects. 
 Rationalisation - Not possible. 
 Review curriculum - needs further discussion. 
 Share timetable - possible. 
 Meals - positive. 
 Activities needs discussion.  PVG etc.  (costs etc.). 
 e Sgoil not reliable - technical issues, staff absences.  Discipline issues. 
 Good idea for intergenerational.  Any new initiative for senior pupils welcomed.   
 It is a great idea to consider the elderly - but the children MUST be protected - as in each every person will require a 

PVG check - that’s essential. 
 Worth reviewing schools and pupil rolls.  Difficult and possibly expensive to provide meals in schools - needs more 

investigation. 
 No mention of learning support and Gaelic education? Schools are making links with intergenerational activities.  Links 

with further education.   
 Good to review curriculum - good to focus on applied learning.  Units can be delivered locally.  Encourage young 

children to stay on the island, Good career progression for all ages. 
 Opening schools to elderly is a positive step. 
 Utilising schools which are empty for 7 weeks of the year for community activities. 
 Coordinated timetables rather than shared. 
 Everything the day care centre did we could but finance/staff is still an issue.   
 Elderly being provided meals in school.   
 Positive shared timetable.   
 School services like the library be available to the elderly.   
 Not possible in our area. 
 Shared timetable Possible. 
 Providing meals in school to the elderly Possible. 
 More focus on vocational courses that link into employment opportunities on the island to retain people.   
 Evaluate Broadbay schools.  Increase modern apprenticeships.   
 Already done.  Needs impact assessment.  Needs further discussion.  Areas like Kinloch has no local school or bus 

service within area. 
 Meeting does not meet community engagement Scottish Government standards.  No hearing loop seating for 

disabled. 
 Who will administrate the services that would be provided in the schools? Rationalisation has already taken place in 

our area (Breasclete/Carloway) Breasclete should remain open.  Opportunity to provide social care from schools and 
community buildings (Carloway old school). 

 We feel that all cuts in our area have been done already when it comes to schools. 
 Local organisation providing school meals.  Could not be provided by volunteers.  Consideration would need or be 

given to GDPR (e.g.  Children in receipt of free meals) there are lots of other community organisations e.g.  Callanish 
centre who might be able to provide it. 

 Apprentices/vocational training have their place but should enhance/not replace - this needs to be properly supported 
if they are to continue.  It is possible but needs much more support. 

 Community libraries are a possibility and Safe guarding and child protection need a lot of attention and it needs 
investment. 

 With new curriculum and HGIOS this could tick many boxes.  None of the proposals should take away from core 
funding education.  Cannot reduce subject choice as it is putting our children at a disadvantage. 

 No further expansion of e - learning better to have teachers in the classroom.   
 Existing model.  Borders council and BYT Borders Youth Theatre intergenerational meetings.  Exchange of experience.  

Write/perform plays.  Make money.   
 e-learning - not a reliable source of learning in schools unless IT infrastructure is exceptional.  Transport issues for 

further education and apprenticeships.  Make use of Harris skill base providing services on more localised basis.   
 Do not rationalise Harris schools below 20 ish. 
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 Apprenticeship as part of curriculum. 
 Intergenerational stuff. 
 Thinking ahead to the future, we don't know what jobs our current children will have.  We need to plan for this.  

Vocational perhaps.   
 More vocational qualifications are needed and training providers can be employed from the local community and 

volunteers. 
 Older people in schools is an idea that should be expanded on and for schools with libraries these can be used for 

elderly and pupils.  e-school arrangements need further discussion. 
 Good idea for intergenerational activities schools/care homes/groups working together.   
 Means tested free childcare. 
 More vocational courses would encourage intergenerational relationships.  Volunteers should maybe be provided with 

expenses? 
 Providing meals to the elderly in schools seems to be a 'good idea' but would/could cost more? Issues around 

transport and charging? Using older people for breakfast club/afterschool.   
 Appreciate recognition that young people learn differently and some are more vocation/practical minded then others, 

also offers choice for young people other than academic route.  Concern in reducing teacher contact if e-learning 
increased. 

 Wellbeing of pupils.  Use of buildings. 
 Loss of local services if schools are closed. 
 Is there capacity for meals for older people with busy school canteen? Not clear on how this would work - be better in 

community halls, etc.   
 Potential for inter-generational work as part of curriculum.  S4-S6 provision: not clear on what this means? 
 Use of school facilities - not possible at times when being used for children already.  BUT: Use of school building on 

evenings and weekends does make sense (discuss further to include discussion of Sunday use) Closer working between 
UHI/LCC and council needed. 

 Do not agree with shared timetable. 
 Qualified staff required for the applied learning - not volunteers. 
 Community meals in schools is possible. 
 Rationalisation does not apply in Point. 
 We support a review of the curriculum offer. 
 We support shared timetables. 
 Point School could be used more over the summer holidays. 
 Review curriculum offer' - What does this mean? Increase, Decrease? Vague.  Ensure curriculum is adding to health 

and wellbeing in the communities. 
 Why provide meals in schools, what about food production networks? 
 Tolsta pupils to Back school.  Eoligarry - close.   
 Community meals from/in schools.   
 Intergenerational activities.   
 Open schools in evening to access sport's facilities. 
 Working closer with LCC shared timetables needs a lot of work - challenging. 
 Eoligarry school - being partnered and should close.  Laxdale School - old building being extended e-Sgoil proved.  Sell 

the service.  Intergenerational work constrained by FES constraints.   
 Retain rural schools - to use as interwoven work where families and young people can join in activities.  Community 

halls.  Open schools for community activities and charge to include janitor costs.  Create trips.  Use schools when open 
too while CnES staff are present.  Map existing buildings. 

 E-Sgoil is the way forward.   
 Closing schools - community involved. 
 Think schools are already well used.  Closing smaller schools could put pressure on existing schools.  Would not help 

with regeneration.  Would be good for pupils to get a chance to go to LCC - if good quality.  Driver for people with 
families to stay. 

 Small schools may need to close.  Lack of housing in rural areas is pushing children to Stornoway housing.   
 Compare spending on current elderly meals with option to feed in schools.  School security. 
 Could be stronger partnership working between CnES and UHI and review service to avoid current overlaps - improve 

communication (Particular with e-Sgoil) Council and NI could improve image of college to make it a more appealing 
destination for school leavers.   

 All agree to potential shared timetable and nobody felt strongly against rationalising school estates.   
 All liked the idea of bringing elderly/community into school more but safeguarding must be considered.  Could school 

catering provide a 'meals on wheels' type of service for those who can't get out? 
 Could not close school in Pairc because of travel distances.  Online-learning needs teachers to be trained to deliver 

differently, but UHI has experience of this.   
 Need to consider additional burdens put on school by providing intergenerational activities.   
 If it brings in more funding then it sounds like a good idea.  More information.   
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 Internet needs to improve to make more use of e-Sgoil - transitions could be done this way.  Tailoring the curriculum 
to meet the needs of the community.  Spend to save required to make the buildings fit for purpose.  You need a 
working reliable link and someone to oversee the class.   

 Cothrom supports the proposal to introduce further applied learning offerings throughout the Western Isles and in 
Uist particularly.  We have already worked closely with CnES on the development of the Foundation Apprenticeship 
delivery mechanism and will seek to work proactively with CnES to ensure effective delivery in all areas of Foundation 
Apprenticeship and to expand the offering in future years.  There is scope for development of applied and vocational 
learning and this should be explored further and made available to all students.  Cothrom is particularly keen to 
expand our delivery of accredited training and provision of subjects which contribute to tariff scores and have a 
timetable offering more effectively aligned with the school timetable.  Cothrom also considered that we could offer 
additional opportunities for students who are unable to attend mainstream school for some or all of their education, 
or their needs are not being fully met in mainstream school.  Due to the complementary activities which take place 
throughout the campus we can offer services at reasonable cost by the shared overhead and tutor costs.  We also 
consider that the broader experience of attending a facility like Cothrom can enhance social skills, communication, 
working with others and skills for work.  Cothrom would support the delivery of a shared timetable to maximise the 
opportunity to share-learning opportunities and ensure equity of provision across all schools.  The shared timetable 
offers greater efficiency in terms of delivery, and should extend to subject choices being on a shared timetable not just 
shared timetable slots.  Cothrom do not consider schools to be the most suitable place for the development of inter-
generational activity and would argue that community facilities such as ours are much more suitable and could be 
supported to provide services such as meals and access to healthcare.  Cothrom currently runs two inter-generational 
projects.  We continue our relationship with Uist House where the children of Cothrom Og attend weekly for armchair 
athletics and have an ongoing relationship where they visit each other and attend special events such as Christmas 
concerts, graduations and celebrations.  Cothrom has recently commenced delivery of our “ti ’s sgeulachd” where we 
invite older people within the community to Cothrom to attend, share stories over a cup of tea and gain 
companionship and support from each other.  The children from Cothrom Òg participate in the event, introducing 
themselves and talking with the participants.  We would consider this type of event more effective and appropriate for 
younger and older people within our community. 

 Not enough information provided to make any sound decision.  This document is leading the public in a certain 
direction rather than providing open-ended conversations.  The timetable of the service redesign is impractical.  
Decisions are being rushed when too many important services are at stake.  Both council officers and councillors 
should be ashamed that a document of such poor quality has been presented to the public.  Councillors owe their 
communities to scrutinise what has been put forward in far more detail, rather than supporting senior council officers 
in whatever they are proposing.  Few of the proposals presented in this document have been discussed with service 
managers or frontline staff.  The manner the ‘conversations’ has been managed is shocking – too little time and 
residents rushed into making decisions.  The fact that in certain areas conversations have been so poorly attended is a 
result of the inadequate promotion of the engagement sessions.  These conversations will certainly not provide 
enough information for councillors to make any sound decision on how to progress in December.  They should be 
visiting the frontline workers of each of the areas under discussion to find out more.  It is very worrying that some of 
the statistics mentioned at some conversations have been misleading and the fact misrepresented.  The council needs 
to save money, but the process should have been conducted very differently.  The entire Comhairle should have been 
under review, rather than a list of randomly selected departments.  There should have been an audit of all services to 
identify complementary working.  Instead, departments have been divided and salami-slicing – which was exactly what 
this process was supposed to prevent – is being proposed.  This is an embarrassment to Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and 
a betrayal of community trust.  All involved in this process should be ashamed of themselves.   

 If a shared timetable in secondary school means that pupils can be offered a wider range of subjects this seems a good 
idea.  There have to be opportunities for pupils and teachers to meet face to face though: not solely remote learning.   

 Providing meals in schools for elderly people sounds good in principle.  These might be of interest mainly to elderly 
people who find cooking for themselves difficult or too much trouble and those who can’t get out easily to eat and 
socialise.  Many of these people will be unable to drive or have no car. How are they going to get to the schools?  The 
council are considering reducing funding to community transport (p25)  Would people have to book in advance?  How 
would this co-ordinate with waste reduction (p31)? 

 Are intergenerational activities to be integrated in the school timetable (crowded already); optional for school pupil?   
 Rationalise the school estate - if this means closing more schools, not a good idea if it involves long travel times for 

very young pupils.  Also if there is an overall aim to increase the younger population, numbers will there be space in 
existing schools for more pupils? 

 Providing meals in schools for elderly people seems a good idea will they be picked up by buses? Will they have to be 
CRB checked for intergenerational activities? 

 Closing small schools? More empty buildings.  
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 Historically the Gravir School was a focal point for the Community.  Activities such as fund raising events (jumble sales 
etc.) were held there to raise funds for local groups such as Pairc Community Association and Pairc Social Club.  The 
funds raised would then be used to take our elderly residents on day trips Christmas Sinners etc.  Scouting 
Organisation used the school to train and instruct our younger residents in various activities. Various groups would use 
this school to host AGM's and Public Meetings. Sadly, this is no longer the case. The extortionate rates now being 
demanded for school use leave it way outside the scope of most local organisations.  With regard to schools in other 
areas; cannot really comment as I do not have any children attending.  Worry when I see the word "rationalise ", in 
reality this means loss of facility and redundancies for employees. 

 Working with LCC and UHI... are we not doing this? I seem to remember having to teach/ instruct pupils in electrics 
when I worked there  
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Bernard Chisholm 

Department Education and Children’s Services 

Service Community Education, Community Learning, Vocational/ Adult 

Learning, Youth Services, Public Conveniences and Sports 

Development 

 

PROPOSAL 

 Work with communities and other partners to identify if 
there are more efficient mechanisms for delivering these 
services and/or co-ordinating partnership inputs, e.g.  
Trusts, Charters etc. 

 

 

 

EVALUATION: 
 
In general there was support for this proposal and the principle of Third Sector partnerships helping to fund growth 
in this workforce.  There was strong support for collaboration and coordination of effort by all organisations to 
reduce duplication. 
 
There was clear recognition of the potential of the Third Sector to maximise investment in Community Learning 
and Development.  However, there is a legitimate concern that this needs to be a genuine partnership between 
the Comhairle, Third Sector, Communities and other public bodies to identify needs, agree interventions and have 
a shared strategic approach. 
 
On this basis it is clear communities would expect these resources and staff to be community based. 
 
In order to take this proposal forward, the Comhairle would require to: 
 

 Agree a Charter or similar approach across all delivery partners and put in place an area and community 
governance structure. 

 Develop an area wide community learning and development strategy focussed on the following key areas: 
 - Community capacity building.  
 - Whole life direct inputs. 
 - Education and Learning.  

 Build on the skills of existing Community Groups. 

 Ensure Community Learning and Development (CLD) provides support to Community Groups and ensure 
CLD Officer in each area. 

 

 

RESPONSES 

 Vital support for Sports development.  Development required - sports track. 
 Opportunity to develop and use e-Sgoil or courses not common. 
 Top heavy in the islands to the North room for change in Lewis. 
 Provided staff are available - making more use of other local facilities (UHI etc.). 
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 A service that's required.  Lack of and poor facilities.  Opening times are limited.  Give children opportunities to do 
ECDL, Computer Training. 

 Use the third sector to fund these sorts of posts. 
 Reasonable to look for local funding for all are community learning.  Look at using "start-up" funds to equip officers to 

make more creative applications for additional funding. 
 Using resources to bring in more monies is important.  Just spending the money on minor (even if important) projects 

is a lost opportunity.  Need to recognise that these will result in unequal delivery. 
 This should be provided by CNES.  Do not look at these Trusts.  They are meant to be shared throughout the 

community.  Volunteers in the community come & go - not reliable.  You're talking about family life - how can families 
have quality of life if they don't know from one year to the next if they are going to have a job.  (Is there funding?). 

 Discussion needed much more with LCC/UHI to avoid duplication of effort. 
 Services are stretched enough in this area. 
 Further discussion needed to work in partnership with local groups to deliver services i.e.  classes/sports groups. 
 This is an area that needs further thought as there is little adult education.  Where is lifelong learning! 
 Public conveniences are of particular importance especially with increased tourists numbers. 
 Move towards increase in external funding. 
 External funders would need to be identified.  All very wishy washy. 
 Lots of successful sports projects just now supported by paid CnES staff - would they still be as successful without this? 

Regulation issues with Community Control. 
 Community capacity building should be community led.  Trust model could be effective.  Wind farm investment very 

different in Uist. 
 Adult learning provision should be Community led and resourced effectively. 
 Windfarm investments into communities. 
 Uig sees none of this anyway. 
 Access to large wind turbine development for funding. 
 Working with local trust.  Holistic approach to resources - online, direct, CLD, regeneration team.  What is out there?  

What are the gaps? 
 Remember everyone learns differently. 
 CNES also work with community trusts. 
 Community heat scheme - transmission.  Generate and sell. 
 Always good to have more efficient mechanisms for delivering services. 
 Renewable energy all over area important. 
 More public toilets. 
 As long as there is open discussion between both sectors, with an appropriate balance of power - community voices 

need to be heard. 
 Too much duplication.  Communities that aren't in a position to bid for funding are losing out.  Development workers 

are much needed for rural communities.   
 Befriending Lewis currently work with 18+.  If they were supported they could offer this to younger groups.  They 

would then be able to develop intergenerational activities. 
 Would welcome more support with third sector accessing funds.  But need more detail about what capacity the CnES 

staff have as what will they not be doing (that they are doing now) if they spend all their time with third sector? What 
will be lost? 

 Vague and maybe useless. 
 Allocation of staff in Uist vs Lewis/Harris? More equal/appropriately spread? 
 Danger of short term income streams.  Wind farm streams etc. should not be used for essential service - it is for 

additional services not currently being provided.  Provide CNES - training by existing staff to generate income 
sustainability of funding e.g. North Uist Athletics Club and similar groups offer great support and enthusiasm.  Funding 
would help! 

 What do these people do and where are they based.  It is unclear what is being looked for.   
 General concern about how much third sector can take on.  Could work if third sector is provided with right 

infrastructure and funding.  Would need to allocate further funding and support.   
 Who are these people? What do they do? Look at more creative ways of working and funding. 
 I think this could be a good way forward - especially using trusts and charters.   
 CLD workers play an important role in supporting local organisations.  Look at examples of success elsewhere.  Support 

to other providers needs to be sustained and long term. 
 More personnel required to do more in all areas.   
 Schools have strong link with CLD worker.  (SATs/Lionel) Gap in links with local youth groups - Airidhantuim youth club.  

Gap in links with senior citizens groups.   
 Lack of input of CLD on Westside.  People need to be asked what they want and find right person to deliver on classes. 
 UCBA would be pleased to deliver a lot of these issues if the professional guidance/resources where available.  The 

empty schools could be used to provide this.  Do janitors have to be present? 
 Get rid of community learning, because very little is achieved by them. 
 CLD staff to be based in schools in the areas that they live in. 
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 Need to clarify procurement, liabilities and other costs before this can be looked at.  Staff moved to central points to 
reduce costs.  Are CnES paying all costs or passing them to volunteer groups.   

 Community wind turbine projects were built to plug gaps in communities which need to be supported from elsewhere.  
Community turbines were not built to replace statutory services.  Supporting community development staff is 
welcomed, how that's done is up for debate. 

 Funding security? Community learning and development staff not used to full potential within community.   
 Some communities do not have access to trust finding.  Development workers should be placed in communities.  

Important to maintain community learning offer for quality of education and fulfilling the quality standards required 
of us and good experiences for our young people. 

 It's the people that make it - different demographic in different areas could lead to inequality in service provision.  No 
impact from CnES on the Harris Forum.   

 Rural areas suffer with recruiting volunteers having a small community pool of willing individuals.   
 Very vague.  Possibility of savings but further info required. 
 Some of this is already being done in this community and it would be good to expand on this.  The Harris forum 

promotes this and is representative of local communities. 
 Work with third sector to look at available options.   
 This is something that can be developed using the existing structure of the Harris Forum. 
 Need to ensure community groups have necessary skills (training) e.g. Budget management.  Also issue about time 

pressures on volunteers and trusts. 
 Good to have a Bottom - up approach - needs of community directing services.   
 We could consider making the most of the health/leisure centre by opening it on a Sunday.  This is an important and 

fundamental service, mental health benefit and even a commercial prospect.  We would happily give up volunteer 
hours to make this work.  Let’s try Sunday afternoons.  The FISH campaign group are willing to fund a trial of Sunday 
opening in order to see if it is a financially profitable day of operation. 

 Agree with this. 
 Positive step to work closer together.  Develop a community hub.  Partners - sport and health, CLD, Point and 

Sandwick trust, community halls, community groups. 
 This is a positive as it will help people be more engaged in the service delivery of their own areas.  Brings their work 

closer to home.   
 Essential for service redesign making it essential to have CLD in every ward.  Ensuring community development in 

community.  More spend within this sector has the potential to generate further income.   
 Already being done, positive work done by CLD. 
 Workers must draw down funding.  Invaluable to have knowledge for funding applications etc.   
 Must be non - voluntary in terms of people giving time unpaid.  Provide further training to services? Map sustainable 

and needed services.  Equity for children across the islands.  Difficulties in attracting funding. 
 Devolve CLD provision.   
 Could it be a postcode lottery? Should CnES focus on areas that don't have wind farm income? 
 Employ someone to identify funding and advise people where to go.   
 Genuine community capacity building needs support of a professional.  Current CLD staff not effective in building 

community.  Danger that staff based in stronger communities will be more effective than others - equity issues (e.g.  
communities with community owned land (trusts) Agree with decentralisation of staff though for genuine capacity 
building. 

 Need development councils in each ward tasked with bringing in the funding to deliver local services.  Existing 
community organisations should not be overburdened if they are under resourced.  Don't make assumptions about 
volunteer time and effort.   

 No CLD worker in our area.  How would this improve with new model?  . 
 Community Partnerships are vital in our community.  The more funding we can draw in to enhance the education 

experience of all in the area in as many disciplines as possible, music, sport, drama, art, dance etc.   
 Provision of adult learning and vocational learning in Uist are currently focussed within the community providers.  The 

role of CLD is less focussed on adult learning, vocational training and community capacity building than is perhaps the 
case in other areas of the Western Isles.  Adult learning provision is currently provided within Cothrom, delivering core 
skills and adult literacies alongside our portfolio of adult learning and vocational training.  In addition we provide SVQ 
accredited training, Modern and Foundation Apprenticeships and a range of employability programmes.  To this 
extent adult learning is already focussed around a community hub, with a broad range of opportunities available 
within one centre in Uist and future scope for extended opportunities through e-learning provision and the 
development of our business hub and expansion of accredited training opportunities in vocational skills.  We would 
welcome the hub approach for community learning and development within the community and more active 
participation from CLD staff.  Cothrom has always held an anchor organisation position within the community and has 
worked to support the wider economic and social development of the community working alongside partners 
including HIE, CNES Stòras Uibhist, UCVO, UHI and others.  We will continue this role and would welcome support to 
provide the community capacity building work in a more formalised context.  Our existing staff, including current 
Manager have significant experience in the provision of community projects and partnership working and bring that 
experience to bear in addition to Cothrom’s own experience and track record of delivery. 
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 There are possibilities here. 
 In Uist I have yet to encounter any Comhairle provided community learning and development.  Some sort of support 

for sports of various kinds is clearly a good investment in the long term in helping reduce health and social care needs 
(p23). Where do public conveniences come into this?  Clearly they are available (rightly) when community schools and 
council offices are open; also (Council provided) at the smaller ferry terminals and (calmac provided) at the larger ferry 
terminals, but otherwise they are scarce; with increasing visitor members it is important that all existing public 
conveniences remain open. 

 Very difficult to see how this can be implemented in South Lochs; would be interested to see the proposal.  Again, will 
this lead to redundancies? 
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Iain Mackinnon / David Macleod 

Department/Section Technical Services 

Service Community Transport and Evening Bus Services 

 

PROPOSAL 

 Consideration to be given to rural communities and 
groups delivering area-based community transport and 
evening bus services in a more coordinated and 
collaborative approach; funding, technical and capacity-
building support from Comhairle to be tapered during 
period of transition (say 2-3 years) and augmented where 
available by community landlord involvement and 
revenues; services could be delivered through 
combination of contracting with local bus operators, 
utilising existing community-owned vehicles and access to 
existing E&CS and H&SC fleet. 

 

EVALUATION: 
 
Communities are generally open to looking at this proposal, but for a number of reasons (legal, vehicles, 
community capacity), they would wish more detailed discussions. 
 
Where communities are providing services, they are regarded as providing a good service.  Dial a Bus and 
community buses appear to work well and give the necessary flexibility required. 
 
On this basis, communities are generally supportive of anything that could be done to increase the number of 
vehicles available to them. 
 
However, while transport is critical to rural communities, there is a recognition that the current service needs 
reviewing based on community awareness and concerns regarding the level of demand on some routes and 
whether smaller buses could be used in some circumstances. 
 
Communities generally believed there to be scope for service redesign. 
 
In order to take this proposal forward, the Comhairle would require to: 
 

 Share with communities the outcome of the external review of public transport provision. 

 Engage with existing providers  

 Invest more in community funding. 
 

 

RESPONSES 

 Issue with recruiting staff in community transport (D1 required - over 40) which results in difficulty developing. 
 Community Transport is not as heavily regulated as commercial transport.  Unfair. 
 Dial a bus - match service to demand.  E-Bus better serve young people & evening transport. 
 Loss of 4:30 bus from Castlebay has impacted negatively on children’s access to after-school activities and clubs. 
 Engage with Bus Contractors. 
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 More local consultation needed.  Concessions should be available and on ferries.  Open out criteria as difficult to staff. 
 Community Transport/Bus available for use? 
 Concessionary transport north-south over the Sound of Barra. 
 A minibus could be run more often for less people.  Buses aren't full.  TCDL have a minibus that could be contracted.  

People don't rely on buses as much as they used to.  Don't get rid of bus services just make them smaller and they 
could be run more often if this is the case. 

 Use large capacity buses for school runs but use smaller capacity for other services.  Advertise for drivers in each 
community to provide early & late services as a minimum. 

 Availability and reliability of transport are critical services for rural areas.  These services are particularly important for 
young people.  These services must be protected.   

 Needs more time to discuss implications on the social side of people’s lives and how it would affect their work.  
Work/Life balance.   

 Needs more thought. 
 Community transport needs to be protected.  Cut bus services in Lewis. 
 Use of participating budgeting not useful. 
 More advertising to let people know about service and request service option. 
 Retaining transport important.  If little used evening services underused make them 'request'. 
 Request services work well - need to be better known would hubs increase the demand for community transport? 
 Building community capacity is hindered by poor public transport links.  More request services would help. 
 Maintain TAGSA and Eriskay provision, further discussion on Community buses. 
 Joined up service between local areas won’t work.  Has to be across the islands.   
 Timetables need to be reviewed. 
 Equity of Provision. 
 Yes - Bus or car - more efficient.  Electric buses.  Self-sufficient energy system.  Hydrogen highway.  Patient transport 

also needs to be considered. 
 Important for few people who are limited without own transport.  On-demand service would be ideal.  Evening service 

to Stornoway & back for example. 
 Needs more communication about community needs. 
 Third Sector Hebrides train people to drive minibuses.  Are the minibuses going to be accessible? 
 Concern that community transport is a lifeline.  Third sector would work and works well in Uist but needs to be well 

resourced as it has training and health and safety implications.  It would be good to make school mini busses available 
to communities in the evenings for access on islands.   

 Revive 'postbus' service and combine with 'library van' and other services to isolated non-drivers.   
 Collaboration used to be better and reinstatement would alleviate some problems.  Use of available buses used by 

schools is not a bad idea but will not provide a regular service. 
 Government money for greater transport? Use the 12 minibuses mentioned - still and put money into library vans. 
 Community mini buses e.g.  on Berneray - could do school runs, regular timetabled runs during the day and on 

demand at night.  (Payable) Local employment for driver.  Car sharing (but need to consider data protection).  Would 
enable people to attend events in evening for example.  Shopping, etc. 

 Dial a bus is very useful to both operators and members of the public.  There are quite a few people on the islands 
who don't have a car and are reliant on the buses.  In theory using a community bus would be good but the schools 
are a distance from some communities so would not be of benefit. 

 Consider who would be driving and wear and tear on vehicles - increase in cash and insurance.  Could be a useful 
resource for the community.  Could TAGSA provide school runs i.e.?  Put this resource with TAGSA. 

 Worth exploring. 
 Any bus services that are increased can only be a good thing. 
 Lots of responsibility and cost for, vehicles - needs further discussion. 
 Bus here is a huge expense to the school. 
 Horshader bus model should be extended.  Council run bus for transporting people to school events (sports, mod, etc.) 

PVG cleared driver availability.  Put school staff through MIDAs community members. 
 Bus could be used to bring people to library service at community hub and to funerals.  Collect/pick up to take people 

who are housebound. 
 It seems wasteful having buses doing nothing.  But fraught with legislative problems.   
 If you use community groups, who is going to be responsible for insurances public liability etc...  Some community 

groups may not be able or have funds for this.  Would the council fund all of the points or parts of it? 
 Look at occupancy of nights with a view to only running on Thursday, Friday, Saturday, etc.  Bus run per request. 
 There must be some potential to achieve some rationalisation and even integration between the four provisions.   
 Too much reliance on good will.  Who are/where are the people to do this? 
 Dial a bus service. 
 All SG funding to be put into bus service pot.  Legal aspect of service delivery to be observed. 
 No mention of Kinloch.  Maintaining, tendering, procurement issues, local bus employers losing employment.  Look at 

buses, electric cars at community hubs.  Who pays training, insurance etc. 
 3 bus providers in local area current service should be maintained.   
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 Public bus services don't seem to be well used in our area.  54 seater bus is on all the time but hardly used.  Could 
minibus or smaller buses be used? If community could use bus out of hours that would be useful but issues and 
questions around insurance/tax/security/maintenance.  What will this mean in reality? 

 Parent council raises funds for a lot of transport e.g.  swimming maximum number in bus = 8 unless PSV.  Legal 
implications e.g.  licenses escorts. 

 Dial a bus service feeder system.  South lochs bus - change school day - make it shorter and use this as priority as the 
public service is running half empty. 

 Scalpay is already a good example of a community which runs a local community service.   
 Geographical issues - bus to collect from Tarbert to service South Harris.  Costs incurred for correct drivers tests, 

insurance, etc.  Ageing population requires greater commitment to volunteers.   
 Harris already has a minimal service.  Buses go to many other locations after 6.  Lack of drivers - qualifications not 

given on licenses now disclosures! Cost of training travel to get the bus. 
 There is no evening service to or from Harris. 
 Practicalities for Point including only 1 minibus at Knock school.  Does community have knowledge and ability to do 

this? 
 Smaller buses to be used.   
 Use of minibuses instead.  Buses unreliable.  On-Demand service with paid driver? 'Community taxi' - minibus services.   
 Scale down bigger buses to minibuses.  Minibus/community taxi service could be good in some parts. 
 Cut size of bus on specific runs.  Small bus.  More frequent runs with smaller busses.  Busses used to take old folk to 

shop/local facilities.  Community bus service.   
 Point & Sandwick Trust has their own minibus.  Good bus service in area, although low numbers using it. 
 Share buses with day centres for hospital appointments etc.  Dial a bus service. 
 Bus would be useful to community when not used by Comhairle.  Not sure if an issue in Laxdale.  Buses often empty.  

Scope to look at alternatives.   
 Would CnES replace buses when they are old? If volunteer decides not to deliver services the service doesn't run etc.   
 Use buses at Sandwick School etc.  for bus services in the evening or night and weekends. 
 Better utilisation - impact on housebound and disabled residents - positive.  Good to have a Pool of trained volunteer 

drivers. 
 Combine workers and school bus.  Smaller buses other than peak times. 
 Dial a bus.  Pool community resources.   
 Back needs an organisation to take over devolved services like this - would need support from CnES to build capacity 

and social capital.  (Possible with support). 
 Taxis are never an alternative in Pairc, far too far out.  Used to have a community bus, charged for hire and it was 

quite self-funding.  If community based would need to be in with existing services and be funded.  Driving licenses are 
an issue - older people can drive different classes of vehicle, but younger drivers can't/ would need to take extra 
driving tickets.  Evening service in Pairc been cut already which hasn't gone down well. 

 We don't have an evening bus service.  School kids (in Pairc) are held at school longer so as to fit in with public bus 
timetable.  Kids are derided for not being able to attend "out of school" classes in Stornoway.  Because they are late 
finishing.  Feeder service to Balallan required.   

 Feeder service needed from Balallan to South Lochs, for evenings MPV or similar using local taxi people.  Pairc Trust 
could take this on.  No bus to south lochs after 6pm.  More regular buses - smaller vehicles maybe.  Change of school 
day in Pairc to work with community buses from 9am to 3pm, would ensure equity for our children when it comes to 
wider achievement opportunities and ensure our staff do not miss vital training opportunities, linking up with other 
schools and staff therefore enhancing teaching and learning.   

 Cothrom does not operate community transport at present.  Our service users utilise public and community transport 
regularly.  Public transport affordability and accessibility continues to be an issue, although we have organised our 
services around bus times and use community transport where required.  Cothrom would like to invest in an electric 
minibus to underpin our service delivery and ensure that the adults and children accessing our services have the 
greatest opportunity to reach services and mix with other groups and areas.  Our very successful link with Uist House 
care home and transition with Daliburgh and Iochdar Schools, access to outdoor recreation and learning at St Peters 
Falachan garden in Daliburgh all require access to transport.  In 2018 our children undertook a variety of excursions to 
support their learning including a library visit to Sgoil Lionacleit, croft visit, harbour visit, biodiversity learning visit to 
Loch Eynort with Daliburgh School.  Our adult learning provision would benefit from greater access to transport to 
better integrate services and ensure all those wishing to reach services have that opportunity.  Improved transport 
access would enable us to deliver services across evenings and weekends, particularly for young people through the 
youth café and for those clients with health and well-being issues.   

 Some community owned estates seem to be struggling: support for community transport could be difficult for them to 
commit too.  Is there more scope for 'feeder' buses e.g. W6 Newmarket bus changing on/off the Tolsta bus at Laxdale 
School and a Bayble loop bus feeding in to the Flesherin/Portnaguren service at less busy times?  If the 'community 
hub' services operate, it is vital that there are buses and community transport to enable people to use them.  

 How are people without transport (non-drivers/limited access to vehicles) to get to “community hubs” if public 
transport is more limited than at present? 
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 Relying on volunteers again and calling it 'community groups' or 'trusts' or 'wind farms' as Bernard Chisolm says.  
Funding to be 'tapered' by CnES and 'augmented' when available by community bla bla bla - no sustainability there.  

 May work elsewhere, not in South Lochs; our service is already at shocking minimum.  The removal of the evening 
service at the weekend was an absolute disgrace.  Understand you looked at quotes; however feelings in area was 
third sector undercut everyone to get the service in the first place. Would be interested in seeing the original tender 
quotes for the service ... as you know so many pitfalls in running a service; as a community we are not up to the task.  
QED. 

 Our bus service is at a minimum at the moment.  My worry would be if community took this on what happens after 
the initial Comhairle help is stopped.  There is no evening service what so ever.  
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Bernard Chisholm 

Department Education and Children’s Services 

Service All Early Education Services 

 

PROPOSAL 

 Community partnerships may be able to identify efficient 
wrap-around care through activity clubs etc.   

 Review charging levels for all non-statutory services or 
consider not providing the service. 

 

 

 

 

EVALUATION: 
 
The expansion and increase to 20 hours of preschool funding is considered a very positive development by the 
Scottish Government. This service is seen as a critical provision to support young families, employment and ability 
of parents to access education, skills and training.  
 
Overall, provided that there is more support at community level, decentralisation and economic regeneration, there 
is a clear commitment from communities to work with the Comhairle to audit and plan to coordinate community 
efforts and activities to more adequately support the childcare requirements of young families. 
 
On this basis, if the Comhairle is to take this proposal forward, then the following actions will have to be taken: 
 
1. Audit childcare needs and map against existing resources by community area. 

2. Audit and identify the needs and demands for community based childminding provision and consider how this 

can be provided in the context of variable demand. 

3. Review Community Models proposals regarding delivery. 

4. Increase After/Out of School care. 

Review the charging policy and investigate how this service could be ‘poverty proofed’ to ensure equity of access. 

 

 

RESPONSES 

 Affordable childcare.  Full day provision.  Working with local Children's Centre. 
 Lack of wrap around care locally. 
 Using example of Cothrom & helping community groups run more activities. 
 Local audit to gather views and parental childcare issues/requirements.  Child Care service is necessary and should be 

affordable and high quality.  Gaelic & English to be provided.  Full day provision.  Willing to pay reliable and safe.  
Transport would benefit but may be problematic.  Look at community groups. 

 Local voluntary organisations to be included in discussion e.g.  BCC. 
 If charging levels are to be reviewed consideration needs to be given to ensure poorer folk do not lose access to the 

services on the basis of cost.  Also if this means low income people can't afford service and as a result can't work. 
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 Wrap around care would prevent people passing local schools and going to other places.  Don't mind paying for these 
services as long as it is fair and there is a process for people who can't pay. 

 Review charging levels. 
 Provision and support for families is critical.  Very important that islands can be seen as a destination of choice for 

families.  The fall in the population of children needs to be addressed.  Community provision where possible is a rural 
opportunity. 

 Not enough staff to cope with the new 30 hour free childcare. 
 Work with community groups to identify after school activities - work together/timings. 
 Parents should pay in line with income levels. 
 Extend hours at croileagan Yes, review charging. 
 Provision good in south area, parents to continue to pay 0-3, do not increase charging level. 
 Keep what we have and extend for all to access.  Not increase costs. 
 Anything to retain and increase childcare for all ages - including for working parents.  Costs must be minimised 

because of our low wage economy.   
 Community led wrap around care with support.  Do not reduce capacity of childcare provision through extension of 

2020 Strategy.  0-3 is a development need, economic development needs childcare.   
 Generic childcare / school support option  - more flexible support to young families 
 Regulation too prescriptive. 
 Scope to develop more local capabilities. 
 Utilise community centre for childcare all year round.  Currently families do not have a support network.  Train more 

individuals to have a flexible pool for childcare. 
 Use of school buildings / community assets.  No childcare in Uig.  Wrap around care is essential for an economic 

enabler.  There are costs involved so could they use existing facilities.  Childminding is a vocation - not suited to all. 
 Important provision to allow parents to work.  Agree with childcare qualifications being also teaching, staff not being 

out of job when few children.  Should be paid for by parents who can afford it, free for those who can't.  Should not be 
barred from availability if can't afford. 

 If there were childminders available locally, there could be scope for Spors Nis to provide a facility which would keep 
children in the community. 

 Cost of childcare is off-putting.  No childcare in Ness area - nearest is Barvas.  Not enough skills sets in each rural area.  
If training in generic skills in elderly care and childcare can be given this would be a solution. 

 Capacity is an issue that needs to be addressed.  There is a waiting list for children eligible for places. 
 Interesting idea - could we consider SaR being 0-12 school including wrap around care? Flexible to support parents 

starting work before school starts and/or finishing after school ends.  Work to promote childminding uptake in rural 
locations.  Possible central community hub facility which childminders could be based out of.   

 Remain centrally controlled. 
 Pay parents to stay at home! First 4 years are crucial in young children's development.  Gaelic group folded as a 

replacement leader couldn’t be found.  Community Connections are really important.  Lack of child minders in area. 
 Lots of questions on who delivers, where etc. and training needed for carers.  Some potential scope for crèche set up 

in school building but all of the above need to be carefully considered. 
 Reduce/remove charges for 0-3.  More childcare places from 0-5.  More places in each community.  More after school 

provision for 0-5 and in general. 
 Current provision is good 9am-3pm.  No groups locally apart from Trust who could lead on this.   
 Need to facilitate community spaces for young family networks to develop trust, and can use this to support each 

other for early years.  The families have to have spaces to meet. 
 Query capacity for organisations to deliver this - funding and staffing implications 
 After school care required for older children to be in line for nursery hours. 
 School aged children need to be provided for too. Rural areas are being penalised. Working parents are being 

penalised. Early years are being provided for in our area 50 weeks of the year. 
 More demand for another school club. After school provision charged by the hour, not by session. 
 Provision should be extended not reduced or withdrawn. Need a lot more detail about what has to be provided. 
 As long as people go out to work.   
 Afterschool clubs are definitely required for working parent - breakfast clubs. 
 Lots of demand for After School Club.  Extend beyond term time only.  Provision must be for working parents who will 

build economy.   
 Removing pressures from parents.   
 Special emphasis on school parent facilities. 
 Childcare provision is full.  Can a childcare facility be built? Big gap with preschool provision to Primary.   
 Pairc community a fantastic model for wrap around/childcare.  Appropriate facilities must be provided - e.g.  if 2 year 

olds are in school building they need appropriate changing, sleeping and eating facilities.  Must be a regular, 
consistent, reliable service within (and out with) term.   

 Wrap around childcare very important for working parents, but it's very costly.  Pairc playground heavily subsided at 
present, but very popular.  Unpredictability of both rates always a factor.  Consider how eligibility under tax credits 
affects this - not parents paying, but the government.   
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 Sports facilities required.  Pairc playgroup currently provides pre - school and after - school club.  Also childcare from 
age 2 is an option.  This is only funded for another year.  Pairc playgroup is a template that can be re - imagined in 
other areas.  School building could be used before school and after for clubs? Pairc playgroups charges the lowest 
childcare rates in school.   

 Pilot scheme running here, very successfully.  Revitalising the community as young families with children can carry on 
their employment.  Merging with the school.  Would mean loss of jobs.  More Gaelic training required for all staff.  
Security of tenure is vital.  Review charging levels to make it affordable.   

 Cothrom has secured funding for wrap around care provision in the Uists from the Aspiring communities fund and will 
shortly be working with local primary schools to scope and design the service.  We hope that once the development 
funding has been utilised and the demand confirmed this service could be mainstreamed within local education 
provision.  Cothrom currently provides the non-statutory childcare provision within South Uist.  This is a comparatively 
expensive service to operate due to the staffing ratios.  We consider the provision of childcare for babies to be a vital 
service within the community to facilitate full participation in economic life for parents.  We are working closely with 
CnES to develop services which meet the early years strategy requirements but still provide an opportunity for service 
providers to operate a service which is affordable and accessible for Parents.  There are a number of challenges within 
this and we will continue to liaise with CnES to address these challenges and meet the needs of the community. 

 Why is the Comhairle providing (or supporting) Early years provision to the tune of £2.4 million if it is not a statutory 
service? 

 To the best of my knowledge the Comhairle do not provide this service in South Lochs 
 Comhairle do not provide this service in South Lochs.  
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Iain Mackinnon / David Macleod 

Department/Section Technical Services 

Service Waste Management and Cleansing Services 

 

PROPOSAL 
 Increased charging for commercial waste and non-

domestic property contracts; 
 Review of kerbside collection arrangements and routes 

including increased collaboration from communities and 
households in collection of recyclates and volumes of food 
and garden waste. 

 Identification and evaluation of options associated with 
operation of Stornoway Abattoir; and. 

 Community management of all public conveniences. 
 

EVALUATION: 
 
The communities feel that more information on waste management is required in order to make an informed 
decision. 
 
In general, it was felt that the current collection arrangements were appropriate. However, there is general support 
for increasing the level of household recycling but there was a level of confusion on what is required and how this 
would be achieved. 
 
A number of areas were highlighted as of concern to the community. 
 
1. Uplifting and disposal of old vehicles. 
2. Food waste collection. 
3. Equity of resources/services. 
 
Almost all communities were positive about retaining Abattoir provision in Lewis/Harris.  However, there was no 
obvious strategy to ensure its viability and there was no support for a community/crofter social enterprise 
approach. 
 
Communities were, in general, willing to look at maintaining and operating rural cemeteries and public 
conveniences. 
 
In order for progress to be made, the following action would be required: 
 
1. A household recycling/waste strategy and awareness programme. 
2. A clear link between level of recycling and financial savings being made. 
3. A business and operational model for the retention of the Abattoir. 
4. More recycle (blue) bins to more households. 
5. Develop more community initiatives and develop a more robust public awareness raising campaign. 
6. More access to public conveniences. 
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RESPONSES 

 Retain current collection - relatively good service. 
 Important to support community run conveniences. 
 Uplift of old vehicles requires urgent action. 
 Recycling locally - processing plastics and buy better bin lorry.  Looked at by Beairteas Bharraigh.  Composting. 
 Car crushing services available for Barra to counter rise in fly tipping of cars. 
 Clothing disposal scheme required. 
 Not to cut collections.  Cost of recycling, waste miles.  Collection of old Vehicles. 
 Our Community Council previously offered to develop a composting service which the Council would not support.  

There is some previously researched work which could be revised and taken forward creating local employment and 
reducing waste moved through the islands. 

 There isn't always enough space to give people more bins.  The community would struggle to run it any cheaper.  It 
will always be difficult to make anything out of recycling unless communities could make use of it.  It can't really be left 
for 3 weeks in a built up area it would be smelling. 

 Maximise recycling - use blue bin as the commonest & not expect "black" to be a backup catch all.  Kerbside collection 
fortnightly is about right frequency but is a real privilege. 

 Robust approach to waste sorting.  Monthly collection of black bins would suffice. 
 To separate more waste we need less black bins but more blue bins.  Definitely not longer than 2 weeks as it causes 

flies etc.  especially in the summer. 
 Public conveniences - Should be more throughout the island & free.  We shout about we are a mega tourist attraction 

but there are very few places to go to the toilet. 
 Agree with increase in charging for commercial waste. 
 Do not change kerbside collection arrangements. 
 Education needed to improve people complying.  Change bin days, Blue Bins to 3 weeks and Black Bins to 4 weeks. 
 Burial grounds - not in Uist (What do we get?) street cleansing - reduce in Stornoway.  Stornoway abattoir - ? Does not 

include Uist.  Bins - not correct recycling procedures.  Bin not big enough to cope if uplifting is reduced.  Public toilets- 
not enough bins provided for the tourist each year.  Toilets are not council run here as other local people/companies 
look after them. 

 Public conveniences - some already managed by community –Eriskay / Berneray.  Market stance Benbecula - services 
put out to tender - private?? 

 Investigation into those who do not pay commercial rates. 
 Investigate if any commercial properties are pay non domestic properly contracts e.g.  air B+B.  Need to investigate if 

savings can be made. 
 In areas where houses are far apart are 3 people in a bin lorry round necessary. 
 Very important that public conveniences are maintained especially in visitor season. 
 Return to food waste collection in Uist. 
 More Detail required. 
 Need more detail.  Good service at the moment, not to reduce the service. 
 If paying more money by private businesses, this has knock on effects to us all.  Have issues re food, garden waste 

being addressed.  Maybe to public conveniences.   
 Consider impact of business losing bins.  No real scope for reduction.  Garden waste collection points.  Happy to do 

more house sorting. 
 Abattoir is essential. 
 Only two bins in Uig Organic & Non Recycle. 
 Recycling - more bins if it can raise funds.  How efficient is current recycling arrangements? Cost v Funds. 
 Maintain abattoir as is. 
 More efficient segregation of recycling at community skips.  Would like more recycling bins. 
 Parity of recycling in all services - bins - like they have in Stornoway. 
 Abattoir is essential.  Currently environmental health determine the standards. 
 Increasing charges for commercial waste would increase fly tipping - including dangerous goods. 
 Not enough public conveniences in this area - needs discussion and enabling of communities to develop. 
 Danger of increased fly-tipping possible but feel commercial enterprises should pay.  Clamp down on fly-tipping. 
 How do you get people to co-operate?  Need education.  Collect more recyclables kerb side. 
 No way cancel abattoir. 
 No one should have to look after public conveniences without pay.  Need more public toilets open all the time. 
 If communities are willing to manage public conveniences, then there should be scope for this.  Same for cemeteries.  

Refuse collections are already cut & working as effectively as possible. 
 Community groups should be re-reimbursed for providing toilets - Eorpie Playpark are installing toilets.  Fund changing 

facilities with a hoist for all abilities to encourage physical activities and less isolation. 
 Abattoir essential service. 
 Burial grounds should be generally financed by individuals and not CNES. 
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 We can only think of Eriskay public toilets in North Uist & Benbecula.  However, Berneray terminal is managed by 
Berneray Community Council and is good model if you put up commercial waste charges then you discourage them 
from keeping bins open for people/visitors: don’t want fly tipping.  Better education about what could be recycled. 

 Ensure every business is charged and has commercial bin (some don't). 
 More recycling in council offices and Sgoil Lionacleit.  Recycling bins at the moment can cause a littering problem so 

need locks.  Public buildings need more public bins.  Mixed messages so people are confused...  Not even the same 
recycling bins between Uist and Lewis so that is so confusing - even more for visitors.  If the whole of Scotland had the 
same system then everyone would understand and be easier.  Community recycling ambassadors for each village. 

 Need to reduce waste.  More local and unpackaged/ food production/ distribution.  Mobile homes waste disposal. 
 From landfill to incineration? Cheaper? Households to sort recycling/waste further. 
 In favour of more separation of waste particular to improve recycling and reduce landfill.   
 Council should monitor those who don't recycle effectively and charge those people.  The council should have weekly 

collection at public bins during the summer - there is not enough current capacity for visitors e.g.  at ferry terminals.  
Rubbish ends up thrown everywhere and not properly sorted because there is no space for recycling bins.  Consider 
further separation of different types of waste. 

 Food waste needs to be collected again in the Uists.  Currently garden waste is centrally located at market stance not 
feasible for people from Berneray or Eriskay to travel 45 minutes each direction just to recycle garden waste.  Could 
paper waste from the Uists not be turned into briquettes for fuel? Reduce carbon, transport and create income to 
cover cost.  The current public facilities should be kept open and not closed.  Why is so much council money put into 
Stornoway Abattoir compared to the Uist facilities? 

 Could we 'reuse' instead of recycling e.g.  glass bottles.  Would increase fly tipping therefore causing more problems.  
Reduction in waste collection could cause rats etc.  Increased recycling would be beneficial. 

 Waste management and cleansing in Uist are satisfactory.  However, we are concerned that salmon waste is being 
brought to Uist from a wide area leading to damage to the roads.  Could salmon farm waste and abattoir waste not be 
dealt with on a more local basis? 

 No to changes in Kerbside collected: E.g.  only twice a month for rubbish anyway. 
 More clarity about recycling and waste services.  Investigate plastic recycling on the island - new innovations.  Strongly 

feel that Council should run and regulate Abattoir.  Increase lair fees in public burial grounds.   
 More education and encouragement of waste awareness - community events as pupil are educated.  We need 

abattoir services at reasonable cost. 
 Change collection to 3 - weekly? Picture labels for those who cannot read. 
 More community skips.  Don't think there is scope to charge more without increasing illegal tipping.  Important to 

keep abattoir open.   
 Do not agree with review of Kerbside collection arrangements, as they are bad enough as they are.  Abattoir to be 

kept open and not have opening times cut. 
 Extend opening hours of the recycling centre. 
 Cut back on glass collection.  Increase plastic collection.  (blue bins are necessary, green bins underused.) . 
 Improve recycling opportunities. 
 Need to work with SEPA to avoid fly tipping. 
 Possible 3 weeks but all areas need access to recycling bins.   
 Abattoir essential for crofting, already requires subsidy. 
 Without CnES subsidy toilets would close. 
 Closing the abattoir should not be considered.  It is essential for the future of crofting in Lewis and Harris.  Home killing 

risk to human health and environment.  No capacity in the community to run the facility.  Opportunity for local crofter 
to work with CnES to develop further processing and brand.   

 Stornoway abattoir is essential - this should not be cut.  This will not support crofting or encourage new crofters.  
Recycling is important and if done properly could save on bin collection.  Potential to stretch to 3 weeks, especially if 
Callanish/Borve/Uig got Blue bins. 

 Could Abattoir be used for other purposes e.g.  Venison/larder/game etc.  (Open more of the year) Abattoir should 
remain part of CnES - diversify.  Waste: why does bio-digester not work? More recycling bins please - roll-out blue bins 
to Breasclete and Callanish.  Save £44k on abattoir - kill crofting - Introduce disease (home - kill). 

 Public to be better educated on recycling methods and environmental impacts.   
 Discrepancy at present between the number of bins issued to households.  What is the cost of taking waste from Uist 

to Lewis? Abattoir facility should be retained.   
 Mobile abattoir - creating a better service to all areas and crofters and reducing animal transport.  Waste management 

- recycling needs to be increased and avoid landfills.  Septic tanks for tourists and public toilets.  Consistency across 
Harris for recycling.   

 Limited recycling services in parts of Harris for recycling bins.  Some have none.  We have our recycling emptied once a 
month but still have to put some in additional recycling.  But not everyone will do this.  Plastic pollution! Save our 
beaches! So many businesses would go under if abattoir disappeared.  It is a vital service for a crofting community.  
Could do with more public conveniences in Harris.  Skips need emptied more regularly. 

 If residents outside Tarbert got more bins this might work. 
 All good in theory as long as budgets to manage properly and pay staff. 
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 Blue bins should be available to all not just residents in Tarbert and Leverburgh. 
 Can we look at different approach to recycling and reduce moving to mainland e.g.  paper composting, bottle 

greenhouses for schools etc.  Reduce frequency of bin collection to 3 weekly? Uncertain who manages Braighe bins.  
Must retain abattoir and reduce home kill and spread of hydatid disease (or encourage sales and transporting off 
island). 

 Common grazing should fund /part fund abattoir. 
 Collection ok. 
 Council - are we properly recycling? 
 Look at how waste is disposed of.  Pressure needed on supermarkets re waste.  Grazing's committees should pay for 

abattoir. 
 Put pressure on shops and supermarkets to reduce packaging - less waste.   
 Set up community initiatives to refill non - perishables - less waste.   
 Stop paying Tesco to take away waste - they should pay for that.  We don't want the packaging.   
 Could the Grazings committees contribute to running the abattoir? 
 Look at recycling plant - efficiency.  More recycling.  More awareness of recycling and what the plant does.  Why is our 

recycling % so low? Why is the plant not efficient? 
 Managing public conveniences has been a problem previously in Point. 
 Fine people for not using recycling correctly.  Better educate people on house hold waste.  Community groups to run 

their own conveniences.  Save money on landfill and use saving for the abattoir.   
 A public awareness drive to show what happens at recycling plant.  Employ more people to sort waste. 
 Revenue lost on holiday home collections when council tax is not being paid.  Derogation required on landfill tax as 

carbon saved is lost in transporting waste. 
 More recycling.  Use community service - community hours to help clean streets, cut grass, paint, etc.   
 Remain a core service.  Third sector organisation, CLC or Trust.  LA Responsibility/ Core Service. 
 Closing Abattoir is a backward step.   
 Businesses are already operating in a fragile environment, this would create additional cost barriers to these 

operations.  Talk to the national retailers to remove more waste.   
 Possibly charge more for abattoir service? Charge people for waste if not recyclable? Tourist tax - impose one.  Organic 

waste - need more education? Fewer collections but offer bigger/more bins?  However, space may be an issue if 
people don't have enough room for a larger bin.  Could have more communal recycling bins distributed across 
different locations. 

 Review collection services at various times of the year - e.g.  Garden bin does not need collection as often during the 
winter.  No cuts to kerbside collection of general recycling.   

 Need to be careful people don't go back to dumping everything on their croft or in the sea.  Abattoir is VITAL to the 
islands.  Losing the abattoir in Stornoway would be devastating to crofting.  We already have to do our own recycling, 
we don't have a plastics/glass collection.  In some villages, the lorries don't visit all houses so people have to roll their 
bins a long distance - more bins would make life harder, especially for the elderly in hilly areas.  Mobile abattoirs - is 
that possible? 

 We don't get kerbside recycling collection.  Tax supermarkets on excess packaging.  Not as far having to deal with it.  
Better training/ education for people around recycling.  Spot check bins and fine! Need a big commercial bin for 
recycling at Ravenspoint.   

 Bins please throughout the area.  Educating children and adults.  Community information leaflets clean around the 
bins to Kershader Fank.  I regularly pick up broken glass around there.  Education, education, education. 

 Opportunities for greater community involvement in waste services should be considered in detail.  The new deposit 
return scheme may offer an opportunity for community provision of waste services which generate additional income 
and provide employment and training opportunities.  If this could be used to support service provision in existing 
waste management to provide more cost effective service this should be considered. 

 We need more publicity about waste separation and cleanliness - plastic and tins particular and items appropriate for 
recycling: with the current concern about plastics.  Some publicity about what is and what is NOT (plastic bags, food 
wrappings, pet food pouches) appropriate for plastic collection would be timely.  Demonstrations at shows?  Empty an 
(anonymous) bin and show what can/can't be recycled and give costs/prices for recyclable materials?   

 Community management of all public conveniences needs very careful consideration: it is important that we don't lose 
any of the comparatively few we have, particularly with increased numbers of visitors, mainly in the summer.  

 Public conveniences are scarce: with increasing visitor members it is essential that they are maintained and well 
managed. 

 No review of Kerbside collection. No increase in charges for commercial waste.  
 Apart from toilets, which do not relate to South Lochs; firmly believe we can increase recycling in the area by working 

in partnership with zero waste Western Isles.  To date; all our involvement/discussion on any ideas with them have 
been really positive.  One note of caution; commercial waste costs, Ravenspoint budget may not extend to increase ... 
discretion is necessary. 

 No public conveniences in South Lochs.  
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Bernard Chisholm 

Department Education and Children’s Services 

Service Janitorial Services 

 

PROPOSAL 

 The Comhairle to transfer all estate functions to Technical 
Services and work with communities to identify areas that 
community partnerships could take some responsibility 
for and reduce costs.  e.g., Lets, grounds maintenance, 
minor repairs and maintenance, some capital projects etc. 

. 

   

 

EVALUATION: 
 
Almost all areas were positive about this proposal on the basis that it was linked to small contracts and local 
funding and commissioning of work. 
 
However, if this were to happen the community were keen to ensure procurement, commissioning, and inspection 
was robust.  Again, the transfer of the estate management function across the Comhairle to Technical Services 
was seen as positive. 
 
On this basis, the Comhairle will have to review its procurement and commissioning of ‘minor works’. 
 
It is important that issues of public liability, Health & Safety, insurance etc are addressed properly. 
 
It is important that all building works are CDM guidelines compliant. 
 

 

RESPONSES 

 Skilled local people who can be used to assist these services. 
 Not to expect parents to take responsibility for grounds maintenance - they pay council tax! 
 Local providers e.g.  grass cutting.  Break up contracts to islands chunks - Better contract tendering process.  Street 

lighting.  Utilising CNES equipment. 
 Does this actually save the Comhairle money or just move the money from one department to another?  Does this 

further centralise services in Stornoway or does it bring it to a more local level. 
 Go back 30 years. 
 A more tailor made process so local firms can tender for work.  Smaller local contractors allowed to tender for 

maintenance work.  Yes, use more local contractors.  Not to be remotely managed.  Local approved contractors list.  
Be able to move quickly.  Localisation of work contractors. 

 To date in other sectors tendering has resulted in contracts awarded in Stornoway leading to increased cost, delays 
and loss of local service provision.  Continuation of this into Education will push this further.  Work needs to be done 
to ensure there is capacity locally. 

 Great to see parent councils taking responsibility.  Janitors are well thought of throughout the schools.  Keeping it in 
the community and taking advantage of their assets. 

 OK to keep Janitors but allow Heads to arrange for tenders from local businesses to respond to school needs.  Arrange 
for janitors services to be used by health needs as well. 
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 This gives real problems on H&S, long term maintenance of assets etc.  Could be about papering over cracks. 
 These jobs need to be done by professionals as we need guarantees the work is to standard.  Change tender process.  

Bring back the Handyman.  Are we really spending as much time discussing £300k as we did on the previous question 
worth £4.2M? 

 May benefit local contractors and reduce employment.  Procurement procedures need to be reviewed.  Use 
community councils and offer funding. 

 Worthy of more discussion - possibility of working with parent councils etc.  at lower cost.  Make procurement process 
easier for small businesses - simply tender/paperwork. 

 An advance if small local businesses gain. 
 Utilise empty spaces at schools, council offices and care homes. 
 Some aspects worth exploring, Grounds maintenance e.g.  Others not possible. 
 Possible: insurance? PVG? Paper work bureaucracy.  Possibly could. 
 Yes to more tech services and utilise resources of that department.  Review procurement framework, could be much 

more efficient.   Don't think that community delivery in real terms will be cost saving.  Minimal cost saving. 
 Minor works through the community? 
 Create a bank of local trades & services who could offer small scale works.  Also community trusts. 
 What's not to like.  Make qualifications required manageable. 
 Use local people to do work where at all possible.  Cut transport costs.  Paid apprenticeships for local young people. 
 Janitors play a pivotal part in the day to day running of schools, maintenance and other areas.  There is scope for 

community groups to help with some aspects, but red tape needs to be addressed. 
 Systems within CNES make it difficult.  Lionel school library was refurbished with pupils and Janitor working together 

and worked very well.  Change Tech Services systems so community can do things such as paint the school etc. 
 Improve flexibility. 
 It would be positive if contracts could be tendered and given out on a more local level than Outer Hebrides wide so 

keeps local employment.  Lets could work but needs more discussion especially if it makes it cheaper and more 
affordable for community groups to esc. 

 Janitor needed on site at every school.  Schools need a janitor on site for day to day running of the school. 
 Community based/local procurement a no brainer stop ring-fencing. 
 Effect on existing janitor's role?  Better to use local tradesman rather than coming from Stornoway.  (e.g.  Grass 

cutters). 
 Big assumptions about volunteers! Impractical to get community payment for these services.  Local people already 

being employed - can't sack them and then ask them to volunteer? What would 'community partnerships' look like? 
Tourist tax? 

 Janitors should be semi - skilled or skilled, not merely caretakers.  Need immediate repairs when there is a problem. 
 It puts pressure on volunteer.  A lot of people already have 2 jobs, family commitments and volunteer on existing 

committees.  Where is the volunteer’s time going to come from? 
 There is a small pool of people to call on for community partnerships - where will all the volunteers come from and 

how are they going to be trained and supported.  Capacity issue. 
 Peripatetic janitor - possible.  Grounds maintenance - contracted out locally.  Lets - administrated locally.  School 

facilities should be more available to local community.  Minor repairs - local tradespeople.  Capital projects - local 
tradespeople. 

 Yes! Good idea to transfer it to the community! 
 Huge cost implications and liability issues.  Janitors are essential and do a variety of important roles.  There needs to 

be accountability and can’t just assume volunteers will do it. 
 Big responsibility.  Safety a huge concern. 
 Parents understanding minor repairs in school.  Let of school buildings will impact on community centre - could lead to 

demise of community centre. 
 We believe that there is scope for tasks to be undertaken by the community if rules could be avoided and reimbursal 

was fair.  Need to consider the impact on local small business though.   
 Keep the janitors and give them more responsibility and save money rather than taking a van with men over to change 

a light bulb. 
 Community person/s responsible for opening/closing the school community events evenings.   
 It's possible. 
 Put janitors under T.S. but retrain/upskills and pay accordingly.   
 Use local tradesmen, tendered on job by job basis rather than central basis.  Janitor's need to be qualified to do 

maintenance.  Reduction in costs can only be achieved by paying less at local levels.   
 Could work for some groups and communities.  Would this lead to job cuts? Could this put too much pressure on 

communities?   
 Don’t understand where the saving would come from, unless the community have to source funding / do it voluntarily.  

This is difficult and could risk that the work isn't safe.  Insurance/liability issues? Estate function moving to tech 
services seems like a more viable sensible cost cutting exercise. 

 Could communities earn money from letting out school building in evenings? We want to paint Breasclete School - 
bring it on! 
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 Re Janitor: consistent service should be provided, permanent staff to maintain relationships and stability for children.  
Key figure in school.  Re maintenance: Local companies to be contacted by head teacher for quotes e.g. odd jobs, 
ground works - (HT given a budget) nominated key holders within the community.  Tech services are overwhelmed 
already. 

 Could local land trusts do ground maintenance/handyman etc.? If tech services in Stornoway was co-ordinating all 
estate functions would they give jobs to Hearachs!  Grounds maintenance could be done at a local level.  Tradesmen. 

 Handyman's service would have been a positive so as not to incur travel time impacting on maintenance time.  FES 
services are the only janitorial service in Harris.  Good community support e.g.  Painting Seilebost School. 

 Would depend on local contractors who would also require to be vetted and inspected by the council.  May cost more 
due to contractor prices.  Doesn’t save money in Leverburgh as no janitor so all requirements are by technical services 
/ outside contractor who would charge extra to travel and time.   

 Co - ordination of these services is an issue.  Travelling between locations.  Could communities work to make 
improvements to school buildings? 

 Look at the wider picture with regards to this.   
 Handyman could be based in Harris rather than travelling to Stornoway every day.  Using the existing CNES staff in the 

Harris Depot to do different roles. 
 Potential to be able to use smaller local businesses in this proposal.  Could use same model for development of 

services in schools.  SaR is FES so some issues don't apply/aren't possible. 
 Look further. 
 Could be more efficient in ways services and materials are used e.g. using leftover paint to paint smaller areas.  Co - 

ordinate timings of jobs. 
 Scope for this.  Controls in place re standards of safety etc. necessary. 
 Schools should be free for communities to use.  Switch off outside lights at night.  Savings could be made by reviewing 

FES contract. 
 This makes sense.  Get local jobs done by local people.   
 Newmarket gateway community group take over maintenance etc.  of Laxdale School. 
 Health and safety, safeguarding.  Comhairle procurements out of control.  Opportunities with community 

procurements meeting minimum standards.   
 Public liability and safety, possible but requires further discussion.   
 LA support for public liability, H and S etc.   
 1.  Lets 2.  Ground etc.  3.  Janitorial. 
 Concern re day to day provision of janitorial support during the school day. 
 Don't Know.  Staff grading to reflect wider janitorial duties.   
 Parent council have applied for funding because not tied to CnES procurements.   
 For this to work, processes would have to change regulations (CDM etc.).  Reintroduce handyman service to schools - 

much more efficient / cost effective than tech services.  Communities are able to get services cheaper (or even for 
free) outwith council services. 

 Relies on volunteer effort again - e.g.  parent councils in school.  But would welcome a return to Pairc School as a 
community school with free use of groups. 

 Currently the school is very expensive for local use.  Ravenspoint as an example allows the use of it's building for free.   
 The community can do this.  We don't have a janitor in Pairc.  The school lets charges are prohibitive - shouldn't be 

there if the schools are seen as community schools.  Shared janitor position to replace handyman service.  Handyman 
service needed. 

 We would consider that there is a need for clarity, whilst it may be possible for third sector organisations to provide 
services, these cannot necessarily be considered to be a cheap alternative.  Provision of grounds maintenance will still 
require machinery, staffing, management and logistical planning, even if this is out sourced.  Community partnership 
delivery should be implemented where there is real community benefit and adequate resourcing rather than simply 
utilising volunteers in place of paid staff.  However there may be opportunity for work placements and community 
well-being activities to be focussed in these areas if a co-ordinated approach can be used. 

 If various community groups (? Community councils, PTAs) are prepared to or interested in taking responsibility for 
engaging qualified local contractors for school grounds maintenance and minor repairs and maintenance (provided 
that advice and contract examples are available from technical services - support) then that should provide more local 
employment, reduce travelling costs etc.  Some community groups may be  struggling to keep going  

 It seems an excellent idea to place minor repairs and maintenance, grounds maintenance contracts more locally.  
Reducing travel costs and spreading employment more widely.  

 Public liability, for 'communities' to be responsible for buildings/maintenance/opening and closing buildings. Would 
that rely on volunteers again? 

 Not for me; logistical nightmare.  Leave it with TS.  Issues such as quality of work; guarantee of workmanship and 
disclosure of persons working with children come to mind.  If something goes wrong HSE will have a field day.  

 Comhairle should look after its own buildings that way when something goes wrong no one else can be blamed.  How 
many people will Comhairle have to do disclosures on for other builders, public to work in the school environment?  
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Bernard Chisholm 

Department Education and Children’s Services 

Service Support Staff 

 

PROPOSAL 

 Review the service and give further consideration to how 
levels of need are determined and staff allocated. 

 Develop a generic Children’s Services qualification 
allowing for better training and more flexible deployment 
of staff on a formula basis and reflecting need. 

 

 

 

EVALUATION: 
 
In general there was a positive response for this proposal on the basis that it provided: 

 A full time, permanent workforce. 

 A qualified workforce. 

 A more flexible workforce. 

 An attractive career opportunity for young people. 

In addition, there was support for a review of the eligibility criteria and formula allocation of support staffing to schools. 
However, it was also emphasised that training inputs should be accredited, provided locally and, where possible, e learning 
used to reduce travel for school based staff. In addition more collaboration should be encouraged between providers to 
support vulnerable young people.  
 
On this basis and to implement this proposal it will be necessary to work across agencies to: 

 Identify appropriate training and qualifications. 

 Ensure agreement within and across sectors to use and adopt a generic workforce model approach.  

 

 

RESPONSES 

 Upskilling Classroom Assistants positive more flexibility more support for teachers/pupils. 
 Too specialised a position to be delivered to a good standard. 
 Review should be ongoing. 
 Support staff are important and must be trained to a higher level. 
 Maintain specialist subjects but further training to make staff multifunctional. 
 It is important to develop a qualification but there is concern that this will increase costs and to achieve saving this will 

require less posts.  In small community schools this is a serious concern. 
 A qualification for School Assistants is vital as they seem to be a huge part of school life. 
 There is a legal requirement for a record of needs.  Need more help for included pupils with additional needs. 
 Is this not just about managing resources well?  It's just a management issue. 
 Are you just trying to get Teachers on the cheap?  Not enough time to discuss.  These are very serious issues.  You 

must engage more with parents. 
 More staff are needed not less staff with more responsibility. 
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 This needs to be increased in staff resource particularly about improvement in mental health of children & young 
people. 

 Training would be expected for staff and should be considered to enhance the education experience for children and 
assist teachers. 

 Staff are required on a 1-1 basis / not cut out classroom assistants - needs dependant.  Generic qualifications - positive 
idea. 

 Definitely more training required for consistent staffing to benefit pupils and staff. 
 Current staff may not wish to train. 
 Better trained staff with permanent posts are more inclined to stay with the job longer and provide consistent help.   
 Consistency, will come with permanent full - time posts.  Better for vulnerable young people. 
 Generic solution will not work.  Partnership with other agencies/third sector worth exploring. 
 Review of the service is good.  The generic workforce qualification will not work. 
 Good to avoid distinction.  Generic good.  Issues re distinction between children with behavioural problems and 

learning difficulties/needs.   
 Difficult to assess on proposal due to limited information.  Strongly in favour of qualifications.  Support Gaidhlig bias in 

recruitment due to community need and place of Gaidhlig. 
 Childcare/Social Work programme of training to degree level. 
 Benefit - Better qualified, more efficient, jobs in community. 
 Skills gap to fill - scope to do this on island. 
 Better qualified support staff to retain children & adults on the island & possibly keep children within their community 

to provide an improved service. 
 There are already professional qualifications.  Could they not use existing mechanisms such as Lews/UHI?  Influence 

College provision.  Two organisations delivering services clashing.  Could they work together more effectively & 
efficiently?  Children First. 

 Important services not reduced.  Career/qualification development good idea. 
 Consistency is needed.  Learning support staff to be retained - increasing number of children needing support.  

Inclusion needs to be staffed by trained professionals.  Turnover of staff reduces quality of provision. 
 Need to be more flexible with workforce and they must be adequately qualified.  Particularly in skills sets such as 

Autism, behavioural needs, complex support needs.  Scope for people to upskill?  Getting folk back into work after a 
break?  Professional training programmes needed.  Facilitating the College to deliver this specialist training.  This will 
allow people to train locally.  Could people be trained in specialist additional support needs and care so they could 
help elderly too? 

 Training that leads to well paid jobs in the community is a good thing.  Trained people who can look at the various 
aspects of a child needs.  However children's needs are different so needs careful consideration.   

 Impossible to do without support staff - training is less effective out of the classroom.  Already a lot of training. 
 Suggestion of one full time instead of 2/3 part time staff would not work.  Different children with different 

needs/timetables.   
 Legal implications on reducing level of funding.  This should not be an area for savings.  Most vulnerable children 

should not be targeted. 
 Agree that support staff should be multi - skilled and have a training programme so they can progress, possibly 

becoming teachers later. 
 Each job has a different role and needs more discussion to ensure that the children who need support do not lose out.   
 Cannot cut this service any further.  Would need a lot of training.  Would continuity of provision be affected therefore 

affecting the child? 
 Services should be reviewed at all times.  Training should be accredited, quality, relevant, and continuous.  Pay should 

reflect. 
 Attainment will fall with reducing support staff.  No inclusion for all if sfl reduced.  EAL children will suffer.  GIRFEC - 

??? SHANARRI??? Practically - i.e.  medical needs carried out by support staff.  Attainment officers in training - 20 
years hands on experience more beneficial than a written new qualification - who is providing training? Levels of need 
are rising.  Increasing demand on teachers made them rely more than ever on support staff.  Support staff wages do 
not reflect on how much they are needed.  Attendance at extracurricular activities, sports events, workshops etc.  are 
only possible with the added support staff as teachers cannot be released to accompany.  Additional staff required for 
medical reasons etc.  With regard to training/qualifications, current support staff have not been offered any new 
training for a long time. 

 Not sure about generic - as a teaching assistant in England I would say that each service is crucial to that of the child's 
health, and safety - so no, I wouldn’t develop a generic service.   

 Increase housing - learning support delivery.  Better service.  Gaelic? 
 Schools need to be properly resourced (both staff and space) to address needs.  Wary of generic qualifications - need 

to recognise variety of needs.  More info and evidence required.   
 Additional training across all areas is a good thing.   
 EP unit available in more areas.  (Enhanced provision) Council need to find out why caring/ auxiliary posts aren't 

filled/desirable. 
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 Good for people to have qualification in pre-school/primary/secondary.  Good to have flexible hours for return to 
work mums.  School auxiliaries should be skilled in all areas.  Conflict in role/pay auxiliaries do not get paid at right 
grade. 

 What does law say? Back to head teacher in respect of the co - ordination role - where/when/trained.  Teachers 
travelling to other areas - are careers affected by where they work.  Should more staff be trained?  How many of these 
staff are off with stress?  Why? 

 Positive, assuming enough of the staff are willing to embrace the proposed changes. 
 Purpose built facility needed for pupils with ASN who are not suited to being in mainstream schools.  Training and 

education and guidance needed for parents of ASN pupils. 
 A review of how needs are assessed and managed to support the needs as identified. 
 Who looks after children while training is ongoing? Are they not properly trained already? Special needs infer that 

generic services not an option. 
 Service should reflect needs of individual children.  Idea for a generic qualification sounds positive.  The service should 

be maintained at current levels or improved.  Overall positive response to proposals as long as the service continues. 
 See this as positive and needs reviewed as hasn't been done in a while.  Needs to be done carefully and be mindful of 

the range of needs of the pupils.  Support needs staff need to be targeted in their field, rather than replacing teachers. 
 Don't want to lose specialist skills.  Don't want to lose classroom assistants. 
 ASN cannot be cut.  Principal teachers in learning support - in this environment this should be reviewed, on the floor 

staff needed frontline support.  Full time contracts are preferable and will encourage continuity of staff - better wages 
will keep staff. 

 Housing is the biggest barrier.  What is happening to the proposed apartments at Tarbert former police station? 
 More flexible deployment of staff. 
 Would national bodies’ e.g.  SSSE recognise an across the board qualification.  Difficult to set an average wage for such 

different jobs.  Mileage rate for geographical reasons.  Relief work is guaranteed work.   
 People not keen to work in the care environment.  A qualification that ensured a permanent contract would be a 

positive move.   
 A generic CS qualification wold be good and might lead to more career opportunities.  More flexibility would be a 

positive selling point as well. 
 Generic qualification and cross - over of work where needed.  Good idea.  Make sure people already working in 

departments get the opportunity to grow. 
 This is something that would be supported- a qualification that would suit the needs of the community would be of 

benefit. 
 Like idea of trained workforce and possibly generic job description.  But concerns about reviewing how levels of needs 

are determined.  Mix of young people and more mature adults e.g.  mums returning and only wishing part-time work.  
Why aren't we working at teaching methods for all young people that meet needs e.g.  ADHD / autism teaching 
methods for all? i.e.  refocus of all methods.  We do need to focus on children becoming responsible caring adults and 
not only on employment options of young people. 

 What is generic qualification? Would this mean people are doing more for less? Surely this training would incur costs? 
Looking at current workers, are they motivated to train? Difficulties in staff movement.  Would this impact on 
classroom assistants? Expectation of high level of skills but could be 'jack of all trades' and lose real specialists. 

 There is not a generic skillset for the provision of Children's services in such different institutions as schools compared 
to children's homes or nurseries, so we feel that this would water down.  Children are top priority (esp.  young 
children).  We should be specialising not generalising.  Never lose sight of G.I.R.F.E.C.  Cuts should always affect 
frontline staff the last! Cut middle - management before anyone who is in daily contact with children.   

 Each child is different so difficult to have generic job description.  Keep the ASN with the child \ School. 
 Training should be given to teaching staff specifically on ASN.  (links to be made with Autism Scotland) Links also to 

Action for Children.  Qualification, can this be linked to current courses.   
 It doesn't sound right “Better training”?? Too vague.  Not clear what is being proposed. 
 Look at generic training (registrations) SSSC etc.  Train on island encourage people to stay on island.  Transferable 

skills, working with parents.  Training needs to be academic and include a placement. 
 Qualifications and working across services.  Not department specific, role specific. 
 Push on inclusion means some pupils absorb more time and other children suffer.  Career path important for people 

wanting to progress.  Local training important.  Utilise skilling may not work.  Focus on progression within disciplines, 
not across disciplines.  Home care, too demanding and unattractive.  A lot depends on community spirit.   

 Review of eligibility/resources.  Train in house to retain pupils/young people on island in areas of special needs and 
common needs.  Increase standard of training.  Increase specialist training e.g.  Residential, Dyslexia, ADHD and 
counselling.   

 I would not like to see subject teachers lose contact with children just because of their disability or learning style.  A 
generic qualification may dilute what they may gain from the subject teacher. 

 Projects begun and not completed.  C.S.Q - good idea.   
 Apprenticeship scheme to be extended to take in various needs training.   
 Agree that career pathways and qualifications are important.  Possible under provision re additional support needs. 
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 Depends on whether it was a good quality qualification and recognised outwith the islands.  Would it lead to career 
progression? 

 Generic workforce a good idea.  Retaining staff is a problem.  Carers leaving as no job flexibility. 
 Must be careful with generic children's services qualification to not discourage some who want to work in a specific 

area (i.e.  with children or just with elderly) otherwise positive - social pedagogues have worked very well and more 
Full time contracts very positive.  When considering levels of need for staged intervention - do not 'downgrade' areas 
of need i.e.  from 3 to 2. 

 Would want to avoid a generic workforce and make sure the specific skills are still there.  Not everyone wants to 
upskill or do a degree - those older people may just want a job.  Needs to allow for a mix of people in workforce.   

 More information.  We don't want services to children cut.   
 Needs reviewing.  Make the posts more attractive.   
 Without wishing to comment on the staffing within another organisation we do consider that a review would be 

timely.  With reference to our above comments, we consider that there are areas where we could provide educational 
and learning opportunities for those with additional support needs within a community setting which may have 
advantages and ensure cost effective delivery.  We consider a generic Children’s Services Qualification would be 
beneficial and allow for an increase in young people considering this as a career and mapping out a pathway.  
Cothrom are currently developing Youth Café services on behalf of the Substance Misuse Partnership and it would be 
great opportunity to provide a Youth Worker with a supporting qualification.  Cothrom currently provides SVQ level 2 
and 3 training in Care and childcare and would be interested in hearing more detail on the specific qualification 
planned and would offer delivery of this training should that be appropriate, fitting neatly with our current offering. 

 If the various existing support staff are interested in a generic children services qualification this seems a good idea - 
and for future staff, though would this just be a Western Isles wide qualification or a national one (have to consider 
movement of people, possible redundancy of young people to work for a qualification only of use in the Western 
Isles).  Some additional support needs may require quite specialised support.  Could this qualification be developed 
from existing courses?  Could be good to provide more permanent employment - retain staff and have a more 
consistent provision for pupils; but some people might want part-time (but long-term) posts. 

 Wider training for various support staff so they can cover more roles (should they wish to) seems sensible especially if 
it provides more secure employment without disadvantaging those who want to work part time. 

 Would a generic qualification not mean a jack- of - all - trades?  What degree of qualification is that about?  Would it 
be a little knowledge of many subjects but not enough knowledge of what they would need to know - their own 
subject - why not provide proper education on the islands?  Not just some fancy apprenticeships? 

 Not really having a lot to do with schools cannot really comment on this.  Would need a lot more detail before offering 
an opinion.  However; it has been reported a very high demand is being put on the support staff who, to the best of 
my knowledge, are on a much lower wage than teachers.  Re-evaluating their posts and placing them on higher grade 
to reflect their input may well be the way forward.  

 Don't understand how this would save money. 
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Ron Culley 

Department/Section Integrated Joint Board 

Service Health and Social care 

 

PROPOSAL 

 We are currently working on a variety of new models to 
help link people with care needs more effectively to 
community support.  This can help tackle social isolation, 
improve the home environment (for example, help with 
insulation, or home safety or do some repairs), and 
improve physical health.  For this to work well, we need to 
sustain community buy-in and a willingness to support 
neighbours and friends who are becoming frail but who 
are not yet at the stage of needing formal care. 

 

 

EVALUATION: 
 
The Community generally recognised Health and Social Care as an area of growing importance and one which 
was stretching the resources of the statutory, third sector and community services. On this basis there is a strong 
feeling that unpaid volunteering has limited capacity. However, a relatively modest investment in the Third Sector 
and/or communities could generate a significant level of intervention. Co-ordination of intervention services and 
engagement of vulnerable people of all ages in community activities is seen as a valuable protective service.  In 
the long run this could prolong a more active and independent life into old age for many and thus reduce demand 
on more intensive care services.  
 
However, for this proposal to be implemented the Comhairle and other agencies would need to: 

 Fund community coordination. 

 Articulate a community strategy. 

 Enter into a community/charter approach to service delivery. 

 Integrate a range of community resources in a way that was meaningful and accessible to the end user e.g. 
community groups, church, community home visiting, Third Sector input, access to schools/Hubs/Community 
resources, community transport, Library etc. 

 
Clearly, if this is to happen, more will have to be done to support volunteers through training. 
 
However, identifying needs and referral would still need to be done and the 'who and how' of how this is to be 
undertaken would need to be clarified. 
 
This is an area where it is seen that more works needs to be done to promote Caring as a career. 
 
It is important that additional resources are invested to support the Third Sector expand their inputs and/or to 
support volunteers. 
 
Is it critical that the inputs of family, friends and neighbours are recognised and supported. 
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RESPONSES 

 Current local organisations already fully stretched.  Who is expected to deliver?  Volunteers? 
 Unwilling to lose any care, should be an extension to services. 
 More intergenerational contact e.g.  Netherlands. 
 Needs a lot more further discussion.  Organisations are already stretched and underfunded.  Over reliance on 

volunteers. 
 Proposal of a Hub is welcome including broader sharing of resources not just in the school. 
 Need to be careful that groups have rules and regulations while going into homes.  The most you are going to get is 4 

weeks of care.  It would need to be developed carefully.  Keeping young people at home to take care of families when 
they are older. 

 Helpful to work with local resources - teams drawn from community groups to provide "healthy" options of 
company/interests/activities to stimulate especially elderly/physical needs clients. 

 The concept of community provision is great.  Dovetailing with childcare & other services could be a possibility. 
 Needs a meeting all of its own. 
 We have a great opportunity to become a model/Place of best practice in local area and to research of this. 
 Not enough information available. 
 Community groups in Uist carry out services Ceridean Uibhist, Tagsa, school for example Uist local old peoples home - 

armchair athletics. 
 Geography is an issue - model might be more applicable in areas where communities are less dispersed. 
 How much more can the community volunteers do?  Volunteer already overloaded.   
 Tagsa very good service.  E.g.  good examples for already.  Thinking outside the box needed.  Properly resourced. 
 Statuary services are not replaced by friends and family.  More innovative bigger picture solutions.  Older people 

housing.  Capacity here for community led support services.   
 Great idea but needs a professional oversight. 
 Pump priming. 
 Essential to retain care unit in Uig. 
 Investment required in the people in the community that can make change. 
 Transport to social activities required.  Currently a lack of people to provide personal help for home help service or 

direct payment / attendance allowance. 
 A lot of reading in this one.  Already happening to some extent in community.  Reduce isolation and loneliness. 
 Intergenerational.  Little Acorns making links - older & youngsters. 
 For families moving into the area this would be a rewarding service & integrate into community. 
 Important it is well organised & not just left to "neighbourliness”. 
 Needs further consultation. 
 Taigh Dhonnchaidh hope to offer a therapy room and afternoon "matinee" to encourage the elderly and isolated to be 

out during the day. 
 Uist well serviced by Third sector health care, good model to deliver.  Spend money in early stages to save money by 

stopping it escalating. 
 No room in the school.  Flexibility of teachers required.  Not enough facilities. 
 New care home needed in Uist.  Support for those in own houses.   
 Lack of buy in services.  Loss of sheltered housing was a great mistake.  Lack of care home beds. 
 Communities already provide local support Tagsa charity already exists.  Already is targeting most isolated people.  Is 

this an attempt to get community groups and volunteers to provide statutory services?? Huge amount of voluntary 
work already goes on. 

 Tagsa Uibhist, Caradiean Uibhist and Craigard provide effective help for people with social needs.  Short course 
training for community groups in how best to hep vulnerable people.  Awareness of social interaction.  It is often those 
who have been vulnerable in the past that can provide effective help later.   

 All the savings seem to be relying on volunteers - where are they going to be found? It is ok sign posting lunch clubs 
etc. but it is getting people to these events that is the problem.  People already look after neighbours and family here 
more so than on the mainland.  Further information required on how this will work. 

 What are these? How are the community going to be supported? Is there discussion about a third care home in Uist? 
Not enough respite beds.   

 Services for elderly and disabled people in Uist are currently inadequate we need both residential and supported living 
services.  Respite provision is practically non-existent and does not meet statutory requirements.  People need human 
contact not 'alternative' focus and support.  Service needs professional recognition, professional standards, training 
and appropriate pay levels.  Community networks are already strained - Nearly retired people are already providing 
child - care, volunteering, caring for elderly relatives etc. 

 Schools could not accommodate everything all year round! Staffing? Facilities? 
 I don’t feel that you can rely on people’s goodwill - social care services are essential! 
 Learn from example at pensioner café in community centre - needs to be sustainable and lead by responsible person.  

Needs accessibility.  Positive about concept but can't rely just on volunteers. 
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 Good to keep elderly people in their community.  Less travelling for home carers - more time in houses. 
 It’s an ageing population. 
 50 + community groups.  Life curve research shows that keeping people active will slow down progression of physical 

disability.   
 This is in the statement of purpose of UCBA - Brager Trust - but resources need to be made available to us.  Could use 

mini – bus, library van.  H and S and like legislation has had a very negative impact on the willingness of individuals to 
develop this for fear of litigation. 

 This is putting the onus on neighbours, friends and family which is not right.   
 More training and other opportunities for young people to become home carers.  Some elderly people are ready to 

leave hospital and there is no home carers available, costing more to the NHS and blocking beds. 
 Concerns, however, about sustainability.   
 Great ideas but where do you find the willing manpower. 
 Needs professional advisers to ascertain people’s needs.  People not supporting family never mind others.  Rural care 

unit (Barvas or Carloway) and main residential care in Stornoway.  If other proposals are suggesting local services are 
cheaper it conflicts with earlier statements. 

 Social care needs more work.  Carloway Day centre is a great service.  Room for communities to help but lack of 
volunteer capacity.  Support for befriending service.  Involve older people in community projects. 

 Health and social care is a difficult area to deal with.  While it is possible to keep people at home that is encouraged.  
Companies and organisations who can support elderly to stay at home should be given council support.  (i.e.  TIG, 
Befriending) Council need to look at realistic support. 

 Not possible to take over social care.  There are good local clubs etc.  already running (ABC, Sunshiners, Bagar) Lots of 
local volunteers are happy to work under umbrella of "crossroads" or similar charity but wouldn't be so comfortable 
under smaller local groups. 

 Properly paid and trained Home Care staff must be provided.  Too much responsibility should not be put on people 
relating to health issues/dignity.  Local based social worker assessor in each community who knows people.  Too much 
pressure on care workers coming from government lack of funding.  Provide more support in communities to develop 
local groups to provide services.  Local community based care homes run by local people. 

 An organisation such as crossroads could help if they had more money. 
 It relies upon a population mass able to give time which outweighs actual experienced volunteers.  Crossroads is an 

essential body that closes the gap on services.   
 Are there enough people willing to volunteer to support the service? Crossroads in Harris provides this kind of service 

and covers gaps but relies on funding and volunteers.  An essential service should be run by professionals and help fill 
gaps.   

 Harris is well served by crossroads, musical memorised pensioners lunches etc.  building on this would be good. 
 Budgets should pass into community or local businesses.  Planned - bottom up by community for their community 

needs. 
 Harris is quite well provided for already with Musical Memories, Lunch Clubs, Pensioners Lunches and Crossroads 

Harris. 
 Is there capacity in community? Can we look to engage 'younger' older people close to/beyond retirement e.g.  Nurses 

to become comm - ??? 
 Positive experiences of lunch clubs.  Lunch clubs in Buth An Rubha.  Worry that community supporting older or 

disabled people could come at a cost to jobs.  Problem already of home care posts not being filled.   
 Conditions of staff need to be improve.  Staff morale is low.  Change structure of home care.  Duties of home carers to 

be reviewed to meet needs of clients.  Exit interviews for carers who leave.  Rotas/shifts to be reviewed.  Duty of care 
to workers.  Carers need more time to deliver appropriate care.  Adopt Human Rights Framework for carers and 
clients. 

 Sounds fine, but the devil is in the detail. 
 People would volunteer to do a door to door service.  Intergenerational work.  Savings can be made.  More support 

needed for carers. 
 Would need clarity about who is overseeing this. 
 Loneliness a huge problem.  Safeguarding and risk needs to be dealt with.  Good idea but safeguards needed.  

Community group needs to be remunerated.  Model from community trusts who have plans for elderly care.  Some 
community halls unusable - Laxdale hall uninviting.  Funding could be spent on better facilities.   

 Recruitment campaign to encourage young people to train etc.  Make it more attractive to people to want to care, e.g. 
look after own families.  Intergenerational work between young people and elderly.  Must have qualified staff to 
deliver services.   

 Intergenerational hub - has to be managed/safe guarding/ who is responsible? Funding. 
 Long term partnerships funding independent third sector groups to deliver services e.g.  Crossroads, befriending etc.   
 Can kids be encouraged to interact with the elderly? Can the culture in the schools be changed so it becomes the 

norm? 
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 By improving school - community (prior suggestions) community partnerships (hubs) - could combat some of the 
issues here.  If community groups are solely reliant on volunteers, you often end up with some few doing everything.  
Some communities likely to be stronger than others.  Appropriate support would need to be provided.  Community 
support is better here than on the mainland but more strained with more people out at work.  Could school support 
with more 'DYW' groups for older generation to help with (e.g.  gardening club/knitting club. 

 We have groups/events in Pairc that help people to keep active, sociable, etc.  Again we're relying on volunteers to fill 
the gap - must not overburden them.   

 A previous application for funding for a generator fell through because of lack of an emergency plan from community 
council.  There is a need for further development of this idea - more information required. 

 In favour of a community group who would develop community cohesion very necessary but not run by volunteers.  
Properly co-ordinated. 

 Cothrom provides adult learning and vocational training opportunities for a range of people within the community.  
We provide vocational and therapeutic opportunities to support those within the community in an open and 
accessible manner.  We address social isolation and loneliness across the community and help people to set objectives 
and agree a plan of activity to suit their individual needs.  We deliver early entry service provision and soft entry 
services in addition to our more formal referral services, often reaching people before they reach crises point.  Service 
users undertake a variety of core skills learning, craft, activities, life skills training.  Individual learning plans are 
prepared and these are developed within shared care plans where appropriate.  Learners work with others and have 
the opportunity to engage with a wide range of Cothrom learners and staff and participate in our adult learning forum 
and help with events such as craft fairs and coffee mornings.  Cothrom can identify areas where we could increase 
provision, particularly in the wider health and wellbeing services such as access to nutritional food, exercise for all 
abilities, access to creative outlets including drama, access to advocacy, interisland and inter-generational activities.  
We consider that the development of community based support services is best focussed around existing service 
provision, facilities and buildings and we should ensure that replication and duplication is avoided. 

 Already being done by a number of services and volunteer organisations; with difficulty due to the small number of 
volunteers in a dispersed population. 

 In my experience friends, family and neighbours do quite a lot to support people needing some assistance.  
Unfortunately if the current population trend continues there will be fewer able bodied people with time to spare to 
help an increasing number of people needing assistance.  It seems unlikely that there will be any EU money to help. 

 Using apprentices instead of qualified professionals will not help the elderly nor the young people fooled into believing 
they are getting an education, work and a salary  

 In comparison to my arrival on the islands many years ago I have watched the steady decline in Community.  
Previously we used to know everyone in the area; interact, gather peats etc. and help each other.  Unfortunately this 
has now in the main gone.  No disrespect meant; new folks move in from mainland, do not interact with locals to the 
same degree and on the whole rather keep themselves to themselves or try and impose outside ways on a community.  
All for ideas to support ALL needy residents in South Lochs; but it is going to be difficult. Divided community and not 
many people now wanting to come forward to join bodies like PCC; seen as a thankless task by many. Good luck. 

 The community spirit is not what it used to be.  Too many people worrying about where the next penny is coming 
from or even If they might have a job.  
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Iain Mackinnon / David Macleod 

Department/Section Technical Services 

Service Daytime Bus Services (Lewis and Harris) 

 

PROPOSAL 

 Provision of school transport for entitled pupils is a 
statutory requirement for the Comhairle; limited scope 
for redesign.  Transport for non-entitled pupils and the 
public are discretionary. 

 Consideration to be given to greater community 
involvement in delivery of discretionary services to realise 
revenue budget reduction of £1,600k.  Options to be 
identified and evaluated as part of wider review process 
and subject to feedback secured through Community 
Conversation process and concurrent engagement and 
consultation process, specifically with regard to ability, 
willingness and capacity of communities to deliver these 
services. 

 

 

EVALUATION: 
 
Communities in Lewis and Harris were informed that the service was currently subject to an external review. 
Conversation responses emphasise the importance of a public bus service. Respondents recognised the value of 
the integrated bus service and the quality of provision. However, they would be willing to support improvements 
and adjust service provision where demand was low. 
 
There was a level of concern expressed in relation to procurement and suggestions were made that the private 
sector should be engaged more directly. 
 
There is some level of support for the use of smaller buses and a community bus service if funding and support 
could be made available. 
 

 

RESPONSES 

 Bus services are critical to rural areas and must be protected. 
 Why is there a longish gap in the bus service between Leverburgh and Stornoway - more runs in the day. 
 Service is good.  3 minibuses for 1 school - 19 children - is it efficient? 
 Vital nothing is cancelled.  Bus service vital for people without own transport.  Quality of life would deteriorate if 

transport cancelled.  How would local service work?  Not enough information. 
 Using school bus by other passengers very sensible.  Don't withdraw. 
 Encourage people to use existing services. 
 Ness/Westside runs could be merged, as happens in the evenings. 
 Dial a bus services. 
 Bear in mind local business with minibus service who also has Lionel school contract. 
 Needs to be looked at carefully in 2020 when reviewing the lists.  Why is the bus service capped at £100k in the list? 

Why is there a big discrepancy? 
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 Consideration needs to be given to parents and families/visitors travelling from Uist to Stornoway. 
 Consult with bus contractors on their views on efficiencies.  Review timetables.  Consult broadly with those using 

services and give them power to decide. 
 Potential to serve the whole local community in a variety of ways - church, surgery, post office, befriending, inter 

village visiting.   
 Reduce size of buses? 
 Must be able to rationalise school buses if there was a suitable escort or protection.  I.e.  an adult whose job it was to 

care for vulnerable e.g. a conductor.  We think that this might be cheaper than the extra buses. 
 Tendering against small local companies.  Who pays for training, PVG checks and liabilities?  Local jobs?  What about 

school support staff? 
 Tourism requires joined up bus service - seasonal? 
 More feeder services and better alignment with spinal route.   
 Private bus services should be encouraged. 
 Qualifications/disclosures.  People to deliver service.  Harris has a limited service anyway.   
 No level playing field.  Danger of dumbing down the services.   
 Pupils are not always guaranteed seats on the school bus because it is also a public service and it is not advertised as a 

discretionary public service.  There should be a service for school pupils only. 
 Talk about bus service designed by community/ for community. 
 School buses should always prioritise seats for pupils- drivers being put in the position of having to leave passengers if 

there is not enough space. 
 Point doesn't currently have capacity as alternative.   
 On demand services? Look at current bus timetables, make them more efficient.   
 Could school and public bus be merged at that particular time? 
 Reduce bus sizes.   
 Use smaller buses.  Better targeted.  Look into night services.  Bus times timed for ferry.  Summer/winter timetables.  

Compare with the islands - Shetland, Argyle and Bute Orkney. 
 2 cars per house.  Everyone wants a bus service they don’t use.  Demand is only morning and evening rush hour.  

Different to a city more buses are well used.   
 Look at bus times and see when they are more/less needed.  Increase use of electric vehicles.  Bus timetables are 

difficult to read.  Better timetable would lead to better use. 
 Options appraisal.  Reduced service reduces employment.  Paid drivers.  Not volunteers. 
 Should council be competing for services against local companies? 
 Smaller buses.  Amended timetables.   
 Don't rely on volunteers.  Reduce evening provision after consultation.  Target more people for consultation.   
 Could use smaller buses - use a mixed fleet depending on need.  A service must be provided to avoid cutting off 

communities.   
 Not sure we have capacity for running regular services.  Existing bus operator has multiple vehicles and employs many 

people.  May be that we could prepare to take over service in the future but not now.   
 We would "like" to see the consultation report.  It's too late in the evening.   
 Community councils should have more say in drawing up and agreeing bus provision in their area.  Consultations does 

not pose options only asks questions about service use which should be available from council systems.  Also question 
for 14:00 - 15:00 option is necessary. 

 Scope for 'feeder' buses on some routes at less popular times e.g. Ness passengers transfer to W2 on the direct to 
Stornoway runs.  Newmarket passengers transfer on to Tolsta buses at Laxdale School. Bayble loop feeder bus transfer 
to Flesherin/Portvoller service 

 Relying on volunteers again through 'community engagement' who are supposed to do all that work for the council for 
peanuts?  

 Will not work over here … do not have experience, people or skills to do this.  Never mind revenue considerations.  
 Communities should not be asked to deliver this public service.  
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Bernard Chisholm 

Department Education and Children’s Services 

Service Authority and Schools E&CS Management Structures 

 

PROPOSAL 

 Consider further Comhairle management restructuring 
with a reduction in senior management posts. 

 Consider if the shared Headship model could be replaced 
with one where an Executive Head teacher covers more 
than two schools. 

 

 

 

 

EVALUATION: 
 
There was general support for a review of Comhairle senior management structures, and in Education and 
Schools.  Communities would wish to have information on the numbers and the responsibilities of Managers and 
any benchmark data available.  In addition, there is recognition that a Single Public Partnership may provide 
opportunities for rationalisation at senior management across the public sector. 
 
In relation to schools, there is support for Executive Headships, provided posts are non-teaching and other senior 
management provision is available in all schools.  Shared Headships were not generally seen as a positive model, 
although this was based largely on assumptions rather than any evidence. 
 
Any development of these proposals, particularly in relation to schools, would require more information to be 
shared with parents in relation to independent reviews and/or evaluations of outcomes of any proposed model or 
models. 
 

 

RESPONSES 

 Restructuring may be required depending on the redesign of the Dept.  and the service it plans to deliver e.g.  if more 
partnership working maybe less senior posts required. 

 Vital that schools and parents know their Head Teacher and have availability to contact them freely. 
 Finance should be directed by needs of services and not organisation. 
 Unitary authority Inc.  HIE.  Do we really need all these Directors? 
 Can Executive Head model be made to work effectively in Barra given the geographic position? 
 Shared Headships are not a good idea.  Shared Headships are a bad idea. 
 Each school would need to be assessed differently.  Speed of transition.  Schools have to have a known Head Teacher. 
 Comhairle must act more promptly when management breaks down.  Service has to have resilience. 
 You still need local management. 
 Comhairle reorganisation is ok if costs drop with number of posts.  Have senior posts within each locality.  Make areas 

the same as the IJB Health & Social Care Partnership. 
 It depends on the quality of management as a whole.  Don't think that 4 is a whole lot. 
 The quality of the Principal Teacher to step in when the Head Teacher is off.  It could be a training issue where a 

Principal Teacher is great at teaching but needs training for Head Teacher. 
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 Need to look at Comhairle structure as it is top heavy. 
 Shared Headships means that they do not know the staff & pupils particularly thoroughly. 
 Very few Local Authorities have 4/5 Directors.  You need to pay to get the right quality of Leadership.  Key issue is to 

have right management - it's not about numbers. 
 Head Teachers managing more than one school again loses their knowledge of their pupils & families - They are just a 

manager.  Head might not be on site when required. 
 Management is top heavy so a reduction in number is a good idea. 
 Be careful about the choice of schools for shared headship. 
 Keep number of posts but reduce salaries of Directors and Senior Management posts. 
 Yes to suggestion of Shared Headship model. 
 Reduce Senior Management one head teacher to a max of 2 schools.  Impossible to keep standards. 
 Not as many Directors required if Heads of Service combined. 
 Fairly positive but needs further discussion and consideration, logistically not practical. 
 Reconsider management restructuring.  Consider shared headships.  Additional work for principal teachers.  However 

could be significant.   
 Yes but not enough information to know how. 
 Positive on restructuring.  Executive headships should not replace head teachers.  If designed to expand qualities and 

range.  e-learning vocational and ensure equality of provision.  Bid for external funding. 
 Uig & Bernera Shared Head works well.  >3 schools time in travelling. 
 Restructuring to be considered ensuring that there is still effective management in place.  Restructure Management. 
 Other than Directors what are the actual levels of management as this is needed for qualified discussion. 
 Ask Head Teachers.  Will they be spread too thin?  Travel time v operational. 
 Executive Head to be more management & covering several schools but Head Teachers being for individual schools. 
 Head Teachers to be responsible for raising attainment - split focus would mean that attainment would suffer.  

Another layer of management would be required - where would the saving be?  Head Teacher workload - 
unmanageable. 

 Shared headship not preferred - 1 school: 1 Teacher.  Not fair on Head Teacher dealing with 2 schools - a large burden.  
Head teacher can't be 100% for the school if they are always missing from 1 school.  Speak to parents and children.  
Not fair to ask 1 head teacher to focus on 2 schools.  Too much responsibility on HT already. 

 Reduce all Council posts by 30 mins to save on posts. 
 With good structure shared headships covering most schools. 
 Reduction in management posts across CNES/HIE/NHS. 
 Reduce duplication of support services i.e.  Business development HIE or CNES only one required. 
 Executive HT's are a possibility if the geographical constraints are taken into consideration otherwise you will lose so 

much time/cost due to travel.  Especially if more than two schools at opposite ends of the islands. 
 Reduce numbers of senior management and cap salaries.  Depending on local circumstances. 
 Decentralisation of existing posts.  Cost of delivery. 
 One Chief Executive for Local Authorities and Health should work. 
 Does shared headship really make savings? 
 Fewer directors. 
 Increase local liaison officers with specialist schools and knowledge of local community. 
 Shared headships doesn’t lead to knowledge of local community.  Shared headship doesn't lead to knowledge of 

pupils.  Heads should teach not focus on just administration. 
 How can an executive Head teacher be effective? Who would parents speak to if they have an issue with the schools? 
 Need to be aware of loss of specialisms but could be savings made.  Could reposition management across areas - e.g.  

Southern Isles.  Does this apply to North Uist - not enough schools? 
 Positive.  Shared headship already happens in Uist.   Better use of deputies could allow this to work. 
 Executive head teacher - a great idea - not sure re managerial positions - but worth looking into. 
 Look at management? School management? 
 Management should be reviewed to ensure levels align with revised structures. 
 If shared headships were definitely non - teaching with good Principal Teachers in each school more than 2 schools 

may be covered. 
 Shared headship: As long as a promoted post teacher is fully responsible and non - teaching.   
 Reduction in senior manager post would reduce costs. 
 Need a teacher on site that parents can refer to.   
 Shouldn't have non-teaching Head.  No shared heads.  Question over head teacher doing admin role.  What does 

legislation say? Why does system not allow for admin head on a lower salary? 
 Reduction of senior management posts might arise from sharing services with other authorities. 
 Increase shared headship clusters to three schools. 
 As long as a promoted staff member (PT) is in each school - to take day - to - day decisions. 
 Positive about redesign on senior management level.  Head teachers covering more than two schools is impractical.   
 Restructure management. 
 Positive but jobs lost in fragile areas as a result.  Not working at present.   
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 Quality of managers should be considered.  Further job cuts are unsustainable even at a senior level.  Two schools 
should be the maximum for a head teacher. 

 Restructuring is needed however this has to be done strategically and ensure schools and pupils still receive support.  
Comhairle staffing restructuring is positive. 

 Review senior management posts.  Review pay - scales.  Reduce number of elected members. 
 Not comfortable with heads covering more than one/two schools.  Query: was it cheaper to have teaching head 

teacher in one school? Would the teachers be able/happy to do head paperwork and teaching? Can we reduce 
paperwork for teachers? Could we have exec admin instead of exec teacher? 

 Progress - too many layers of management.  Restructuring with a reduction in senior management posts. 
 Not possible - an extra layer of management would be required to maintain quality assurance in teaching and learning.   
 Is IJB currently working? Could the heath board go in the same buildings as the Comhairle, if staff are to be reduced? 
 Don't think it is best for pupils to have shared headships. 
 Local authority cars for travel use.  There's not a 'one size fits all' model guaranteed success. 
 Schools are already stretched to the max.  No further room for cuts.  Head teachers need to be available to their staff 

and children.  Shared headships between 2 schools is already very difficult. 
 The majority in the group felt that a shared headship model was not appropriate because of the geography of the 

islands. 
 Shared headships not appropriate given the geography of the islands. 
 Evaluation of shared headship - yes after 2 years and appear positive.  Improved quality of management and executive 

headship possible but concern about number of schools covered and development of model.   
 Things happen - don't touch. 
 Comhairle should look at reduction of senior management roles.  Especially as low wage posts are difficult to fill, this 

could free up funds to increase wages.   
 Do not think heads should be taken out of schools.  Should have contact time with pupils. 
 Senior and middle management could be rationalised before touching front line services and teachers.  However, 

shared headship risks watering down the 'named person' role/scheme. 
 Reduce senior management.   
 Shared headship would depend on size of schools. 
 Could senior management be used differently rather than cut posts? Shared headship not relevant in this area.   
 Less admin/ more teaching time.  Comhairle public sector services e.g.  one finance director, one chief executive etc.  

Work together to make new savings.  Consult with all teachers regarding the shared headships. 
 Taking school size into consideration. 
 Should not be driven by finance but by service delivery.  Each school should have its own head.  Less paperwork.  With 

executive heads, head may lose focus on other schools. 
 Single Public Local Authority - good idea, held back by egos, should have happened long ago. 
 CnES management structure.  Primary headship structure - In smaller schools increase capacity of Head teachers.   
 E-Sgoil is the way forward.  Primary schools - shared headships/hub.  Secondary schools - heads and education 

specialists and community manager.  Quality of leadership - reduce posts and Bonus pay-outs.  Who has skills to 
manage transformational change? 

 Not going to make savings in the near future.   
 More information on executive headships. 
 Reduce management over heads in executive teams.   
 Don't feel we can decide this.  2nd point could mean a loss in morale amongst teachers and staff in schools. 
 Teacher contracts for existing teachers.  How much money? Probationary teacher’s contracts left too late in the year 

for staff to make a decision for employment.  Difficult to retain as a result.  Not a good idea for shared headship on 
more than 2 schools. 

 Given the importance of leadership on pupil attainment (2nd only to teachers) who would be on site at each school 
acting as leader of learning and teaching? - There is a need for PTs in each school.  Concerns re where exec head will 
be based - bias to 'base' school. 

 Shared headship not working in Pairc between 2 schools a large distance apart.  May be worse with executive head 
across 5 different schools and wider area.  Must be careful not asking teachers to do a completely different job if 
promoted to principal teachers, instead of teaching.   

 Head teachers are stretched enough as they are.  More information required on post reduction in senior management 
posts.   

 Further information required.  Management in education has already been cut - posts not filled.  No way!! Teacher 
cannot cover all that is required and will be required if this new set up comes into force.  If an extra management level 
is required where is the saving? Head teachers would lose focus in the very important task of delivering a curriculum 
for excellence.   

 Further Comhairle management restructuring with a reduction in senior (? And some middle) management posts 
sounds a good idea provided that there is not an increased initial cost in redundancy/early retirement options being 
offered. 
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 School heads - needs very careful consideration regarding costs: would an executive headship covering say, three or 
four school then involve depute heads covering single schools meriting an increase in grade (and so pay scale, pension, 
etc.)?  A good idea if it can be done economically and without the jobs being extra stressful.  

 Surely with the extent of service reductions proposed some reduction in senior management posts is logical.   
 Perhaps an executive head teacher could cover 3 or 4 primary schools (is this not shared headship?) 
 If it was small schools geographically based, it may be possible.  If there was shared headship, would that not mean 

more work for the admin staff of the schools?  How would you open the buildings to communities/ general public 
through hubs on top of it all?  How would staff manage all these kinds of stress without anyone really at the helm? 

 Not really having a lot to do with schools cannot really comment on this.  Would need a lot more detail before offering 
an opinion.  

 Haven't you already made a reduction in senior management posts? 
 If head teachers don't actually teach then yes they could handle more than one school.  
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Iain Mackinnon / Calum Mackenzie 

Department/Section Technical Services 

Service Grounds Maintenance 

 

PROPOSAL 

 Communities could take responsibility for amenity 
grounds maintenance in their locality. 

 

 

 

 

 

EVALUATION:  
 
Communities felt that they could be more involved in grounds maintenance work. They felt that existing 
procurement policy and procedures was a significant barrier to their involvement. However, communities were 
sensitive to issues of health and safety, standards of work, legal liability, etc. Consequently, provided the 
Comhairle had an appropriate policy and procurement model in place, communities would be willing to look at this 
and, they believe, be able to provide considerable community benefit. 
 

 

RESPONSES 

 Opportunity for local organisations to maintain grounds. 
 Why is contract Stornoway based for whole of Western Isles instead of being offered locally? 
 Yes community will take control of this and the budget. 
 Local control of the budget would allow work to be targeted in a more efficient way. 
 Tender locally. 
 Opportunity for local groups to take on grass cutting. 
 Current contract arrangements unclear. 
 We would like this to be locally based. 
 It could be developed and looked after by communities but you would need to watch machinery with health and 

safety. 
 Who pays for cemetery grass cutting?  The local community already does this - rural areas but not in town.  Could 

work with Heb Alpha to undertake. 
 Increase the amount of land left "natural".  Payment to communities for grounds maintenance. 
 Community Service?? 
 Use of more community pay back orders people to do grounds maintenance.  Work with LCC/UHI to encourage more 

horticulture courses e.g. those mental health use as therapy. 
 Council don’t maintain amenity areas often enough - more money spent to fix and make good again.  Community 

council will need acknowledged.   
 Possible but would take a lot of organisation.  Contracts grouped making it difficult for smaller business' to cover all 

areas. 
 Regulation needs to be maintained to ensure this work will be carried out. 
 Potential for local business. 
 Services can be accessed/ provided locally. 
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 Scope to work with community and football teams. 
 Scope to work with communities and sports groups. 
 Possibly if procurement is not too complicated.  Maybe. 
 Query over figures - where is the spend? Clear procurement and contract with total cost v benefit calculation. 
 What is involved?  Is current ditching activity included?  Could get cheaper labour locally. 
 Needs organising.  Who would say this needs doing & who will do it? 
 Support people who are looking to start/maintain businesses - unemployment for contractors...  Frequency could be 

reduced.  Community groups could be utilised. 
 Local person to do grass cutting, basic landscaping etc. 
 Local contractors.  Positive. 
 Ensure use local traders.   
 Not successful for community groups to maintain these facilities.  It can only be covered (especially insurance etc.) by 

the Comhairle. 
 We agree with proposal. 
 The cost of maintenance in Uist is disproportionate can the cost not be reduced by employing local people rather than 

paying people to travel from Lewis.  Firms should be local.   
 Where are these areas? Needs clarification.   
 Further consideration required.  Why are costs in Uist so high? 
 £74,000 seems excessive. 
 Goodwill of the community is not sustainable. 
 Barvas already maintain their pitch.  Equipment could be costly for communities to buy and maintain.   
 Health and safety issues. 
 No verging being done on west side of island.  Outlets not cleaned often enough.  Keep local for ownership but with 

fair access to all areas of budget.   
 We agree in principal.  Might be a bit expensive to begin with i.e.  purchase of good quality equipment.  But we feel 

that communities would be willing to get involved. 
 Totally agree with this if it brings work into the community. 
 Have people on community service grass cutting, painting etc. 
 For anything that affords potential for community involvement sustainability is a major issue. 
 Amenity areas are crucial to community development but unsure exactly what these areas or communities are? Need 

more help for areas where communities can be supported to come together, needs to be endorsed as a priority.  
Community skips are essential! 

 This could be done. 
 Employ local people to deliver services ensuring correct equipment is available and money stays in local economy.   
 Why the discrepancy between the money paid to the different roads? Why is Harris so low? 
 HVS already provide subsidised service for the elderly and if they were further subsidised this would work.   
 Yes.  We tried in Harris.  Before and were outbid by mainland organisations further discussion at local level needed. 
 Harris Voluntary Service provide this service to older people.  This could be developed. 
 Community service order type service. 
 Better "cut" here than teachers etc.  but might have to happen on a Sunday! 
 If there was a community group willing to take up this area of work.   
 Community councils/community groups to do grounds maintenance - Newmarket gateway.  Are they cutting pitches in 

Uist with a razor?? 
 Why can't janitors cut grass around schools? It would be difficult at present for communities to manage volunteers. 
 Very competitive market at the moment.  Newmarket well maintained by community.  Skills is the community.   
 Community service hours - courts.  Retired folk.   
 Example of anaerobic digester on Lewis/Creed Industrial.  Park.  Could Create ClCs and employment to deliver service.   
 Smaller community areas to encourage people to participate in grounds maintenance in the area. 
 Make it easier for smaller districts to tender to look after their own areas - e.g.  Uist - rather than requiring services 

from Stornoway.  Who in community would take responsibility for this? 
 Paircs's play park is already owned by the community council.  Like the idea of a local person doing the work.   
 Looks like Stornoway is over - provided compared to the rest of us.  Not playparks but Ballan and Gravir.  Football 

pitch at school is often waterlogged.  Local people in area could be employed in Grass cutting.  This would be a 
positive.   

 Pairc trust could gain income from this - school, council houses, Playparks, etc.  - by employing someone.  Someone 
could be a grounds person and handyman.   

 If technical services can provide sample contracts, and community groups know there are contractors in their area 
with the appropriate skills, qualifications and equipment, this could provide savings on travel, ferries, overnights, etc. - 
if communities also have the skills for oversight of contracts.  Some specialist aspects e.g. white lining might need 
council owned equipment available on here at cost only. 

 It would seem sensible if grounds maintenance could be delivered by local contractors (where these exist and are 
interested) reducing transport time and costs.  Spreading employment. 
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 Again 'communities' - who is that? The same person who will drive the bus, run the hub, manage the library there, 
maintain the school estate, teach art and music to classes, deliver social care through activities and clubs, provide 
early years care, cut the grass, grit the roads, change the lightbulbs and unblock the toilets when the schools (hubs) 
are open to the public, help the elderly get to their hub, help anyone with additional digital support, and maybe have 
a job and maybe have a family and maybe not cope for long!!! 

 Play Park already owned and maintained by PCC 
 PCC own playpark  
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Calum Iain Maciver 

Department Development 

Service Library Service 

 

PROPOSAL 

 The proposal would seek to develop a “Community Hub 
Model” for the delivery of Library Services.  This would 
entail the transfer of the Library Service from Economic 
Development to Education and Children’s Services.  It 
would retain the four core static libraries, but would also 
offer scope to develop libraries in closer partnership with 
individual communities using the “community hub” 
concept.  This would see small, district libraries being 
developed around the existing school estate and 
potentially other community facilities.  This model would 
bring the library closer to the community across the 
islands and would potentially negate the requirement for 
a full-scale mobile library service.  A smaller scale, more 
discrete, mobile service would, however, be require to 
service specific areas and undertake specific tasks. 

 

EVALUATION: 
 
It was explained that the Comhairle would consider a range of options in relation to the mobile library service at 
the December 2018 series of meetings. The current proposal related to a model proposed by the Education 
department. 
 
There was strong support for the retention of a professional and accessible library service throughout the Western 
Isles. There was also a strong view that library vans should be retained on the basis that they provide a: 

 social service to many people; 

 closer link to the main library; 

 service to those who were housebound; 

 lifeline service; 

 personalised service; and 

 befriending service  

Many of those supporting the continuation of the mobile library service were concerned at the £240k replacement 
cost of the vehicles and suggested: 

 The acquisition and use of smaller vehicles. 

 Increasing the range of services provided by the library van service. 

 Consideration be given to other more efficient options for delivery of a library service. 

A significant number of groups supported the idea of community hubs, whether provided in schools, community 
and/ or community centres. 
 
Based on these community conversations it is clear there is a range of views and a one ‘size fits all’ will not meet 
the needs of every community. Consequently, a number of groups would like to see the actual data in regard to 
the use being made of the library vans by community, frequency of visit, needs of user etc. 
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However, a community based model, wherever it is located, will require access to transport and active 
coordination of community activities providing support to the elderly, particularly those who are housebound.   
 
Consequently, for an informed decision on this proposal, the Comhairle would need to provide a range of options 
against which they could evaluate their own proposals and capacity to deliver, dependant on any resource transfer 
provided by the Comhairle.  

 

 

RESPONSES 

 Library services should be retained within schools and open to the public. 
 Mobile vans - need to evaluate usage. 
 Community hubs in addition to proper library service ok so long as adequately staffed & supervised i.e. not overseen 

by the P7s. 
 e-books not paper.  What functions do libraries perform - more than just books? 
 Save the Library. 
 Library vans should be kept available as their social value goes far beyond their remit. 
 Libraries within school throughout the Western Isles. 
 Keep Library service. 
 Ensure libraries in schools are retained as a stationary physical asset. 
 Part of putting community hubs along with transport would mean you could take a bus full of older people and taking 

them to local schools where they could get their lunch, visit the school library and a music class and be taken back 
home. 

 Well worth having school hubs but incorporating library into school makes them vulnerable to school pressures.  Need 
to reinforce the existence of libraries and protect them but can increase school functional integration. 

 Many areas don't have a school.  Why not post books or e-mail? This is an example of "Lack of political leadership".  Is 
this all Development Department came up with? 

 Coming into schools- is this a problem for security?  Dangerous to rely on volunteers as there is no pressure on them 
to turn up on time.  What about when they go on hols etc?  What would the saving be in reality?  Then the impact on 
the service users if it is withdrawn - maybe this is the only person an elderly person is going to speak to in a 
week/month.  Relate back to your spiel about quality of life - might not interact in busier library.  Would they be 
missed if they were ill? 

 General consensus is favourable.  Intergenerational Hub. 
 Libraries were closed in Uist.  A return trip to Linicilate library would be 50+ miles for someone living in the South.  Not 

accessible, not affordable considering cost of fuel.  Lifeline services for older generation/and others.  Not secure in 
schools. 

 Library van service not to be cut but operated in a smaller scale.  (smaller van). 
 Ceraiden Uibhist - work in partnership with local third sector organisation to deliver books and other services. 
 The idea has not been thought through it is excluding the most vulnerable and those vulnerable will not be able to 

access this conversation either because they are housebound, have no transport or no internet. 
 Small district libraries would bring more expense - books, computer access, and trained staff.  Can’t see how it would 

be better set up than with van.  The smaller scale mobile.  May, make savings and be less of a change. 
 Management of library stock - books, DVDs, CDs, Audio Books - who manages loans? Movement of stock between 

hubs.  Necessity for security of stock.  Problems with public access to Primary schools. 
 Needs further consultation with the main user group of the van i.e.  elderly people who may not access consultation 

document online or make the meetings. 
 Further discussion required, scope for other services provided by the van. 
 Keep the library vans.  It can be a lifeline to many.   
 Does it have to be library van? Importance of books - vulnerable older people.  Multipurpose options.  Symbolic - 

Previous Daliburgh library in school was not used. 
 Leave library van alone please.  No to kindles! Daliburgh schools library closed in 2017 poor planning.   
 Use by young families with children. 
 Social impact - regular interaction with skilled librarian. 
 Essential service. 
 Hub library at school or community centre would be acceptable along with increased technology and training - 

children helping elderly with technology.  Concerned about social isolation. 
 Positive to change but delivery needs discussion.  Could you lease vans?  Interesting concept but not at the loss of the 

Library.  Loneliness.  Align digital education such as e-Storas to communities.  Align to community transport. 
 Good to have libraries in schools.  But have to use community transport to get older/infirm people to these hubs.  

What of those who can't get out?  Would they be deprived of service?  If local school libraries - computers available for 
those who have none & teaching of computer literacy. 
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 Community library which was in Ness was closed by the Local Authority.  Transport would need to be provided locally.  
Service provided by mobile librarian is paramount - personalised service with local knowledge.  Regularity is also vital.  
We also want to be able to see books on a regular basis to choose.  Librarian in mobile library is an important part of 
elderly lives.  Smaller hubs would mean smaller selection of books. 

 New technology would allow people to order books in a different way.  Mobile library services provide a range of 
services and should be up to date with Wi-Fi etc.  This improves rural areas and is proved to decrease isolation and 
loneliness.  Community hubs - A mobile library could be included.  School libraries should be used for public.  Comunn 
Eachdraidh Nis could develop a library service. 

 Local librarians in community hubs - Commun Eachdraidh etc.  Local transport to help people access local libraries. 
 Concern of volunteer capacity.  So would need more capacity to work.  Need to retain the static libraries.  Needs lots 

of discussion as to how to provide professional service as library staff are more than just about giving out books, need 
to deliver additive services.  There are possibilities but space in community spaces might be an issue so might need 
investment.  Not sure if it works in schools re access for public/ security etc.   

 Hub model previously tried and not successful.  Problems with security and data issues.  Mobile library provides 
housebound service, support for Gaelic language and culture of general support for our aging population.  A sense of 
community cohesiveness from Berneray to Eriskay.  Also community information - links with e.g. CAB and other local 
groups could be developed.  Also helps with tourist information. 

 More thinking needed re 'Community Hub Model' - how will this work?? Mobile library essential.  £240k for 2 vans 
seems excessive surely potential for combining services to mobile library clients. 

 Mobile service is vital.  How many actually climb on board? Smaller vehicle would save money and carry same books 
and maintain service. 

 It would be a sad day if the library van provision were withdrawn.  Why not smaller vans? What about the social 
aspect? 

 Library vans essential - smaller vehicles? Daliburgh library cannot be re-opened.  Outreach importance of mobile 
library cannot be quantified.  Can government funding for reducing isolation be used to maintain the mobile service. 

 North Uists mobile library service provides a valuable social befriending service.  Transport to a local school would be 
an issue.  One option would be for selections of books (changed every few week/months) to be kept in local centres, 
e.g.  local historical centre (available several days a week rather than once every three weeks) local enablers could 
assist house bound people to access books.  However, our group had polarised views.  Maybe a combination? 

 There are less schools than there used to be.  Not everyone has access or means to get to the school.  In Berneray the 
library van is well used and not everyone would travel to Bayhead to use the library.  The service does not need to be a 
big van but could still be provided in a smaller vehicle.  Donald Ewan does a fantastic job and provides an excellent 
service.  The social aspect of the service cannot be under estimated.  Donald has won the Mobile Librarian of the year 
because of the service he provides.  There are security issues with having it in schools. 

 Who would run the libraries? How accessible (opening hours) would they be in schools? Why not use community 
centres instead of schools.  Number of books available? Library van is more than just delivery books it is a lifeline 
service and highly valued. 

 Mobile service currently provided in Uist should be maintained.  This service meets a crucial social need, reduces 
isolation and aids health and well - being: trusting public transport does not facilitate access to hubs. 

 £240k seems excessive for two vans, could cheaper vans be purchased and be kitted out by council joiners.  Schools 
that have a library do not need a library van.  Schools with libraries could be opened up to the community to engage 
with different age groups however due to the safety of the children additional costs of supervisors would arise e.g.  
can't have members of the public walking around the school. 

 I think a community hub model is a great idea - but not in the school - (aside from Lionacleit).  We must keep the 
mobile library - is there a decent bus service to get to a community hub library? Scottish Government has a policy of 
keeping people in their own homes for as long as possible - therefore the mobile library van needs to stay. 

 Mobile library service used by 42 people in this locality.  Need to think about how people would travel to/from 'hubs' 
could use 'non-school' buildings which have more space.  Will this actually produce any savings? Evidence? 

 Community libraries are a good idea - not in a school.  Library vans are important to some local older people.   
 Transport to be able to get people to the school.  Engagement and befriending is important so that no one is isolated.  

Has to be accessible in community. 
 We are definite that we would welcome a library in Bragar.  We already have a book club and would have no difficulty 

having readers of any age being taken to school or books being delivered.  Also consider e - books. 
 Based in schools, make use of the community mini bus.  Training for people to uses kindles and other technology. 
 Positive, but needs further discussion. 
 Use 3rd sector to co - ordinate. 
 I value the Library van service but do appreciate the service can be provided in a more cost effective way. 
 A review has to take place as the library service can be delivered cheaper.  Price of van over the top. 
 Need to deliver service equally to all residents.  Will this impact on present staff? Who pays for training and delivery at 

community level especially where no schools locally. 
 Library vans should provide more services such as paying bills. 
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 The money has been allocated for the vans - use that money for replacement vans.  Filled out numerous surveys - 
nothing has come of this and is frustrating.  Happy with a van every six weeks so happy with that.  This would mean 
that there is a saving of one van but still provides this service to all who use it.  One of the few benefits that elderly or 
infirm access.  Positively impact isolation.  Potentially needs better advertised to raise awareness.  Library van drivers 
should be provided with first aid training.  The library visit fits in with a degree of elderly care. 

 Stornoway library is excellent resource.  Can you allow public/pupils mix? There is a difference in messages: Public and 
pupils can't mix (security) and want to encourage public to use the school.  Conflict needs resolved.  Perhaps 
community hub would work better.  Could we give every mobile library user a kindle (technology)? 

 Needs to be planned properly to ensure smooth transition with no gaps in service.  Positive suggestion re library 
service provided through school.  CP issues to be addressed.  School library must still be available for pupils at 
lunchtimes.  Intergenerational work could be developed.   

 Librarians are professionally qualified - they have studied for years to be librarians.  Keep the vans.  Use the school 
library more hours, more facilities - other agencies (third sector) in there. 

 Service to be run from Tarbert library.   
 Who will be responsible for management of books/upkeep of library? Where would the library be housed i.e.  in small 

schools? Which are ever expanding.  I think library service should be in central points and allow people a social place.  
Could you have knitting sessions? Blood pressure checks take strain off NHS/doctors.  Library vans can't be utilised for 
other services and have time constraints to spend time with those with would really benefit.   

 Library at the heart of the community.  Reaching the poorest and most fragile in our community. 
 The service is what is important and should be used with other services - befriending service. 
 Using schools to move library books around communities? Library service to be left open in some shape or form.  

Interesting concept of bringing people to schools would need to be well set up.  Possible transport issues.  Be worth 
looking into. 

 This is a service that could be delivered in Harris in partnership with the local library and the Befriending service for 
example. 

 Recommend looking at a range of options e.g. smaller mobile vans and knowledge of readers preferences.   
 Digital or converted trailer/school as hub. 
 Unsure of how this would work? If mobile library is cut, can there be some correlation between social care and library 

staff.   
 Library vans are important for isolated people.  Adding hubs in some way might benefit community e.g.  by saving trip 

into Stornoway but need more discussion e.g. what services would be provided? 
 Needs a lot more discussion. 
 Small proportion in Point use library van.  Book exchange in Buth An Rubha is successful and well used.   
 Accessibility and choice of books is key - use schools libraries, social interaction.  Efficient and user friendly way re 

book choices.  Schools security to be looked at.  Involve befriending scheme.   
 Could other individuals make use of vans too? 
 Why not post from central library or delivery scheme with couriers - order from booklist.  Delivery vans cheaper than 

Library vans - better for vulnerable.  Library vans not necessary.  Personal kindles cheaper.   
 Most important services for some community members - not seeing anyone all week but bus.  Include befriending 

services.  Retain the library van and increase its internal services - mobile café.   
 Schools as community hub/library resource - inter generational. 
 Good to look at different options on delivering the service. 
 Data protection - non CnES staff accessing library database? Should we replace the vans if the provision exists? Making 

best use of staff time.  Provision of e journals should be professional staff.  Don't think it’s appropriate to use 
volunteers.   

 Any restricted hours can put people off attending community hub models.  Can other mobile services be utilised.  Is it 
more about socialising rather than books? Option of purchasing nearly new vehicles rather than new.   

 It would enhance curriculum of pupils/ community based partnerships/provide a space for community and parental 
learning.  Could increase intergenerational learning.  Help with social isolation.  Transport must be considered.   

 Intergenerational activities are good for people, so libraries in schools could work.  Mobile libraries are very important 
for housebound people, it's reliable, it gives the vulnerable choice and social interaction.  Older people often can't 
drive so services have to come to them.  People are very behind the library vans, despite the strong economic 
argument. 

 Where is the costing for this 'new' service? The funding is already there for this service.   
 Library services in this area must be kept as it is used extensively.  Social isolation in a very rural area a serious factor.  

A hub - then a list of books available so that people could request books and have them delivered.  The school children 
and croileagan go to the library van.  This develops a good practise and a love of reading. 
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 At a time when we should be considering the mental health and wellbeing of the community, in particular that of the 
growing elderly population, I would ask you to consider the contribution that the library van provides.  Many elderly 
people have to stop driving.  The bus service is spasmodic.  A visit from the library van is a lifeline, a friend, the 
opportunity for a chat about books with the librarian and with other people visiting the van.  If a library is to be 
housed in the local school at Bayhead it will be miles away from where the majority of people in North Uist and 
Berneray live.  Virtually inaccessible for the very people who want to use it during the day.  Just how much does it cost 
to run the van for one year, compared to the possibility of many elderly people feeling cut off from a facility that they 
have enjoyed for many years and which has brought joy into their lives.  An ideal philosophy is "to be kind and to do 
no harm".  Getting rid of the library van is not kind, and could do a great deal of harm to valued members of the 
community. 

 I am so very disappointed and also upset that the Council is considering withdrawing the service of the Mobile Library 
Van.  I believe this would be very detrimental to the community, this is a much needed service for myself, and 
obviously other people who actually rely on this service.  I have limited mobility, I am fortunate that I can drive and do 
have a car and therefore can get into Stornoway, but getting to the Library which is in a pedestrianised area, choosing 
books and queuing, then having to carry these heavy books back to my car is impossible for me.  Due to my disability I 
spend a lot of time at home reading.  This service is really a lifeline, and is actually priceless to myself.  Yet again the 
withdrawal of this service would hit the most vulnerable.  Ian who actually works on the van is very knowledgeable in 
respect of the books on the van, which is so helpful and he can usually recommend books that he knows I would be 
interested in, this again saves me having to stand looking for books.  I recently had an operation and was worried I 
couldn’t even carry the books to the van, ( I had quite a few as the van now only comes every six weeks) I needn’t have 
worried Ian collected them from the door and selected new ones for me.  I hope you will take into consideration the 
above when making you final decision.   

 The community hub model would need careful thought to address the challenges of: security and access, if based in a 
school; relevance, given the likely limited number of books that could be held in each location; and management, to 
ensure that the library remains a suitable place to easily access and return books.  To achieve these requirements is 
likely to impose costs that might not be commensurate with the desired outcome.  The on-line book reserve service 
and the 4 main libraries are an effective means of accessing a wide range of books for some members of the 
community.  However the mobile library service provides a level of service that complements this, particularly for folk 
that are less mobile or live in a remote location.  With regard to the Health and Social Care objectives and in particular 
the need to ' to help link people with care needs more effectively to community support' the mobile library provides 
support through physical contact, social interaction, and a possible early warning of developing issues not observed 
through other means.  It is difficult to envisage how a more 'discrete' mobile service could deliver these benefits or 
indeed cover specific areas across the Western Isles effectively. 

 Data Protection / GDPR Security in schools PVG checks ageing population Cost of stock Cost of moving stock Cost of 
training Etc.  A far more costly and unsustainable solution than the current service.  Not enough information provided 
to make any sound decision.  This document is leading the public in a certain direction rather than providing open-
ended conversations.  The timetable of the service redesign is impractical.  Decisions are being rushed when too many 
important services are at stake.  Both council officers and councillors should be ashamed that a document of such 
poor quality has been presented to the public.  Councillors owe it to their communities to scrutinise what has been 
put forward in far more detail, rather than supporting senior council officers in whatever they are proposing.  Few of 
the proposals presented in this document have been discussed with service managers or frontline staff.  The manner 
the ‘conversations’ has been managed is shocking – too little time and residents rushed into making decisions.  The 
fact that in certain areas conversations have been so poorly attended is a result of the inadequate promotion of the 
engagement sessions.  These conversations will certainly not provide enough information for councillors to make any 
sound decision on how to progress in December.  They should be visiting the frontline workers of each of the areas 
under discussion to find out more.  It is very worrying that some of the statistics mentioned at some conversations 
have been misleading and the facts misrepresented.  The council needs to save money, but the process should have 
been conducted very differently.  The entire Comhairle should have been under review, rather than a list of randomly 
selected departments.  There should have been an audit of all services to identify complementary working.  Instead, 
departments have been divided and salami-slicing – which was exactly what this process was supposed to prevent – is 
being proposed.  This is embarrassment to the Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and a betrayal of community trust.  All 
involved in this process should be ashamed of themselves. 

 The community hub model is inappropriate for areas with a distributed population such as Uig.  The mobile service 
currently addresses the needs of all parts of the community serving people who have mobility and those who do not.  
A community hub model would exclude those with no mobility.  A mobile service provides the most effective means of 
delivering a library service to all groups within a distributed community.  The existing mobile service provides more 
than books and is a social service in areas where remote living can lead to social isolation.  A community hub model 
would presumably be dependent on volunteers who would still need to be organised and supported by paid staff.  Any 
extra costs this would incur and the necessary cost of equipment for the new 'hubs' should be evaluated against the 
cost of running the current mobile service.  The proposed transfer of the Library Service from Economic Development 
to Education and Children's Services would appear to have no justification or offer any advantage to those receiving 
the service. 
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 Many people travel to the existing 4 libraries combine their visits with other purposes in the vicinity - use of sports 
facilities, shopping (Creagorry/Balivanich in Benbecula) meeting friends etc.  Most of the primary schools have fewer 
of these amenities available in the vicinity.  So less easy to visit with combined purposes. For those without their own 
transport, journeys to a primary school, even if geographically nearer, could be less convenient than going to an 
existing library (involving bus changes) and long waiting times for a return bus.  Book, audio books, CD and DVD 
collections need dedicated secure storage and display space.  Public access to PCs and the internet would be required.  
There is a problem with public access to schools and security - library visitors would need toilet provision as well as 
library access.  Stock would have to be circulated between libraries, involving a lot of recoding to keep track of 
individual book locations, packing, lifting, transport.  Very doubtful whether people with appropriate skills would be 
available in sufficient numbers to staff these hub libraries.  If the primary school population rises (an aim of the 
Comhairle) - where would space be found?  Mobile libraries perform a vital function, not just - or merely - in making 
books and audio books available to those who have difficulty in getting to a static library, but also a very important 
social function, passing on news, discussing books and events - providing school contact which some lack, and a 
change from neighbours and friends.  The mobile libraries are used by younger people with transport difficulties - and 
provide library access at schools far more cheaply than a 'hub library' - with a skilled library assistant.  

 Primary schools are now seen as inaccessible: welfare and child protection issues make them difficult and off - putting 
to enter. A library in a school would not necessarily be easier to access than a core static library. In rural areas with a 
low population spread over large areas a high proportion being elderly, many also with no transport.  The mobile 
library visits provide social contact and a range of reading material at their homes.  Cut - backs in medical and social 
care services mean that only those in direst need get anything.  The mobile libraries provide vital support in scattered 
rural communities.  

 Buy two new vans!  They are a lifeline to people who are isolated, housebound, vulnerable, elderly, without private 
transport.  We never see them or hear from them because they don’t make it to meetings, they barely make it to town 
once in a while.  They don't have a voice they are not being heard but they deserve your attention.  Who would staff 
these hubs?  Where would the stock come from when there isn't such a large choice of books to start with?  If people 
can't make it to one of the four libraries, how are they supposed to make it to the community hubs?  There won't be 
one in every village.  There won't be a bus going exactly when the hub is open, to take you at the right place at the 
right time.  We have a population that is really spread over small villages with one house here, two houses there.  For 
a lot of people, it is easier to get to Stornoway than three villages down to a community hub and you get to do more 
(shopping / access to services, amenities / getting your messages / access to cafes, art centre, activities, clubs etc.) as 
well as using the library in Stornoway. 

 For me; leave the mobile service alone; this is a well-used and very much appreciated service in the area.  
Demographics for the area show an increasing ageing population.  Residents will simply not be able to use the new 
model. 

 This is a vital service. If you already have 240k existing for two new vans, then do what you should have done and buy 
the vans.  Keep this service.  You are continually cutting services to the rural areas for the benefit of Stornoway area.  

 Before the Mobile Libraries in West Lothian service was cut in 2015 it was valued and appreciated by residents in 
various West Lothian communities from isolated farms to large housing schemes. Despite being more cost effective as 
a service compared to some of the smaller part time Libraries in West Lothian the Mobiles were cut and far from a 
declining demand it was struggling to satisfy all locations that merited the service. Those worst affected by the cut 
were the elderly and primary school aged children, the two groups that most deserve all the support and care that a 
Council can provide. For many communities the Mobile Library was visible proof that they were valued by their 
Council and even the most reluctant service user, usually teenage boys, were outraged and angered at the thought 
that their community was held is such contempt as to have its access to Library Services cut. However, the borrowers 
of our services were so spread out and isolated that there could be no mass opposition organised to give them a 
concerted voice. Please consider the mistake you would be making in withdrawing such an important and valued 
service. Think about the older folks who, despite paying taxes and being deserving, will be hardest hit as they are not 
always able to travel as freely as they would wish for various reasons. Think about children starting on their scholastic 
careers and having such an important resource cut when they most need access to stories and information in order to 
make sense of the world. As for the folks who are of working age and not regular users of such a service, they still 
enjoy the benefits as their parents and elderly neighbours are being helped as they would doubt wish to be when they 
retire and the children are given access to ideas that will help them grow and prosper and in doing so help their 
communities as a whole. BUT if you would rather see your far flung communities become more insular, isolated and 
resentful of the few communities that have easy access to Libraries then go ahead but keep in mind the correlation 
between illiteracy and criminality and weigh the costs, both financial and societal, of withdrawing you Mobile Library 
Service. Don't follow the poor example of West Lothian Council and others elsewhere in Scotland, Stand Up for your 
Citizens of all ages and show just what makes the Western Isles the strong, caring and connected community it is and 
can continue to be. Keep the Western Isles Mobile Library Service and maintain your commitments to Communities 
across the Isles. 
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Iain Mackinnon / David Macleod 

Department/Section Technical Services 

Service Inter-Island Air Services 

 

PROPOSAL 

 Service is entirely discretionary; limited, if any, 
opportunity for greater community involvement in service 
delivery to realise revenue budget reductions.  Options 
include: discontinuation of service with termination of 
contract (six months’ notice); and retention of status quo 
until March 2021 (service and performance review 
commencing summer 2020; scope of any future service 
contract considered by Comhairle autumn 2020).   

 

 

EVALUATION: 
 
There was significant support for the reinstating of the Inter-island air service in Uist and Barra.  Many were 
sympathetic with the view that all islands should be connected by sea and air services.   
 
However, almost all groups had concerns and/or questions in relation to the demand and need for the service. 
 

 Should NHS Western Isles subsidise service on a similar basis to that previously funded by the Comhairle? 

 Who uses it and, in the case of the public sector, should they make better use of technology? 

 Should officers of the Comhairle or NHS staff hold more surgeries in Uist and Barra, and make more use of 
local facilities? 

 Is an amended service possible and has a financial analysis been done to reflect total costs of service as 
compared to the costs of the air service only? 

 
As a proposal that is going to cost money, it is clear that savings would have to be made elsewhere.  This, in many 
ways, reflects the challenge presented by community empowerment and community conversations, i.e. choices 
will have consequences and should only be taken when these are fully understood and the funding identified. 
 

 

RESPONSES 

 Inter-Island services need to be retained to include Barra-Benbecula. 
 Restore Barra link on inter-island air services but retaining current level of Glasgow service at least & assess impact on 

Barra of withdrawal of service. 
 Should be extended to include Barra. 
 Barra - Benbecula flights make travel from and to Barra more complicated and time consuming.  Reinstate Barra-Ben 

flight. 
 Retain Barra air service. 
 Reinstate Barra to Benbecula air service. 
 Locals are not able to book Glasgow service due to the number of visitors to Barra.  Give patients an option of 

preference of hospital appointments where able. 
 Reintroduce inter island Barra/Ben/Sty.  Look at connections between islands ferries/flights - not currently linked for 

easy travel particularly for vulnerable travellers.  Social Impact Assessment on the impact. 
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 Loss of the Barra - Benbecula flight has been considerable and has led to less visits by Council/Health Board & other 
officials to Barra.  Reinstate this service. 

 Remember NHS patients paid by Ambulance budget.  How much to buy CNES plane & crew to run to Inverness and 
return. 

 Need to lobby Scottish Government in support for and provision of these services. 
 A tunnel!  Cutting services has affected the island. 
 Better use of U+B hospital and other services here.  Does health board not contribute to costs? Do not touch! 
 Life line service to islands.  Reinstate Barra - STY flight. 
 Needs to be retained but need to use VC options for non-essential meetings. 
 Use more video conferencing facilities and reduce service. 
 Happy to see it reduced: very damaging to the climate. 
 Consideration of re introducing Barra - Benbecula, given the popularity of Glasgow - Barra. 
 Retain 5 day service between Benbecula - Stornoway.  Discussions with NHS re patient travel reduce this by more 

consultant visits to Uist. 
 Air service between Benbecula and Stornoway must be retained.  Transport is very important on an island.  Increase to 

include weekends.  Tunnels. 
 More use of Uist, Bara hospital.  Money through IJB/ Health board main importance is for health related services.   
 Basic requirement of life in Uist.  Not possible to remove.   
 Disproportionate use of scarce funds.  Scrap. 
 Important to stay connected.  Integration of service.  Parity of services. 
 Shouldn't cancel inter-island air transport as it is vital for some people. 
 Hospital appointments - vital for this.  Is it cheaper to use the helicopter (hospitals)?  Liaison with NHS. 
 Essential for Uist especially for hospital patients and visiting consultants.  So can NHS contribute? Why is ADS not 

allowed for businesses? This is costing local business and the council and NHS a fortune! 
 Essential that this continue, possibly overused by local officials.  Digital communication could replace many journeys.   
 Limited service - could do with expanding.   
 Cuts impact on health services - increased costs.  This service will always need to be subsidised it is a life - line service. 
 Keep it. 
 The sound of Harris ferry works on a very limited time table and therefore cannot get to Stornoway for a hospital 

appointment in one day.  Particularly in winter.  Ferry cannot operate in fog.  DO NOT TOUCH. 
 Who uses this service? Is it mainly official/hospital life? 
 What is meant by redesign of delivery of health services? Air service should not be cut.  Should not even form part of 

the discussion.   
 Essential for hospital appointments.  Over used by CnES (meetings could be by video link) lead by example and make 

use of the good technology available. 
 If money was spent to develop the Benbecula hospital - would you need so many patients to travel to Stornoway? 
 More detail required. 
 Use modern technology.  Train professionals to use modern technology. 
 Local opinion in the Southern Isles should be taken into consideration.  They do seem to have a very poor Calmac 

service currently which must impact on this. 
 Review how inter island access is delivered i.e.  Ferries, Planes etc...  Could causeways be built to save money over a 

longer period and include tidal power? 
 Listen to people in the Southern Isles we don’t feel in a position to comment. 
 If this is used by public sector workers it seems easy enough to cut.  We would encourage consideration of NHS 

patients but work done to strengthen mainland links for hospital patients.  Not used by general public much.  However 
mainland linkages are crucial! Could there be lower costs for non ADS public so that people can access the islands 
more readily. 

 Access to health should be equal across islands.   
 More important for the people of Uist than Lewis so their opportunities should be paramount.  Council uses it a lot - 

use v scene more for communication. 
 Inter-island service should be returned.  The removal of the interisland may not necessarily have saved more money 

because of overnight stays needed by having to travel on alternative routes.   
 Health service emphasis - cost effectiveness. 
 Could a reduced service be offered link to health? Haven't used this. 
 NHS/CnES to contribute to costs as they use the most. 
 Limited extension of flight including Barra. 
 Needs to continue - essential services.  Keep the service. 
 Could other organisations contribute to £350k (HiE, NHS) More use of video links so less transport. 
 Equality across public sectors for contribution to ensuring the sustainability of the air service.  Could the service 

increase if NHS pay towards service.   
 All public bodies who use the service should review funding options for the service. 
 All agencies should pay.  It is public agencies, use teleconference.  Let the market dictate - hardly used by visitors. 
 Ticket price if highest use is by service.  Consider staff time cost overland/analysis of figures.   
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 Who is subsiding? 
 Idea of providing Benbecula to Barra when needed is a good one - liaise with NHS or would it be better to have flights 

from Barra to Stornoway, or Barra to Glasgow? I.e.  Better health services in Glasgow.  Should it be run for particular 
reasons.  - e.g.  for cultural reasons to bring people together.   

 Nobody at this table felt particularly strongly on this subject but feel it is something that should be discussed with 
people it concerns in the Southern Isles. 

 Comhairle should not be subsiding flights. 
 There are various issues here that need expanding. 
 Inter-Island Air services are a fundamental requirement for the community and should be maintained at all costs. 
 Microlight hire available for all residents? 
 Air transport is particularly bad for the climate therefore some reduction in the current service would contribute to 

mitigation of climate change.  More use of VC and shared transport on the South of Harris ferry route by public sector 
organisations should be encouraged.  Changes in the air service need careful co-ordination with NHS but with co-
operation some reduction in frequency of patient travel requirements should be achievable. 

 If NHS were able to provide more clinics locally for non urgent cases, where one consultant/specialist is seeing several 
patients - cheaper to fly one specialist than several patients / balance value of specialist time spent travelling.  Could 
appointments in Stornoway for Southern Isles patients be limited to 2 days a week?  More use by council employees 
and councillors of video conferencing and sharing vehicles on ferry.  Gaps between buses Leverburgh - Tarbert and 
Tarbert - Stornoway (of over 30 minutes) reduces attractiveness of public transport option.  Buses for early ferries 
from Berneray very limited. 

 Never understood this or why it’s coming out of TS budget.  
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Director/Head of Service Bernard Chisholm 

Department Education and Children’s Services 

Service Itinerant Provision 

 

PROPOSAL 

 Remove teaching itinerant provision from primary schools 
and transfer to secondary or, until such time as secondary 
opportunities arise, redeploy to e-Sgoil.   

 Consider a community partnership approach through the 
Third Sector to delivery these specialist subjects (i.e.  
music, art etc.)  e.g.  through Ceolas, Feisean. 

 

 

 

EVALUATION: 
 
There is significant confusion in the community in relation to the role and function of itinerant teachers, instructors 
and coaches. 
 
Communities asked for more information in terms of numbers of staff, remit and allocation.  There was general 
agreement that music, art, and PE were specialist inputs that should be retained and where possible extended to 
include all vulnerable age groups. 
 
However, on the basis that this funding were available then there was general agreement that it should be 
proportionally distributed and contracted through the community or school. 
 

 

RESPONSES 

 Island traditions - music dance must be developed and retained.  Important that this continues to be taught within the 
schools. 

 All schools or no schools. 
 Feis Bharraigh.  Beairteas Bharraigh. 
 Children should not depend on informal arrangements for their education.  Proper contracts for staff teaching 

itinerantly. 
 Promote Gaelic, song, dance.  Keep piping and singing.  Nurture when kids are young.  We should be at forefront of 

arts, music.  Work with BNG, FEIS etc. 
 Don't want Lewis Gaelic by e-Sgoil. 
 Although not to e-Sgoil. 
 Retain Itinerant Teachers in Primary, this is important.  At present there is not enough Gaidhlig music taught in 

Primary. 
 Where there is a lack of music groups and sports groups.  A big difference is musical instruments being available. 
 Not redeploy to e-Sgoil. 
 Sounds like asking for 3rd Sector help which should be explicit. 
 Idea of communities delivering and/or providing resources to school is a good idea. 
 What's going on!!  You're wanting to bring this back but you've stopped these provisions.  What would guarantee 

equality of service across all schools? Postcode lottery for kids. 
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 Do not remove itinerant provision. 
 Works well in Uist - no discussion.  Itinerant teachers must stay. 
 Concern about number of pupils going without specialist instruction i.e.  PE. 
 If local tutors are keen and can deal with primary children. 
 Think important all pupils have the opportunity for art and music instruction. 
 PE should be retained.  Third sector capacity not sufficient for specialised teaching.  Further discussion could be had 

with Ceolas na Taigh Ghearsababhaih. 
 PE is education, must be kept because its curriculum, same as art and music.  The feis bring in tutors for the feisan, 

they do not live locally.   
 Distinction between PE and art, music not sure.   
 Art already gone, PE already reduced £218k.  Minimum requirement for provision.  Equitable provision across schools.  

School could directly procure instructors? Full cost recovery for third sector. 
 Gaelic music tuition, PE, Art, Strengthen Uig culture. 
 The level of service might then vary across the board.  Feel it is very important to get a balance of music/Art/Sport for 

all children.  Develop core skills & giving equal opportunity to all. 
 We should be concentrating on Music, Art & PE within school hours or outwith.  Could the Parent Council be the 

decision maker?  Professional v Voluntary. 
 Who would be the contracting authority and how would they be supported to do so.  Could local decisions be made & 

using council as employer?  BC has stated that contracts would be continuing and no bidding process.  Long term.  
Unsure of compliance with procurement law.  Identify gaps & capacity.  Uneven across community.  Give community 
the chance but parity of provision & opportunity. 

 Good to have specialist teachers especially if local.  Good idea to use local talent. 
 Important to encourage diverse non-academic aspect of education in the young - don't take away from this as it may 

discourage local child talent.  e-Sgoil rather impersonal - more important to have personal human teachers for young 
children - maybe e-Sgoil more relevant to secondary education. 

 Music/Art if removed from schools as an embedded part of the curriculum, there is a risk some children will "opt out" 
& have no experience whatsoever of either.  This is already having an impact on National Mod. 

 Consider community partnership with Taigh Dhonnchaidh.  They have a full timetable of lessons but could do with 
monetary help.  Arts money within the Council goes to large projects such as Ceolas, Celtic Festival, Museum and An 
Lanntair.  An Lanntair have a remit to do outreach work in rural areas - they are not doing this.  Could this money go to 
rural groups delivering arts projects?  Sporsnis deliver sports and should be supported as the school does not have PE 
provision any more. 

 Confusion regarding instructors vs teachers.  At present it only appears to be a PE itinerant teacher in Uist as far as we 
are aware.  So Ceolas or the Feisan wouldn’t be able to cover this and can’t do PE through e - Sgoil.  But if music could 
be provided as extra through Feis Tir an Earna then this would be positive as it is local organisation and would create 
local jobs.   

 Essential to have itinerant - PE - problems of obesity.  Less healthy population.  Support for Gaelic singing essential.  
Maybe use Ceolas to support.  Different teachers move station. 

 Would need to improve provision currently not in Uist. 
 How many on Uist? How many on Lewis/Harris? Claims on Itinerant teacher/instructional required. 
 Third sector delivery - not possible during normal school hours? Find funding through Ceolas for subject delivery.  

Worth investigation. 
 Other models where primary schools can be self - sufficient, e.g.  one teacher skilled in music could teach across the 

school.  Primary children still need access to those subjects.  Could possibly visit secondary school for access to 
specialty teachers.  Third sector fine but Feis is annual event and need weekly sessions. 

 These subjects need to be delivered by experienced teachers.  If this can be delivered it is acceptable but needs to be 
paid rather than voluntary.  Where are they going to come from? Feisean only happens 1 week a year. 

 Would this be at a lower rate than school teachers? Could be a good thing as long as done right with good partnership 
with secondary schools so there is good transition from primary to secondary schools. 

 Itinerant provision should be retained gap PE - *Obesity issues especially P1.  Specialist subjects imply qualified 
teaching need: instruction is not teaching.   

 PE has to be delivered by a qualified PE teacher.  Some non-academic pupils may thrive/succeed in practical subjects. 
 I don’t think the community partnership is a good idea.  I think these vital lessons will be deemed unnecessary - and 

the third sector maybe unreliable! 
 There is a real demand for music, art, pe - many families paying for this privately which is creating inequality - should 

be accessible through school.  This needs further discussion and more research. 
 Definite need for specialist teachers - music/art. 
 Community partnership would have to be fair for all schools. 
 How will community employ music instructors? Is there support for music therapy that could be provided? Partnership 

with CEOLAS/Taigh Dhonnchaidh. 
 How do alternative staff get remunerated/travel, Disclosure Scot.  How much does the community need to run this 

and what quality is expected or ensured? What do our teachers say? Do we choose hours in isolation? 
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 Itinerant teachers should only be in Primary.  Children need to be encouraged at an early age and need all the help 
they can get. 

 Working in partnership with the community to deliver music, art and PE.  An Lanntair delivering in schools.  Football 
clubs with sports staff delivering after school. 

 Use existing music instructors who on the whole are part time to deliver music in classes but they would need further 
training and a recognised qualification.   

 Given obesity crisis this goes against Scottish government policy (PE not properly trained).  Focus on academic, works 
against children with creative or sports ability.  Ceolas, Feisean dependent on volunteer effort.  Not sustainable. 

 Ideally all these should continue to be provided in all schools. 
 Feel that PE could be taught by classroom teachers.  Art and music however is harder to train.  These creative areas 

are important and support our culture.  We would need much more detail on what the community 
involvement/proposal would be.  Can't understand where the saving would come from.  Music and art should not be 
cut. 

 Want provision of musical instruction continued.  Want to see active schools etc. supported. 
 Maintain provision while it is still available.  Quality of teaching is being diluted all the time.  Maintain instructors.  

Ensure equality of provision i.e. poverty so children do not lose out.   
 PE critical to health and wellbeing.  Art and music - so much a part of the traditional /heritage of the area.   
 Consider approach through Ceolas. 
 South Harris does not benefit from this service.  Depending on service quality control in the area.  Will require GTCS 

registration and qualification for Community groups to teach subjects. 
 Look at existing staff skill sets and utilise these i.e. Supply staff! I am MH, Asist, CP & domestic abuse trained from 

previous roles in Police and could be deployed to Nicolson to help pupils - mentoring etc.  which I also do out with 
school role.  Gaelic learner.   

 De-professionalism - are the aesthetic subjects not as important? Involving a community is important but skill in a 
subject is required.   

 We do not think that itinerant provision should be removed from Primary schools as the arts are important in 
formative years.  We do not think a third sector delivery is something that should be considered.   

 Change how money is spent - community choice.  Teaching itinerant - good idea in theory.  Slight worry that skills 
won't be available in community and still need to be brought in. 

 It was felt that music/art and PE should not be delivered by volunteers. 
 Looks a positive option and transfer of resource to community if able to take on but issues around availability, level of 

skills, teaching ability.  Concern about losing high level of skills at specialist level. 
 More at Primary level. 
 We need more itinerant teachers (Music, Art, PE) in schools not less.  Instructors, all areas are more limited, e.g.  music 

instructor teaches an instrument not musicianship.  Class teachers are under enough pressure and maths and literacy 
are seen as priority.  Music, Art and PE, taught by specialists, make for a more rounded curriculum.   

 No.  Schools need more creative arts subjects and physical education these things are critical for mental health. 
 Agree with community partnership. 
 Art/Music etc.  needs to be kept in Primary school.  Could develop links with Feis an Rubha. 
 Creativity is vital for children and it needs all the support it can get.   
 More equality across the board.  Important that pupils have access to music/Art and PE. 
 Absolutely not remove itinerant teachers - so important. 
 Include older people who have skills in Music and Art.  Who would organise? Safeguarding? Music lessons available 

YMI etc.  Kids should be encouraged in these subjects.  Free tuition through instructors should be retained.   
 Do not remove itinerant staff in schools. 
 Quality standards across provision.  LA support to manage. 
 Essential for children's Development. 
 Community partnership approach could work if funding equitably distributed and there is a guarantee funding would 

continue.   
 Any funding from lottery funds or funding bodies for match funding.  Invest money in salaried person to source 

external funding. 
 If community enterprise initiatives take over - must ensure needs of all are taken into account e.g.  Back - focus heavily 

on sports but must also ensure provision for art, music etc.   
 Need to make sure not making assumptions about the volunteer workforce.  Community councils are not always very 

active.  Sounds fairer as all schools get the same amount whereas now, some schools get nothing.   
 Is this a conversation? Not supportive of removing iterant teachers.  We have no sport or art in Pairc School.  This is 

shocking. 
 Use teacher’s strengths to cover the areas.  Use money to train up existing staff.  Who would administrate the 

budgets? 
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 Not clear what this means.  All primary schools should have instruction in music (does this include singing) art and pe.  
It is more efficient for one teacher to instruct in Primary school classes than for the various classes to travel to a 
secondary school for instruction - the teaching has to be in the pupils own school.  Do art/music/pe teachers in the 
various secondary schools have time in their schedules to travel to the local primary schools?  What about Barra?  
Does Barra already share some specialist teachers with Uist?  If not, could that be considered to offer also a wider 
range of subjects in the two schools? (With VC available when ferries off due to bad weather?) 

 It is vital that primary school children receive regular lessons in music, art and PE 
 Volunteers through local clubs would not offer an equal opportunity to all pupils regardless of school locations.  How 

would sustainability be accomplished?  School curriculum/activities should stay under the council’s responsibility.  
 Above you talked about a shared timetable across all schools; when are these to be timetabled?  Would suspect 

evening/weekend and outside term-time.  This may be okay in Stornoway but would cause real hardship in areas like 
South Lochs.  This would also increase statutory bus runs getting kids to the events. 
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Service Gritting 

 

 

EVALUATION: 
 
There appears to be a level of concern regarding the current policy for road gritting.  In general, the community 
recognises that this is a critical service best undertaken for the spinal routes by the Comhairle.  However, in order 
to support the Comhairle in this work there is some support for engagement with communities to undertake some 
minor or side-road gritting.  In addition, it would appear beneficial to the community if more salt bins were available 
locally. 
 

 

RESPONSES 

 Too little very often too late. 
 We need salt.  We need gritting.  Local decision making on whether it needs gritting or not.  Make our own salt from 

sea water. 
 Times to suit school buses. 
 Priorities of road is questionable, often too late to benefit workers and schools.  Service has to be improved. 
 The existing service is not extensive enough.  Too many minor roads left ungritted.  Restricted movement for some 

members of the public.  Times of gritting does not cover evenings when school activities are ongoing.  Who decides 
when grit is put down? Local conditions on Barra can be very different from Uist never mind Lewis. 

 Explore gritting being looked at locally and explored with local contractors with a view to decisions being made locally 
for gritting in areas. 

 Use of locally based service would involve a dump of grit in each area. 
 No reductions.  Lots of residents still work after 6pm e.g. Nurses, Shift Workers. 
 Not able to localise the service. 
 Essential service - more salt bins. 
 Essential service. 
 Supplies should be stored at various sites not just one area such as market stance.  Better information on conditions. 
 Smaller grit depots located throughout the island.  Close examination of the decision making process.  Re if and when. 
 Spinal route should all be priority i.e. - Eriskay - Berneray - Lochboisdale. 
 Need increase in provision.  Not seeing how community can do it better. 
 Should be undertaken locally. 
 School bus has been going on school run 7 am on roads that have not been gritted.  This is unacceptable.  There must 

be a plan in place for early morning gritting prior to bus departing Uig. 
 Consistency required. 
 For rural, off main road areas, local contractors with local stockpile of salt/grit.  Cutting gritting is a false economy.  In 

rural areas people have to leave early to get ferry etc. 
 Gritting roads needs to be council's responsibility - we are suffering in this area already.  Local knowledge of 

roads/frequency is vital. 
 Grimsay road and Committee road classed as 'c' roads but are an essential route early in the morning for people going 

to work and also for school buses.   
 Very localised gritting.  Contracts by towns e.g.  crofter with a tractor and small spreader rig on back.  Grit storage at 

many points. 
 More salt bins.  Build a shed to house the road salts.  (Market stance) saves waste during rains. 
 More gritting - earlier start and more effective use of grit.   
 School routes should be a priority.  Get rid of salt tip to stop salt draining away into soil.   
 Worth asking local communities e.g. Berneray. 
 This should be done earlier to cover people travelling to ferry.  In winter it can be very dangerous. 
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 Current system is not good as it mainly covers spinal route when most people live away from this. 
 Current levels must be maintained. 
 People who live down side roads are disadvantaged as our roads aren't gritted until nearly 9am. 
 Necessary to grit prior to 6am as access to ferries often necessitates earlier travel.  Also people travelling to work prior 

to 8 am - school buses etc. 
 Main roads should stay with Comhairle smaller roads possibly could be done locally.   
 Stay at CnES. 
 Local grit bins for black spots. 
 Retained by CnES. 
 Services are poor enough as they are, no cuts should be implemented.  Also could all gritters actually spread grit on 

roads.  No point in coming round and not spreading grit.  All routes should be done as early as possible not hours after 
main roads being gritted. 

 People like homes carers and emergency service staff need to be gritted accordingly. 
 In the eyes of the public this is a major 'Health and Safety' matter.  Potential for restriction in this context does not 

really exist. 
 Carries reliability so must retain with council. 
 More local engagement on prioritisation of gritting. 
 Should be in a way that only one area or lot to each operator.  Which would lead to better service in each area. 
 Communities do not have the capacity to deliver gritting services. 
 Negative.  Legals? 
 Local people to be given opportunity to tender if correct equipment is available. 
 Would be better provided locally - decision making should be made locally. 
 Would they be responsible for cost of the grit? Crofters gritting.   
 Crazy situations.  C79 - Bays of Harris road - priority 3 not gritted until 9:30 - more popular then Westside.  A859 - 

Leverburgh to Seilebost priority 2 - 8:30 gritting? 
 Serious consideration should be given to gritting being maintained locally.  Already roads dept. in Harris and if this was 

combined with technical services maintenance this would be more efficient. 
 Using local knowledge of black spots would help. 
 Reconsider gritting priority routes to ensure safety of school pupils. 
 Effective.  Lorries to stop driving when load emptied.   
 Community support to grit roads using tractors? 
 Community grit? On tractors? 
 Come and grit school grounds.  Grit before school runs.  If communities are to take a more active role then please 

ensure roads are gritted!! Grit at times suitable for home carers and on call workers.   
 Build a grit shed - keep it dry! 
 More salt boxes. 
 Localised freezing makes service difficult. 
 Town centre pavements - essential.   
 L.A. Responsibility. 
 Essential service - safety grounds. 
 Need to grit pavements!! Otherwise cost to health service.  Okay if people are being paid to do the gritting.  

Accountability issue.   
 Not viable - legal issues primarily. 
 Must be parity between areas.  Must remain central.  Cannot be relying on local community who may not be able to 

provide service at any given time.  Danger to life! 
 Quality of gritting service very low in some areas.  Would be good to be able to identify our own gritting priorities and 

times for gritting.   
 We don’t always get gritting.   
 Local control.  Locals know which areas need to be gritted and when.  All roads to be treated the same in this area.  

Early workers and school buses need to be safe on the road.   
 A Comhairle obligation. 
 Always a problem in the area; have made representation as chair of PCC on this on many occasions.  The policy needs 

revised; evidenced by buses, bin lorries and cars sliding off the road last year in priority 3 areas.  Workers unable to get 
to work.  Toum in Gravir needs re-evaluated.  More folks living up there including home care workers.  

 The service in South Lochs has declined year upon year.  There is absolutely no point in gritting main roads and leaving 
villages ungritted.  So people cannot get to work because they cannot get to main roads.  Many more cars go off the 
road now than before because the amount of grit put down is not sufficient.  Buses and bin lorries even your own 
gritter has gone off the road before because roads were not gritted before it became too much of a hazard 
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Service Cemeteries 

 

EVALUATION: 
 

There was general support for community management and maintenance of cemeteries.  

 

RESPONSES 

 Maintained well with respect. 
 Generally well maintained. 
 Need for better paved access within cemetery on Barra. 
 Savings would only be marginal but could be explored. 
 Local communities are providing a major service by allocation of cemetery spaces. 
 Could these go out to communities like the majority of the island? 
 Promote cremation or natural burials. 
 Community run in Uist. 
 Local management of cemeteries? 
 Budget to community groups to look after cemeteries.   
 We already manage them here. 
 Community run. 
 All cemeteries in Uig & Bernera are community run. 
 Seems to work well on voluntary basis. 
 Council could also ask local groups to do grass cutting etc., in cemeteries. 
 Some cemeteries are already maintained by local community.  Current levels must be maintained.   
 Most in area are community maintained. 
 Communities should look after their own. 
 Best kept by local communities. 
 Allocate budgets to community councils to find contractors locally. 
 In the North Lochs area this is a well-used service.  Local committee manages the cemetery.  There is a very good 

standard of maintenance and there are few implications for the local community. 
 Local cemeteries had to move to CnES as community could not deliver service. 
 Dalmore cemetery run by local communities same in Tolsta and Callanish. 
 We already do it. 
 Crematorium. 
 Integrate with Gritting service. 
 This could also tie in with Handyman Service but it was felt that there was no need to change the arrangement as it 

stands in Harris. 
 Community run cemeteries. 
 L.A. Responsibility. 
 Essential service - safety grounds. 
 Tolsta, Back and Gress run by community already. 
 As is.   
 Pairc already have villages with their own cemetery communities, not council run. 
 Under our own control at the moment. 
 Keep them. 
 There are churchyards in England in which sheep are grazed.  There was one in the centre of Northampton - not just 

rural.  Consider contracting small flock of light sheep (e.g. Hebrides's) to graze older sections of burial grounds? Might 
require some fencing and definitely ragwort control, temporary barriers around any new additions within old graves 
where plots are double or triple. 
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Community Suggestions 

Street Lights Priority lights at all times in routes such as local hospital, community hall area. 

Roads Poor roads.  Plastic road pilot project should be trialled here. 

Ferry Why does Council not recognise inter-island ferry service as concessionary travel? 

Street Lights Goes off in Barra in some areas at 10:45 until varying times in the morning.  Ferry leaves often 
from 4 am to 8 am and people leave home in pitch dark.  We have all observed lights still on in 
Stornoway & in Uist. 

Renewables CNES should look at maximising island assets and not giving away rights to multinational 
companies - wind & turbines.  Could makes us all a bit of money. 

Empty Buildings Get them used or transfer to community. 

Income Generation Income generation opportunities need to be looked at.  CNES need to be more business-like. 

Street Lights Take away all street lighting and become a dark skies area. 

Roads Pathway from the school to Castlebay. 

Health Full time physiotherapist in Barra. 

Leisure Extended gym/pool opening hours in Barra. 

Roads Proper ditching alongside the roads. 

Roads Prompt pot hole maintenance. 

Roads Motorhome usage on the island. 

Street Lights Street lights. 

Flights Restore inter-island flights. 

CNES Structure Address the top heavy Senior Management at CNES. 

Ferry Concession card for over 60's. 

Street Lights Appropriate lighting.  Ask the community what areas they want lit at night. 

Roads Local roads budget for pot holes, signage, bus shelters and road markings. 

Roads Drainage/Ditching. 

Street Lights Street lighting. 

Roads Verge grass cutting. 

Community The key is to develop community life so that there is a coherent collective in a community.  This 
can be encouraged by activity support e.g.  lunch clubs, activities - walks/seated physiotherapy.  
Need reassurance that community activities requiring H&S, Employment Law etc.  will be 
covered by the council providing "indemnity". 

Population Need to do more to increase the population thereby increasing council tax & other income.  
Needs to be more recognition of demographic crisis facing us.  Need a more ambitious approach 
rather than just managing decline. 

Finance Do the Council need to borrow more money? Cost implication.  Renegotiate loans. 

Transport Where do Council get fuel?  Should be bought at cheapest outlet. 

Energy Who is looking at energy bills? 

Procurement Relook at procurement Dept.  & process - is it really the best deal? 

Mental Health Discussion needed more between LCC/UHI & CNES & WIHB re children's mental health. 

Education Please work with LCC/UHI better to discuss education provision across the Western Isles for all 
children and young people.  It needs to be much more co-ordinated and joined up. 

Economy Review number of jobs in Stornoway. 

Community Community council to be involved with play parks, take them on. 

Street Lights Ensure street lights are only on when necessary.  Consider turning them off between 12 and 5 
am and altogether between May and July. 

Roads Drainage and ditching. 

Technology Make use of VC facilities. 

Finance Do something about the loan deals, pay them off early to save interest. 

Community In general the idea of working with local organisations to take on work is good.  Other 
organisations have experience of accessing funding from all sorts of areas. 

Roads Road side verges not maintained could impact on road surface. 
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Community Support sport club to run/lease their am facilities.   

Roads Ditch cleaning essential to prevent flooding. 

Economy Increase domestic and business rates - put political pressure on. 

Housing Holiday lets are exempt - why? Tax the salmon farms which not all tax. 

Community Community facilities but don’t pay for them.  This hasn't been realistic not in rates. 

Transport No taxis available for people getting home after a night out, no late bus service available. 

Economy If the islands have to survive jobs have to be made available for everyone. 

Leisure Swimming pool in North Uist to improve health and fitness of everyone. 

Leisure Play area in Bragar. 

Transport Smaller more regular buses.  Accessible to elderly/disabled.  Big buses are wrecking roads. 

Community 
Development 

Dedicated development officer to take forward all community ideas and aspirations. 

Community 
Development 

Make community centre to become hub of area and to work in collaboration with local school 
for the benefit of young and old in the community. 

Community 
Development 

Make money available for community and community groups so as to help all ages/groups in 
locality. 

Community 
Development 

Make/reinstate money to Community Council back to £5k so that enhances and delivers in 
community. 

Street Lights Street lighting - turn the lights off earlier- is there a need for lights all night in town. 

Community 
Development 

Concern that smaller communities will be left behind.   

Population Population issues not mentioned yet its most important issue we have. 

Consultation Approach key community groups for further more detailed discussions about services which 
could be provided. 

Local Authority 
Funding 

Continue to lobby at a national level against austerity.  Responsibility for cuts with the Scottish 
Government and Westminster politician arguments must be made. 

Volunteers Volunteer fatigue is a real thing.  This is a crucial factor and one that cannot be swept under the 
carpet.   

Consultation Far too many topics with very vague detail.  This needs further broken down and detailed. 

Community 
Development 

Community Hubs. 

Street Lights Turn off lights e.g.  street lights/schools. 

Finance Overuse of consultants (e.g.  People who retired - paying pension and new salary). 

Facilities Commercial social health - considerations - more facilities available on Sundays. 

Transport Evening bus service- willingness to do it (Scalpay minibus services training). 

Roads Lack of pavements! Some road marking helps and the speed of vehicles can be challenging!  

Street Lights Unnecessary lighting around schools.  Ensure reduction of street lighting in summer. 

Waste Recycling plastic onto road surfaces? Or using it for outdoor furniture, etc.  benches. 

Street Lights Reduce the number of street lights and number of lights on school and public buildings.   

Leisure Allow service provision of health/leisure centre on a Sunday: it will create jobs improve mental 
health and generate money.  This should be a HIGH PRIORITY. 

Roads Community grit? On tractors? 

Roads CnES - traffic management team to run town centre 

Leisure Allow a 6 month trial of ISL to open on Sundays so we can ascertain best value or service 

Income Generation Income generation. 

Employment Must retain staff at CnES. 

Economy Operate and produce local produce. 

Street Lights Street lights don't need to be on as much as they are. 

Street Lights Reduce street lighting. 

Housing Help to buy schemes for first time house buyers. 

Staffing Consider recruitment and retention of staff. 

Service Redesign That this entire process be rejected, and a proper service redesign undertaken. 

Income Generation Why not focus on generating income rather than expect communities to do CnES's job for 
them? 

Consultation This 'Community Conversations' process is a shamble.  This is not a conversation, neither a 
consultation.  Just 20 people showing up at the NI event - it shows how much CnES is 
disengaged from the population.  People don't show up because they don't think it would make 
a difference to your agenda and the ones who show up (like myself feel completely dis 
heartened by being pushed from one question to the next without time or proper discussion of 
the matter.  

Waste Would certainly be interested in how we can reduce waste; there is real willingness to support 
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any area of recycling/reuse etc. PCC are very happy to work with Comhairle on this.  

Library Mobile library; need to emphasise its importance to the area. Good will goes a long way. 

Transport Revisit our bus service and consult with us (through PCC). 

Income Generation Start charging rent for buildings i.e. resource centre. Kershader.  You have let groups use this 
building rent free, electric, heating, maintenance etc. all free for many years.  

Economy Stop taking services from rural areas and start regenerating.  
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COMMUNITY CONVERSATION AND SERVICE 

DELIVERY OPTION RESPONSE 

 

Community Partnership Forum Suggestions 

 

EVALUATION: 
 
It is clear that the Western Isles and the Comhairle benefit from a significant and mature level of Third Sector and 
voluntary input to service delivery. 
 
However, while most groups could identify relevant community groups, almost all suggested the need for a 
community planning group to be locally led made up from representatives from local groups and elected officers.  
On this basis, two models could be developed: 
 
1. A new group. 
 
2. An existing group with an amended constitution allowing for this function to be delivered. 
 

 

 There are many voluntary organisations on Barra & Vatersay.  To set up a group to support the Comhairle, you would 
require a wide variety of skilled people who would need to be elected by their community.  This is an important role& 
would need to be done properly. 

 Would need to be a publicly elected body with extensive consultation and not a case of power being handed to self-
appointed individuals. 

 An amalgamation between B&V Community Limited, Coimhearsnachd Bharraidh agus Bhatarsaidh, Voluntary Action 
Barra & Vatersay.  Paid Worker required. 

 No organisation suitable or Community Council. 
 Form a new group. 
 No - Barra does not have any existing group unless you empower the Community Council.  Not CBAO as they are 

selective in who they allow on their board. 
 A new organisation would need to be elected with representatives from professional and bodies.  Paid posts to run the 

services with an elected board of directors. 
 Currently lots of organisations who plug the gaps.  These publicly elected organisations can make representation to 

their area of expertise. 
 A Barra & Vatersay overarching group consisting of: Councillors; Community Councils; VABV; CBAB; Cobhair Bharraidh; 

Locality Planning Group; Transport Representatives; Teachers; Parent Council & Preschool. 
 The Tong Recreation Association could be taken together with support from a Development Officer. 
 Back Community Council already exists. 
 Tolsta Community Council would be the logical group for further consultation.  This could bring in other local groups. 
 There is already an organisation in Back with an employee & they are willing to enter into further discussion asap - 

Back Football & Recreation Club. 
 Community council.  Lochboisdale Amenity Trust.  Storas Uibhist? Set one up (same people are on most committees 

boards. 
 Rep from each group: Storas Uibhist, Cothrom, Ceolas, Representatives from community councils. 
 Suggestions - Storas, Coltiram Taghsa Uibhist worth contacting. 
 Community councils, LAT, Council representatives to assist/ direct conversation. 
 Cothrom / Storas/ Lochboisdale cc/ South Uist and Eriskay sports hub.  All third sector groups.  All community councils.  

Every household should receive info/questionnaire on proposals going forward. 
 Community groups like community councils need proper budgets to allow them to have elected members along with 

other groups.   
 Need an equivalent to locality planning group.  But locally led.  Group: Community councils, Storas, Parent council, 

Cothrom, Ceolas, LAT, Tagsa, Varo/TSI, Residents association/Tenants participations. 
 Need to look at existing forums and their roles.  Community Council x 2 or 3.  Role for Storas, Cothrom.  Previously 

Southend Development Group.  Which area? Only Daliburgh/Eriskay or whole South Uist/Eriskay.  Parent Councils. 
 Need equivalent of locality planning group but locally led.  Cothrom willing to facilitate. 
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 Uig Development Trust, Uig Community Council. 
 Uig Development Trust is looking to develop a community plan on behalf of the whole community.  Also Community 

Council, Shop, UCCA -very active, Parent Council, Valtos, Gallen Head, Ionad Hiort.  Lots of groups.  Many people on 
more than one.  Grazing’s Committees, Campsites, and Cemetery Committees.  Bernera - Community buyout will 
amalgamate Hall Committee & Community/. 

 This is under consideration at the moment- for HIE to provide person to oversee stakeholders.  For there to be an 
umbrella organisation to oversee all groups locally.  Possibility of Uig Development Trust being the umbrella group. 

 Taigh Dhonnchaidh, Galson Estate Trust, Sporsnis, Comunn Eachdraidh Nis, Ness Playpark are working well in 
partnership in the community. 

 Taigh Dhonnchaidh, Galson Estate Trust, Sporsnis, Comunn Eachdraidh Nis, Ness Playpark, Lionel School, Third Sector 
Hebrides, Befriending Lewis. 

 Community Council N Uist and Benbecula locality planning.  North Uist Development Company.  UVCO.  Uist third 
sector forum.  Churches.  Schools and parent councils.  Community groups e.g.  Feis, Taigh Sgire.   

 There are disparate groups and a distinct lack of cohesion so that the creation of an accessible forum would be a good 
idea. 

 North Uist Development Company, Eriskay Community Association. 
 Local community councils should be able to help identify local groups that could help deliver services.   
 Not in Benbecula. 
 U.U Claddach Kirkibost.  T.C Lochmaddy.  Community Council.  North Uist Dev.  Company.  UCVO. 
 Community council and all other voluntary organisations NU development agency? 
 Barvas and Brue community centre.  Football club.  Grazings Committee, Parents council.  Community council - 

Shawbost.  Community Landowners. 
 School parent council.  School children undertaking enterprise project.  Urras trust/Galsan trust. 
 UCBA - Bragar and Arnol community trust registered charity.  Catriona Campbell - chair.  John Swill - vice chair 

07919925770.  Stephen Walker - secretary 07968263956. 
 Community council and North Lochs Amenity Group. 
 North Lochs community council. 
 Kinloch community hub (Kinloch historical society) willing to discuss options. 
 Carloway community association carlowayhall@hotmail.co.uk Carloway community council. 
 Carloway cc.  Breasclete cc.  Parent council (Breasclete) Urras nan Tursachan.  Tolsta C village association.  Carloway 

Estate trust.  Carloway and Breasclete community association. 
 Community council.  Crossroads. 
 Harris forum, which includes members from - community councils, HDL, NHT and WHT. 
 Point community council.  Point and Sandwick trust.  Parent council SaR.  Point mother and toddler group.  Don't 

forget the CPP! 
 Tiumpanhead Community Association.   
 Point community council.  Grazing's committees.  Upper Bayble development trust? Tiumpan head community 

association.  Point and Sandwick trust. 
 Point Community council.  Independent consultants/groups, like this evening. 
 Point Community Council.  Point and Sandwick Trust. 
 Point Community council.  Point and Sandwick trust.  Tiumpanhead community association. 
 Laxdale community association.  Laxdale hall committee.  Marybank community association.  Cearns Community 

association.  Newmarket gateway.  Manor and Castle residents association.  Co - op community fund.  Stornoway trust 
(Breasclete community association). 

 Duke of Edinburgh.  Newmarket playpark. 
 Newmarket gateway trust. 
 Families into Sport for Health. 
 Stornoway trust.  Care of the elderly.  Dyslexia Scotland.  NHS and Mental Health, Young Minds, Cater 23 Penumbra.  

Income generation.  CnES to buy into LWP.  Crossroads.  An Lanntair - Arts.  Innovative ideas to Generate. 
 Stornoway trust.  Tenant/Resident association.  P and ST.  Community Councils.  Third sector Hebrides/ Volunteer 

centre. 
 The shed project - adult and youth support.  Befriending Lewis.  Stornoway Primary Parent Council. 
 Pairc community council is not very active.  The Pairc trust is more active but doesn't have a lot of resource.  The Cho 

Choman has a good following but is purely volunteer ran.  Some villages - have village associations.  Some crofting 
communities are more active than others.  Play group and school communities are very active and pull in a lot of 
people.   

 Pairc Trust.  Pairc Playgroup.  Pairc Community council.   
 Pairc trust.  Community council, playgroup, scouts, Ravenspoint, Historical society, school, parent council, social club, 

churches, Orinsay village association.  Grazing committees - (each village has one) Muatheabhal. 
 Community council.  Tong recreation association.  Tolsta Community Development Ltd.  Stornoway Trust.  Parent 

Councils.  Local Churches.  Back football club.  Common Grazing committees.  Local businesses. 
 Back football and recreation club.  Comunn Eachdraidh.  Church.  Parent Council.  TCDL.  North Tolsta historical 

association.  Community clubs, Grazing committees.  Tong Recreation Association. 
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 There is a need for a forum to be established within the South Uist and Eriskay area.  The current locality planning 
group covers North Uist and Benbecula and incorporates issues and services which extend across the Southern Isles 
but this still leaves areas where greater co-ordination and collaboration are required.  Previously HIE funded CAM 
workers provided a focus for the development of a shared vision and working agreement in South Uist.  These workers 
were hosted at Cothrom and were supported and worked closely with the community landowners at Storas, HIE, 
CnES, Ceolas, UHI, Benbecula Community Association and community councils.  We would welcome the opportunity 
to support the establishment of a more formal community management group and the development of a shared 
aspiration and development plan for the area.  We consider it is important at this time to ensure that third sector 
organisations and their public and private partners are all working as effectively and efficiently as possible in 
collaboration and the establishment of a group to lead on this shared vision would support that aim. 

 I wouldn't give you the names of community groups or any other group because I don’t think it’s fair to expect so 
much from organisations that are mostly volunteer - led and cash strapped. 

 Pairc Community Council. 
 I was under the impression that Community council’s role was to undertake this duty or at least be consulted by 

Comhairle.  
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CONCLUSION 
 

Community Engagement 
3.1 Approximately 300 participants engaged in 10 Community Conversations between 1 November 2018 and 

22 November 2018. Participants represented a wide section of the Third Sector, Voluntary Community 
Organisations and some private sector service providers in addition to members of the Community. 

 
3.2 Sixteen areas of service delivery were considered by approximately 70 groups across all communities 

with each meeting lasting approximately 2 hours. 
 
3.3 Conversations and dialogue between participants reflected an engaged community with a sophisticated 

understanding of the challenges faced by the Comhairle. Their support and engagement ensured that 
each meeting generated rich information and appeared to engage the majority of participants. 

 
3.4 Each community had a lot in common (rurality, depopulation, transport difficulties, housing shortage and 

drift to centres of populations both off and within the islands) and some unique factors which were 
generally issues of place, identity, social and cultural history. However, pervading all of this was Gaelic 
language, history and culture.  On this basis it is necessary to recognise the impact on economic 
regeneration and social cohesion that Gaelic and community empowerment will have.  

 

Financial Awareness 
3.5 All participants seemed to recognise the serious financial challenges the Comhairle was facing and the 

importance of generating efficiencies of approximately £10m.  Clearly, the proposals discussed will not 
realise a financial saving of £10m.  However, if they can save a significant sum, contain expenditure and 
improve service delivery they will make an important difference. On this basis and to ensure that the 
Comhairle can secure a balanced budget over the next 3 years, the Transformation Change Team is 
working to identify savings and efficiencies in addition to growth in capital and revenue income.  

 
3.6 The outcome of this work will not be known until early next year but it is anticipated that savings and 

efficiencies will be identified and work is currently being undertaken to secure revenue and capital income.  
 

Community Empowerment 
3.7 The model being adopted and reflected in the outcome of the community conversation suggests that 

service delivery in the form of community empowerment has two significant implications in terms of 
decision making: 

 
1) Priorities and choices may vary across communities. 
2) Most choices are not binary but have a co-dependency. 
 

3.8 Critically, the interaction of these two factors define a participative democracy approach as opposed to a 
representative democratic model such as a local authority. 

 
3.9 Consequently, in order to empower communities, it is necessary to understand the co-dependency 

inherent in the choices being made: 
1) Decentralisation is necessary if hubs are to be created. 
2) Hubs are necessary if digitalisation is to be maximised. 
3) Whole estate planning (including Information Technology) is necessary if communities are to be 

engaged and supported with revenue. 
4) Revenue is necessary for communities if they are to commission services more effectively on behalf 

of the Comhairle. 
5) Community empowerment necessitates a review of management structures and the development of a 

Single Island Partnership. 
6) Partnerships and Services (Library, Youth Services, Access etc.) are only possible if communities 

have access to transport controlled by them. 
7) Social and economic regeneration can only be achieved if young people have access to employment 

and career progression, which in turn needs an Education, Skills and Training framework sympathetic 
to that outcome. 

 
3.10 This approach will not happen overnight. It will require time and a commitment from the Comhairle to 

accelerate the pace of change and level of engagement with communities. 
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3.11 On this basis it is recommended that the Comhairle continues to work with communities to implement a 

Community Partnership Model.  This would provide communities with the opportunity to identify a menu of 
service delivery programmes bespoke to their community areas in the context of a Community 
Development Plan. 

 

Mechanism to Support Service Delivery 
3.12 If communities and/or public agencies are to engage in a shared service delivery approach, it is important 

that they are appropriately supported and they have the tools to do the job. 
 
3.13 Where services are to be delivered through communities it is expected that they will adopt a social 

enterprise model of service delivery.  In addition, the Comhairle will need to continue to promote the use 
of Charter Agreements.  

 

WORK TO DATE 
 
4.1 Technical Services has commissioned an independent review of the Comhairle’s public transport  service 

and this should provide further information in terms of service provision and options for consideration. 
 
4.2 The Education and Children’s Services Department have commissioned a review of the curriculum 

delivery, the senior phase (S4-S6) and educational management structures. The outcome of this work will 
be shared with the Head Teachers in December 2018 and will provide further information in terms of 
service provision and options for consideration. 

 
4.3 Negotiations are currently being undertaken with Caledonian Economics and Social Value Portal Scotland 

in order to commission a longitudinal study to evaluate both the economic impact of any change in service 
delivery and, perhaps more importantly, the Social Value and Quality of Life improvements a Community 
Empowerment approach may deliver. 

 
4.4 In the meantime, work is being planned to identify, with Comhairle Members, potential savings to be met 

in the financial year 2019/20. 
 
4.5 The Director of Assets and Resources is working with the Comhairle Corporate Management Team to 

identify what actions have been put in place at Department level to slow spend and ensure 2018/19 
savings and spending have been contained as far as possible, and  demands on Reserves and Balances 
are reduced to a minimum. 

 
4.6 Charter meetings are being put in place with Bord na Gaidhlig and Skill Development Scotland and other 

agencies are being contacted with a view to extending the range of agreements. In this way it is hoped 
that Single Island Partnership will evolve through collaboration and integration of services. 

 
4.7 A Community Learning and Development Area Strategy is currently being developed and will shortly be 

available for consultation. 
 

SWOT ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED MODEL OF COMMUNITY 

EMPOWERMENT 
 
5.1 The model being proposed was recently subjected to an external SWOT analysis involving approximately 

40 senior Local Authority Officers and Scottish Government Policy Officers. 
 
5.2 The feedback from this exercise is detailed on the next page. 
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Education Buildings Scotland Conference, Edinburgh  21-22 November 2018 

Workshop:  Technology Transforming Learning 
SWOT Analysis:  Idealistic v Realistic 

 

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES 

 Building Communities (resisting the pull of Stornoway). 

 Effective and efficient 

 Investing in the right places 

 Asymmetrical – can be customised 

 Get community together 

 Keeps young people in our environment 

 Learning from different generations 

 Repurpose of current buildings 

 Economies of scale 

 Sustainability 

 Less carbon emissions 

 Health and well-being for whole community 

 Organisational efficiency 

 Broader curriculum choice 

 Efficiency of time, leading to work/life balance 

 Built-in evaluation 

 Creation of lateral thinkers 

 Building capacity and change in culture 

 More resilient and ready to respond to changing needs 

 Speed of delivery 

 Use technology instead of having to build new  

 Co-location creates synergies and efficiencies. Endangers self-
sufficiency 

 Opportunity for richer learning 

 Access to specialist learning 

 Engenders a more holistic approach to problem solving 

 Join organisations – not naturally good at joining up. 

 Location/access to technology 

 Very reliant on Wi-Fi etc. – what if it breaks? 

 Resilience/Plan B (people make ‘bad’ choices). 

 Technology costs 

 E-learning perhaps not growing local community 

 Reliability of technology connections/internet 

 Availability of infrastructure if all services are on-line 

 Set-up costs and ongoing costs 

 Distinct allocation of funding sources makes it difficult to 
align co-location of differing services – e.g. who pays to move 
the council office next to school and hospital 

 Space in urban areas makes co-location difficult – sites too 
small but – mitigate through design? 

 Generational divide at present 

 Potential lack of engagement in a remote medium 
 

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

 Time 

 Flexibility 

 Work/life balance 

 Widening education/partnership across the globe 

 Allows people the opportunity to seek their desires. 

 Shared budgets 

 As a model, lots of educational and community opportunities 

 Global networking may generate interest in Tourism/visits 
from contact with urban areas 

 Tourism 

 Revenue generation 

 Alternative peer to peer learning 

 Improve I.T. skills of workforce 

 Streamlining work streams 

 Promotes inclusion for adult learners 

 More flexible  and capable of responding to changing 
industries, environments, finance 

 Making your community global thinkers – provides greater 
breadth of knowledge and relationships linking to skills and 
experience – lessons learnt – business development. 

 SEBN children 

 Peer to peer engagement – needs development to make it 
work 

 Necessity has made rural authority a leading experiment of 
this. Urban authorities very poor at co-location and finding 
different solutions. 

 Community provision of services, school vegetable garden, 
tended by community then services 

 Local venues – e.g. hospital/office dining 

 Greater community cohesion and ownership 

 Economic rationalisation 

 Economic opportunities 

 Legal requirements 

 Procurement 

 Indifference 

 Resistant to change 

 I.T. infrastructure 

 Paying to keep up with changes in technology 

 Attitudes of people 

 Market saturation if everyone attempts the same 

 Breaking down traditional historic barriers 

 People hate change 

 People only ever understand what they’ve had and find it 
difficult to ‘believe’. 

 ‘aye bein’ attitude – ‘always done it like that’ 

 Procurement 

 Legislation 

 Sustainable population – leavers undermine delivery but 
digital delivery can mitigate this. 

 Resistance to change 

 Consistency of technology systems - interoperability 
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INTERIM STRATEGY 
 
6.1 If the Comhairle is committed to taking this approach forward and engaging with Community Forums to 

develop the proposals further, an outline of the work that is required to be done between now and 
February 2019 is detailed below. 

 

Action Points arising from Community Conversations Lead Officer 
1. Arrange meetings of Trade Union and Staff Forum. B Chisholm 

2. Write to all Comhairle employees and arrange staff meetings to raise awareness of 
service redesign process and Community Conversations. 

B Chisholm 

3. Circulate area based reports to all Elected Members for sharing with their 
communities. 

D Smith 

4. Arrange the following briefing notes for sharing with the public.  

 Education and e-Learning. A Maclennan 

 Curriculum structure in schools. W Macdonald 

 Existing waste management and cleansing service operation. I Mackinnon 

 Shared Headships in schools. W Macdonald 

 Itinerant provision, Instructors and Sport Coaching in schools W Macdonald 

 Performance data report for Library Vans: e.g. number of clients, locations 
visited, housebound clients etc. 

J Macphee 

 Background information on the Inter-island Air Service. I Mackinnon 

5. Develop a Comhairle Digitalisation Service Delivery Strategy for the Outer Hebrides B Chisholm 

6. Share the outcome of the external Education Review Report with the Comhairle. B Chisholm 

7. Engage NHS Western Isles and Integration Joint Board in discussion about service 
delivery. 

B Chisholm 

8. Identify possible Hub and Satellite provision B Chisholm 

9. Identify possible services and functions for relation to Hubs. R Emmott 

10. Audit childcare/childminding needs mapped against existing provision. B Maclean 

11. Develop business proposal for the Stornoway Abattoir. C I Maciver 

12. Develop a Recycling Waste Strategy and Awareness Programme. R Emmott 

13. Share the outcome of the Public Transport Review with the Comhairle. R Emmott 

14. Review Procurement Policy and Procedure to enable wider access by community 
groups. 

R Emmott 

15. Review the Additional Support Needs Eligibility Criteria for education. S Macdonald 

16. Schedule community fora meetings during January and February 2019 to take 
forward the outcomes of the Community Conversations meetings. 

D Smith 

17. Provide community fora with the opportunity to consider the Library Vans options 
recommended to the Comhairle on 12 December 2018. 

B Chisholm 

 
 
6.2 A further report will to be taken to the April 2019 Comhairle Committee series to include, where possible, 

draft Area and Community Strategic and Business Plans. 
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APPENDIX 1 

 COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS 2018:  PRESENTATION 
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APPENDIX 2 

ANALYSIS OF TOTAL GROUP RESPONSES 

 

Service Area Percentage 
NFD & 
Positive 

1. eLearning Total 97.65% 

2. Service Partnership through Charter and Hub Development Total 96.39% 

3. School related services, Catering, Learning Support, Gaelic Total 95.29% 

4. Community Education, Community Learning, Vocational/ Adult Learning, Youth 
Services, Public Conveniences and Sports Development Total 

95.24% 

5. Community Transport and Evening Bus Services Total 94.94% 

6. All Early Education Services Total 93.83% 

7. Waste Management and Cleansing Services Total 92.59% 

8. Janitorial Services Total 92.05% 

9. Support Staff Total 90.70% 

10. Health and Social Care Total 90.24% 

11. Daytime Bus Services (Lewis and Harris) Total 90.20% 

12. Authority and Schools E&CS Management Structures Total 89.77% 

13. Grounds Maintenance Total 88.61% 

14. Library Service Total 84.88% 

15. Inter-Island Air Services Total 82.28% 

16. Itinerant Provision Total 80.68% 
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ANALYSIS OF TOTAL GROUP RESPONSES 

 

Community Conversation-  Proposal Ratings 

Community Conversation-  Proposal Ratings

Proposal Proposal Rating An Taobh 

Siar Agus 

Nis

Barra, Vatersay, 

Eriskay and South 

Uist

Beinn na Faoghla 

Agus Uibhist A 

Tuath

Loch A 

Tuath

Na Hearadh agus 

Ceann A Deas 

Nan Loch

Sgir’ Uige Agus 

Ceann A Tuath 

Nan Loch

Sgire An 

Rubha

Steornabhagh 

A Deas

Steornabhagh 

A Tuath

Grand 

Total

Percentage 

Positive

Percentage 

NFD & 

Positive

Needs Further Discussion 5 14 9 4 7 5 3 4 51

Not Possible 2 3 5

Positive 2 3 4 3 1 8 1 3 25

All Early Education Services Total 7 17 13 7 8 15 7 4 3 81 30.86% 93.83%

Needs Further Discussion 7 15 9 4 8 6 3 3 2 57

Not Possible 1 1 1 1 2 3 9

Positive 4 4 3 7 1 2 1 22

Authority and Schools E&CS Management Structures Total 8 20 13 8 9 15 7 5 3 88 25.00% 89.77%

Needs Further Discussion 3 11 9 3 4 10 4 4 1 49

Not Possible 3 1 4

Positive 4 5 3 5 3 5 3 1 2 31

Community Education, Community Learning, Vocational/ Adult Learning, Youth Services, 

Public Conveniences and Sports Development Total

7 19 12 8 8 15 7 5 3 84 36.90% 95.24%

Needs Further Discussion 3 15 8 6 8 13 4 3 3 63

Not Possible 1 1 2 4

Positive 4 1 2 1 1 2 1 12

Community Transport and Evening Bus Services Total 7 17 10 8 9 15 6 4 3 79 15.19% 94.94%

Needs Further Discussion 5 1 3 6 8 9 4 3 2 41

Not Possible 1 2 2 5

Positive 1 2 1 1 5

Daytime Bus Services (Lewis and Harris) Total 6 1 3 6 9 13 6 4 3 51 9.80% 90.20%

Needs Further Discussion 3 11 6 3 6 7 2 2 40

Not Possible 1 1 2

Positive 5 7 6 5 4 7 5 3 1 43

eLearning Total 8 18 12 8 10 15 7 4 3 85 50.59% 97.65%

Needs Further Discussion 4 5 6 6 3 5 2 2 2 35

Not Possible 1 2 3 2 1 9

Positive 3 11 2 2 4 8 3 1 1 35

Grounds Maintenance Total 8 18 11 8 7 15 5 4 3 79 44.30% 88.61%

Needs Further Discussion 3 12 9 4 4 11 5 2 1 51

Not Possible 4 2 1 1 8

Positive 5 1 1 4 5 3 2 2 23

Health and Social Care Total 8 17 12 8 9 15 6 4 3 82 28.05% 90.24%

Needs Further Discussion 4 12 4 5 8 10 4 4 2 53

Not Possible 7 6 1 14

Positive 3 1 2 2 2 1 1 12

Inter-Island Air Services Total 7 20 12 5 10 12 6 4 3 79 15.19% 82.28%

Needs Further Discussion 3 11 8 4 9 11 2 2 50

Not Possible 2 3 2 1 1 1 4 3 17

Positive 3 5 3 3 3 1 2 1 21

Itinerant Provision Total 8 19 13 8 10 15 7 5 3 88 23.86% 80.68%

Needs Further Discussion 5 13 7 2 7 5 5 4 4 52

Not Possible 1 2 2 1 1 7

Positive 2 5 3 5 2 9 2 1 29

Janitorial Services Total 8 20 12 8 9 15 7 5 4 88 32.95% 92.05%

Needs Further Discussion 4 11 9 4 5 9 5 2 3 52

Not Possible 4 4 2 2 1 13

Positive 4 4 4 2 4 1 2 21

Library Service Total 8 19 13 8 9 15 6 5 3 86 24.42% 84.88%

Needs Further Discussion 3 13 10 6 9 9 6 4 1 61

Not Possible 1 2 1 4

Positive 3 5 3 1 1 4 1 2 20

School related services, Catering, Learning Support, Gaelic Total 6 18 13 8 10 15 7 5 3 85 23.53% 95.29%

Needs Further Discussion 2 6 6 3 3 12 4 1 1 38

Not Possible 1 1 1 3

Positive 5 11 6 3 6 3 3 3 2 42

Service Partnership through Charter and Hub Development Total 7 17 13 7 9 15 7 5 3 83 50.60% 96.39%

Needs Further Discussion 5 7 7 4 8 10 5 5 2 53

Not Possible 1 1 2 2 2 8

Positive 1 11 4 2 1 5 1 25

Support Staff Total 7 19 13 8 9 15 7 5 3 86 29.07% 90.70%

Needs Further Discussion 6 14 7 6 6 12 4 3 2 60

Not Possible 2 1 1 2 6

Positive 2 2 1 2 3 3 1 1 15

Waste Management and Cleansing Services Total 8 18 9 8 9 15 6 5 3 81 18.52% 92.59%

Grand Total 118 277 184 121 144 235 104 74 49 1306  
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Appendix 3 

ANALYSIS OF TOTAL GROUP RESPONSES 
Weighted Score By Ward                             

Net Weighted Score   62.11%   53.67%   51.79%   60.94%   54.06%   60.42%   43.75%   51.25%   70.83%  

  An Taobh Siar Agus 
Nis 

Barra, Vatersay, 
Eriskay and South 

Uist 

Beinn na Faoghla Agus 
Uibhist A Tuath 

Loch A Tuath Na Hearadh agus 
Ceann A Deas Nan 

Loch 

Sgir’ Uige Agus Ceann 
A Tuath Nan Loch 

Sgire An Rubha Steornabhagh A Deas Steornabhagh A Tuath Grand 
Total 

Number of Groups 8 20 13 8 10 15 8 5 3 90 

  NFD P WS NFD P WS NFD P WS NFD P WS NFD P WS NFD P WS NFD P WS NFD P WS NFD P WS WS 

All Early Education 
Services 

5 2 56.25% 14 3 50.00% 9 4 65.38% 4 3 62.50% 7 1 45.00% 5 8 70.00% 3 1 31.25% 4   40.00%   3 100.00% 56.11% 

Authority and Schools 
E&CS Management 
Structures 

7   43.75% 15 4 57.50% 9 4 65.38% 4 3 62.50% 8   40.00% 6 7 66.67% 3 1 31.25% 3 2 70.00% 2 1 66.67% 56.11% 

Community Education, 
Community Learning, 
Vocational/ Adult 
Learning, Youth Services, 
Public Conveniences and 
Sports Development 

3 4 68.75% 11 5 52.50% 9 3 57.69% 3 5 81.25% 4 3 50.00% 10 5 66.67% 4 3 62.50% 4 1 60.00% 1 2 83.33% 61.67% 

Community Transport 
and Evening Bus Services 

3 4 68.75% 15 1 42.50% 8 2 46.15% 6 1 50.00% 8 1 50.00% 13   43.33% 4 2 50.00% 3 1 50.00% 3   50.00% 48.33% 

Daytime Bus Services 
(Lewis and Harris) 

5 1 43.75%             6   37.50% 8   40.00% 9 2 43.33% 4   25.00% 3 1 50.00% 2 1 66.67% 41.23% 

eLearning 3 5 81.25% 11 7 62.50% 6 6 69.23% 3 5 81.25% 6 4 70.00% 7 7 70.00% 2 5 75.00%   3 60.00% 2 1 66.67% 70.00% 

Grounds Maintenance 4 3 62.50% 5 11 67.50% 6 2 38.46% 6 2 62.50% 3 4 55.00% 5 8 70.00% 2 3 50.00% 2 1 40.00% 2 1 66.67% 58.33% 

Health and Social Care 3 5 81.25% 12 1 35.00% 9 1 42.31% 4 4 75.00% 4 5 70.00% 11 3 56.67% 5   31.25% 2 2 60.00% 1 2 83.33% 53.89% 

Inter-Island Air Services 4 3 62.50% 12 1 35.00% 4 2 30.77% 5   31.25% 8 2 60.00% 10 2 46.67% 4 1 37.50% 4   40.00% 2 1 66.67% 42.78% 

Itinerant Provision 3 3 56.25% 11 5 52.50% 8 3 53.85% 4 3 62.50% 9   45.00% 11 3 56.67% 2 1 25.00%   2 40.00% 2 1 66.67% 51.11% 

Janitorial Services 5 2 56.25% 13 5 57.50% 7 3 50.00% 2 5 75.00% 7 2 55.00% 5 9 76.67% 5 2 56.25% 4 1 60.00% 4   66.67% 61.11% 

Library Service 4 4 75.00% 11 4 47.50% 9   34.62% 4 4 75.00% 5 2 45.00% 9 4 56.67% 5 1 43.75% 2 2 60.00% 3   50.00% 52.22% 

School related services, 
Catering, Learning 
Support, Gaelic 

3 3 56.25% 13 5 57.50% 10 3 61.54% 6 1 50.00% 9 1 55.00% 9 4 56.67% 6 1 50.00% 4   40.00% 1 2 83.33% 56.11% 

Service Partnership 
through Charter and Hub 
Development 

2 5 75.00% 6 11 70.00% 6 6 69.23% 3 3 56.25% 3 6 75.00% 12 3 60.00% 4 3 62.50% 1 3 70.00% 1 2 83.33% 67.78% 

Support Staff 5 1 43.75% 7 11 72.50% 7 4 57.69% 4 2 50.00% 8 1 50.00% 10 5 66.67% 5   31.25% 5   50.00% 2 1 66.67% 57.22% 

Waste Management and 
Cleansing Services 

6 2 62.50% 14 2 45.00% 7 1 34.62% 6 2 62.50% 6 3 60.00% 12 3 60.00% 4 1 37.50% 3   30.00% 2 1 66.67% 50.00% 

Grand Total 65 47  170 76  114 44  70 43  103 35  144 73  62 25  44 19  30 19   
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